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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to address critical gaps in restrictive housing research by
developing a theoretical framework of the practice grounded in the experiences and knowledge
of correctional officers, managers, and administrators. The grounded theory methodology (GTM)
was used because of the lack of cohesive theory and empirical inquiry in restrictive housing
research. Constructivist GTM was chosen because it uses existing literature and frameworks to
triangulate the theory-generation process. Interviews were held with 29 correctional
professionals in the county jail setting. Data analysis was performed using ATLAS.ti for coding
and Microsoft Word for memoing. Once theoretical saturation was achieved and coding
completed, the researcher developed the Framework for Operationalizing and Contextualizing
Restrictive Housing in County Jails (FOCRH-CJ). This framework grounded the four dimensions
of Mears et al.’s (2019) Conceptual Framework for Describing and Assessing Restrictive
Housing (CFDARH)—Goals, Duration, Conditions, and Intentionality—in qualitative interview
data. According to FOCRH-CJ, the CFDARH’s four dimensions operationalize instances of
restrictive housing into clear, methodological, rigorous definitions. The FOCRH-CJ also added
another set of four dimensions—the Personal Element, Facility Context, Complexities, and
Gender Disparities—which contextualize restrictive instances according to the setting in which
they are dispensed. In sum, the researcher developed a framework that can serve as an integral
step in unifying restrictive housing with a theory that can be used to both operationalize and
contextualize future research endeavors.
Keywords: restrictive housing, solitary confinement, corrections, gender studies,
grounded theory, qualitative methodology
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Overview
I engaged in a grounded theory study designed to investigate the topic of restrictive
housing, a controversial, hotly debated, yet misunderstood topic in the correctional field. The
problems that drove this study were a lack of theory in restrictive housing research and a lack of
research into gender disparities in the topic. This chapter begins with an overview of the
historical, societal, and theoretical background of restrictive housing. Then, the research problem
and research purpose that drove the study were presented. This is followed by the practical,
societal, theoretical, and research questions that drove the study. I closed with the definitions of a
selection of the most salient concepts in restrictive housing, followed by a summary of the
chapter.
Background
Restrictive housing is defined as the placement of inmates into a setting isolated from
other inmates for at least a day in duration (Frost & Monteiro, 2016). This form of housing is a
critical topic in the study of the American correctional system, but one that contains a significant
degree of ambiguity, debate, and confusion (Mears, 2016). The contemporary use of restrictive
housing is not a modern practice but can be considered an American tradition with deep
historical roots and precedents (Pratt, 2019). Yet modern policy, research, and practice of
restrictive housing could not be more different than that of the United States early into the
nation’s history (Shapiro, 2019). Modern restrictive housing research is characterized by a large
degree of ambiguity and a lack of rigor (Garcia, 2016). As is discussed throughout this study, the
deficiencies of contemporary solitary confinement research are many, which ultimately justify
the present study.
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Historical Overview
Restrictive housing emerged in early United States history when Quaker-influenced
communities in Pennsylvania began to advocate the isolation of inmates for rehabilitation
through reflection and repentance (Shapiro, 2019). In contrast with the contemporary use of the
practice, restrictive housing in the early United States was characterized by severe limitations in
the power of correctional workers and officials to administer segregation (Shapiro, 2019). The
use of solitary confinement within the young republic was highly regulated, featuring a complex
and powerful system of checks and balances to maintain due process in dispensing periods of
isolation (Shapiro, 2019). Due to both ethical issues and budget concerns, the Pennsylvania
system was directly challenged by the New York system (Reiter, 2016), which had the
psychological and fiscal advantage of isolation being administered only at nighttime (Rogers,
1993). This led to the gradual adoption of the New York system in the early United States
through the 1800s, which gradually diminished in usage throughout the early 20th century
(Mears et al., 2019).
In direct contrast with the deliberateness of historical American restrictive housing in the
18th and 19th centuries, the resurgence of the practice in the late 20th century was sudden and
less than deliberate in execution (Mears et al., 2019). The beginning of the get-tough era of the
1970s ushered in a sudden national shift in correctional policy from rehabilitation toward a
punitive, control-oriented system (Aranda-Hughes, 2021; Pratt, 2015). By the late 1980s,
because of a prison uprising in the Marion Control Unit (Ward & Werlich, 2003) and a change in
public sentiment toward the nation’s failure to reduce its crime rate (Cullen & Gilbert, 2015),
attitudes toward crime became more aggressive (Labrecque, 2018).
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The 1990s ushered in stronger law-and-order policy initiatives, which led to increased use
of restrictive housing in the form of super-maximum (supermax) security prisons. These
facilities were designed, constructed, and managed according to strict long-term restrictive
housing protocols (Garcia, 2016). This trend resulted in correctional policies and practices that
emphasized punitive over rehabilitative measures, three-strike laws, truth in sentencing
legislation, and mandatory minimum sentencing (Garland, 2001). The use of supermax facilities
has gained traction in the past three decades, as evidenced by nearly every state constructing
these types of facilities (Garcia, 2016).
The rationale for using restrictive housing has been well established in correctional
systems. Due to the dramatic rise in the contemporary prison population, it has become
increasingly difficult for prison administrators to maintain safety and order within their systems
and facilities, leading to the increased popularity of restrictive housing measures (Mears, 2016).
The justification is that isolating high-risk prisoners is simply the most efficient way to maximize
the safety of prison staff and inmates (Frost & Monteiro, 2016). As a result, restrictive housing
remains a hallmark of America’s correctional system (Labrecque, 2018).
Society-at-Large
Restrictive housing affects society-at-large in several different ways. Of most relevance
to taxpayers, little effort to determine the cost-effectiveness of restrictive segregation is evident
in research (Mears, 2016). Little is known of whether this practice is the most efficient use of the
nation’s public resources (Frost & Monteiro, 2016). The possibility of alternative strategies for
correctional facility management that may be less costly exists, such as improved inmate
classification or strategic dispersion of inmates (Mears, 2016).
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Efforts at researching the effects and outcomes of restrictive housing feature many gaps,
making it nearly impossible to draw conclusions with any scientific rigor (Mears et al., 2019).
Restrictive housing has not been formally operationalized in a way in which researchers can
consistently investigate the topic to uncover information that can be used to guide policies
reliably (Mears, 2016). Nor is the implementation of restrictive housing consistent in any
capacity across correctional systems and facilities, which makes accurate evaluation of the use of
solitary confinement difficult at best and impossible at worst (Mears, 2016).
Human rights issues have not yet been fully addressed in restrictive housing research.
Readers must note that most convicts do not remain in prison for the rest of their lives, which
means that researchers must examine the effects of such a practice (Labrecque, 2018). This
practice is particularly salient to society, as restrictive housing practices may cause psychological
harm that can directly affect how convicts behave when the time comes to integrate back into the
community (Dellazizzo et al., 2020; Haney, 2020). Despite the theoretical orientation of the
study, it must be understood that this topic can have a lasting practical effect on the fabric of
everyday society.
A final significant effect of restrictive housing involves the degree of publicity the issue
has received regardless of how little is known or has been empirically confirmed. Despite the
potential human rights issues inherent in restrictive housing, for example, little is known of the
effects of this correctional practice, either in segregated inmates or in the institutions in which
segregation is practiced (Kapoor & Trestman, 2016; Labrecque, 2018). Consider the widely
publicized issue regarding the effect of restrictive housing on mental health. The widespread
argument that segregation has negative outcomes on mental health has not yet been substantiated
(Kapoor & Trestman, 2016), nor has research been meticulous enough to draw any scientifically
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stern conclusion (Mears et al., 2019). Yet this debate continues prior to substantiating the claims
for either side or any conclusive research (Labrecque, 2018). For a practice that is so hotly
debated in political discourse, public policy, and in the news, it is imperative that more diligent
investigations be held.
Theoretical Background
Restrictive housing research is characterized by a significant lack of substance and
consistency in the use of research (Mears, 2016; Mears et al., 2019). Commonly cited
weaknesses in restrictive housing theory include a lack of precisely defined terms or concepts
and a lack of cohesive use of a theory that can account for the complex nature of the correctional
environment (Mears et al., 2019). This uncertainty is problematic because a lack of theoretical or
conceptual frameworks makes it impossible to conclude data to gain knowledge about a topic,
nullifying the validity of any policymaking, research, or practice (Kelle, 2019; Latessa, 2014).
Furthermore, because of this lack of theory, many conclusions that have been drawn in restrictive
housing research may be questionable (Butler & Steiner, 2017; Mears et al., 2019).
Restrictive housing research has four major gaps that have yet to be addressed
systematically. Except for a few outliers (Butler & Steiner, 2017; Mears & Reisig, 2006),
restrictive housing and its adjacent concepts have not been operationalized in the body of
research (Mears, 2016), nor has any systematic articulation been empirically validated (Mears et
al., 2019). The assumptions used to investigate and frame restrictive housing likewise have not
been confirmed (Labrecque, 2018; Mears et al., 2019), leading to the use of unsubstantiated
theories (Richards, 2015). The tension inherent in the debate between the two extremes of debate
restrictive housing research and policy (Clark, 2018; Frost & Monteiro, 2016) further emphasizes
the lack of a cohesive framework that can explicate this topic in a holistic manner (Mears et al.,
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2019). Finally, the few theories that are used in research do not address many of the relevant
factors that drive correctional institutions and facilities. These factors include violence, safety,
administration, causes, and outcomes (Labrecque, 2018); correctional facilities cannot focus
solely on segregation (Mears et al., 2016).
Fortunately, Mears et al. (2019) constructed a conceptual framework designed to address
many ambiguities that characterize theory in restrictive housing research. The framework
involves defining and operationalizing instances of restrictive housing according to four
dimensions. Goals involve distinguishing the purpose by which inmates are segregated into
isolated settings. Duration refers to the length of stay by which an instance of restrictive housing
can be categorized. Quality refers to the tangible and intangible characteristics of an instance of
restrictive housing. Intentionality refers to the degree to which an instance of segregation was
deliberate. These four dimensions, in their large number of different combinations, can be used
together to operationalize any case or instance of restrictive housing (Mears et al., 2019). As a
grounded theory study on a topic with few theories, this study required some structural
framework to contextualize the coding and theory-generation process (Kelle, 2019). Mears et
al.’s (2019) conceptual framework was ideal, perhaps the only tool for structuring this grounded
theory study.
Situation to Self
My primary motivation for pursuing this line of research was a need to understand the
truth. As a retired law enforcement officer who has engaged in a focused examination of
empirical criminal justice research, my perspectives regarding practices that I have long accepted
to be routine have been challenged from multiple angles. In the past, my approach to law
enforcement was solely focused on serving justice, arresting criminals, and confining them to
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prisons where they belonged. I viewed restrictive housing as a management tool, a method to
maintain order in the lawless population and allow them to reform. In my initial research into
this topic, I was bombarded with statistics and academic arguments that painted restrictive
housing strictly negative, leading me to shift my position very strongly to the opposite of my
previous stance. Yet through further research, I found many weaknesses in this strongly partisan
perspective through studying the work of scholars that pursued methodological rigor and a
holistic perspective. I began to see that neither of my perspectives were rooted in a pursuit of
academic rigor, nor were my conclusions founded on valid and contextualized empirical
evidence. As a result, this study represented an exercise of balance and academic precision over
partisan posturing.
The research paradigm of this study was constructivism, largely because I used Charmaz’s
(2014) popularized constructivist grounded theory methodology. The constructivist grounded
theory is unique in using existing conceptual frameworks to code and generate theories from
qualitative data (Kelle, 2019). Indeed, the use of the constructivist paradigm is important because
the assumptions of this philosophy allow a researcher to justify theory generation through the
coding of qualitative data gathered via interviewing the study’s participants (Kelle, 2019).
From an ontological perspective, constructivism assumes that generated meaning and
knowledge is social in nature, created through individual perspectives, experiences, and
interactions (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). In constructivist ontology, knowledge is assumed to be
a social construct in contrast with the realist ontology, which denies the existence of social
meaning in a preference for knowledge that exists beyond human experience (Creswell &
Creswell, 2018). Epistemologically, constructivism aligns strongly with interpretivism, which
assumes that human knowledge is a product of interpreting one’s prior experiences and
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interactions (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Kelle, 2019). This epistemological assumption allows
researchers to generate theories through coding qualitative data over the collection of
quantitative data (Bryant & Charmaz, 2019). This interpretive epistemology also justifies the use
of interview data in drawing scientific conclusions about the topics in question (Creswell &
Creswell, 2018). The axiological assumption of constructivism is in the inherent value of the
researcher’s ability to interpret the qualitative data in question. In the case of grounded theory, to
construct a novel theoretical framework (Bryant & Charmaz, 2019).
Problem Statement
The use of restrictive housing is only increasing in the United States, with over 13% of
inmates experiencing segregation in some jurisdictions (Garcia, 2016). Due to the conflicts
inherent in the practice of restrictive housing (Labrecque, 2018), the potential for harmful
psychological effects (Dellazizzo et al., 2020), and the taxpayer implications (Mears, 2016),
restrictive housing is a hotly debated topic. Despite the importance and controversy driving
research into this topic and its many societal implications, nearly no empirically based,
methodologically rigorous, or theoretically consistent conclusions can be drawn about restrictive
housing (Labrecque, 2018; Mears, 2016; Mears et al., 2019). The very lack of any cohesive
theoretical foundation in restrictive housing makes knowledge formation from empirical data
logically impossible (Kelle, 2019). Despite the increased incarceration of women, almost no
research has been performed on the female experience of restrictive housing (Aranda-Hughes,
2021). The problem informing this study was that a cohesive theory of restrictive housing is
lacking in current literature, dramatically hindering cumulative understanding and research.
Alongside this problem, an additional issue was addressed to give this study more specificity,
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namely that gender disparities in restrictive housing were not understood even though stark
differences existed.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this grounded theory study was to develop a conceptually and
contextually consistent theoretical framework of restrictive housing with a focus on gender
disparity through the collection of interview data from officers and staff employed at correctional
institutions that practice segregation. Although most of the research into restrictive housing
involved investigating inmates, focused inquiry into the potential insights of correctional
administration and staff are lacking (Mears et al., 2020). Part of the problem that drove this study
was that restrictive housing and the adjacent concepts integral to its research have no definition
that has been consistently operationalized in multiple studies or agreed upon by the scientific
community (Mears et al., 2019). At this stage in criminal justice research, restrictive housing has
only been defined as putting an inmate into an isolated setting to a specific end (Frost &
Monteiro, 2016; Labrecque, 2016). Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework of restrictive
housing was the primary conceptual framework for this study, as it structured the topic to a
holistic perspective of correctional institutions and systems.
Significance of the Study
Practical Significance
This study can make appreciable contributions to inmates, correctional facilities, and the
public within the practical realm. Whether harmful or beneficial, little is truly known regarding
the effects of restrictive housing on inmates, regardless of what many scholars contend (Mears et
al., 2020). The main reason is a lack of theory by which research can be consistently
contextualized (Mears et al., 2019). This study helped future researchers better ground their
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empirical investigations in a grounded theory by developing a cohesive theory. The researcher
sought to understand whether restrictive housing benefits the safety and order of prisons
(LaBranche & Labrecque, 2021). This study helped shed light on this issue by substantiating the
correctional context in more detail to aid future research. Finally, this study provided a deeper
understanding of inmates' experiences, which can lead to research that can assist them with
integrating more successfully into society once their prison terms are over.
Empirical Significance
This study had several potential contributions to the body of empirical research. As
detailed above, this study was an exercise in helping address the lack of cohesive empirical
research that characterizes contemporary restrictive housing research. The study also contributed
to the lack of research into correctional facility workers. Many restrictive housing researchers
have noted a gap in research regarding correctional personnel (Frost & Monteiro, 2016; Mears et
al., 2019; 2020). Mears et al. (2020) contended that a critical weakness of solitary confinement
research was a lack of research into the insights that can be gleaned from correctional officers,
officials, and other levels of prison staff. Research was needed to understand the benefits and
detriments of restrictive housing, methods by which the effectiveness of segregation can be
enhanced, leading to better alternatives.
Theoretical Significance
Restrictive housing research features a dramatic lack of consistent theories encompassing
the actual correctional context (Mears et al., 2019). Without such a theoretical framework, it is
nearly impossible for a researcher to draw conclusions from data, make valid arguments, or
conduct unrelenting research (Kelle, 2019). Scholars do not even agree on the definitions of the
debate concepts in contemporary scholarship (Labrecque & Mears, 2019). As a result, a
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grounded theory study can contribute much to this topic. Drawing upon Mears et al.’s (2019)
conceptual framework, this study was an exercise in developing a theory of restrictive housing
that enforces strict definitional consistency of the concepts involved and frames issues within the
entire correctional context, from the individual level to the system-wide level.
Research Questions
This study was not limited to gender disparities. The interviews yielded large amounts of
qualitative restrictive housing data that did not pertain to gender issues. I expected that the theory
I would develop would likely encompass elements of the correctional context. My central
research question had a broad scope to suitably communicate this intent, addressing the general
research question driving the proposed study. The first sub-question then addressed the specific
issue of gender. The second sub-question took a more general stance, inquiring about potential
conceptual relationships that drive theory creation.
Central Question (CQ): How do the perspectives of correctional professionals
contribute to a structured theoretical understanding of restrictive housing? This central research
question addressed the dire need for theory in restrictive housing research (Mears et al., 2019) to
drive empirical and scrupulous research (Kelle, 2019). Additionally, this research question
attempted to fill the significant gap in knowledge regarding the insights of correctional facility
professionals (Mears et al., 2020).
Sub-Question 1 (SQ1): What insights can correctional professionals provide regarding
gender disparities in restrictive housing? Though racial differences have been extensively
researched (Cochran et al., 2017; Tasca & Turanovic, 2018), gender differences have largely
been ignored in restrictive housing research (Aranda-Hughes et al., 2021; Butler & Steiner,
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2017). This first sub-question addressed the specific problem in this study, forcing an
investigation to shed light on the restrictive housing differences between women and men.
Sub-Question 2 (SQ2): How do the accounts of correctional professionals inform the
relationships between the various concepts that encompass the restrictive housing practice?
Theory-building involves not only the identification of concepts but determining the
relationships that exist between these concepts (Kelle, 2019). With the help of Mears et al.’s
(2019) conceptual framework, this study was a novel attempt at creating a cohesive restrictive
housing theoretical framework.
Definitions
1. Administrative segregation – Administrative segregation is an instance of restrictive
housing in which an inmate is segregated for administrative reasons, such as due process
in an investigation or isolation prior to moving facilities (Frost & Monteiro, 2016).
2. Disciplinary segregation – Disciplinary segregation is when an inmate is placed in
restrictive housing to enforce discipline or as a punitive measure (Shames et al., 2015).
3. High-risk inmate/individual – A high-risk inmate or individual is one who prison
administration or staff determines poses a potential to disturb the order and safety of a
correctional facility (Labrecque, 2018).
4. Low-risk inmate/individual – A low-risk inmate or individual is one who prison
administration or staff determine poses little to no potential to disturb the order and safety
of a correctional facility (Labrecque, 2018).
5. Protective custody – Protective custody is an instance of restrictive housing in which an
inmate is segregated to prevent victimization from other inmates (Shames et al., 2015).
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6. Restrictive housing – Restrictive housing can be defined as placing an inmate into a
setting characterized by tangible and intangible isolation (Labrecque, 2018).
7. Segregation – Segregation is a general term to denote an instance of restrictive housing,
of which three primary types exist (Frost & Monteiro, 2016; Shames et al., 2015).
8. Solitary confinement – Used interchangeably with the term restrictive housing (Frost &
Monteiro, 2016; Labrecque, 2018).
9. Super-maximum security (supermax) facility/prison – A super-maximum security facility
is a prison where inmates are kept in isolated cells for most of their stay (Garcia, 2016).
Summary
This grounded theory study was designed to shed light on the deeply controversial and
misunderstood topic of restrictive housing. Though restrictive housing is among the earliest
American traditions, it has become a major unknown in criminal justice research (Labrecque,
2018). The problem that drove the study was a lack of research by which any conclusions can be
drawn, regardless of what partisan stance a scholar may take (Mears, 2016; Mears et al., 2019).
The specific problem was that, despite the growing female prison population, little is known of
how women respond to restrictive housing practices (Aranda-Hughes, 2021). The purpose of this
study was to construct a cohesive theory of restrictive housing using qualitative interview data
collected from correctional officers and staff, which also addressed gender disparities. This study
featured a balance of practical, empirical, and theoretical significance while contributing
structure and coherence to contemporary restrictive housing research.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview
This chapter contained a broad overview of the theory and literature that make up the
body of restrictive housing research. The conceptual framework section began with an overview
of the role of theory in grounded theory methodology and explained why the researcher used a
conceptual framework for this study. This point is followed by a discussion of the state of
theoretical and conceptual frameworks in restrictive housing research, specifically regarding the
lack thereof. The discussion focused upon the ambiguities and weaknesses in restrictive housing
theory. The section concluded with an overview of Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework,
which gives structure and consistency into operationalizing restrictive housing, along with a
discussion of its implications and how I aimed to extend this framework into theory in this study.
The related literature section began with a detailed overview of the history of restrictive
housing, from its conception in early American history to the development of modern
implementations during the late 1900s. The section then continued with a discussion of the
contemporary use of restrictive housing, highlighting the ambiguities therein. This was followed
by an extensive discussion about the various debates regarding the advantages and disadvantages
of restrictive housing. I attempted to balance the two extremes of the partisan spectrum. The
weaknesses and gaps in restrictive housing literature were discussed, which best account for the
state of research on this topic. Related literature culminated with an overview of gender
disparities in restrictive housing research, which, among the many gaps in the literature,
remained among the least explored issues in this topic. The chapter concluded with a summary.
Solitary confinement is characterized by the administrative decision within a correctional
facility to selectively segregate an inmate into “tightly controlled isolated confinement settings”
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(Labrecque, 2018, p. 675), typically because of noncompliance or violence to reduce disorder.
Solitary confinement tends to be used synonymously with restrictive housing (Labrecque, 2018).
Other terms used to describe restrictive housing were special management unit, security housing
unit, security control, seclusion, lockdown, inmate segregation, disciplinary segregation,
departmental segregation, administrative segregation, administrative maximum, administrative
detention, administrative confinement, and close administrative supervision (U.S. Department of
Justice, 2016).
Many scholars use the terms solitary confinement and restrictive housing interchangeably
when describing the general practice of segregation (Garcia, 2016; Labrecque, 2018; Shapiro,
2019). The terms are generally used to describe inmates being placed in a confined and isolated
setting with highly restricted social contact for some time. This period of time can last from a
single day to an indefinite duration (Garcia, 2016). However, it should be noted that the use of
the term solitary confinement has decreased in contemporary practice and research because of
the negative connotations that critics of the practice have promoted in mainstream media (Frost
& Monteiro, 2016). The federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP), for example, denied the
acknowledgment of the use of any solitary confinement practices through a definitional
technicality in a 2013 report (Frost & Monteiro, 2016; U.S. Government Accountability Office,
2013). As many contemporary researchers remain undeterred with this potential stigma and still
use both terms, solitary confinement and restrictive housing were considered synonymous
throughout this manuscript.
Although a general problem in the research was that the terms were often used without
standard definitions or operationalizations, some researchers, such as Frost and Monteiro (2016),
contended that certain terms delineated specific types of restrictive housing. Segregation features
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three common usages: protective custody, disciplinary segregation, and administrative
segregation (Frost & Monteiro, 2016; Shames et al., 2015). Protective custody is when an inmate
is segregated to prevent victimization, either under the inmate’s own volition or through
administrative decisions (Shames et al., 2015). Disciplinary segregation refers to a sanction
imposed on an inmate after a disciplinary hearing because of official misconduct within the
prison in question and is uniquely characterized by the inmates possessing the right to due
process (Frost & Monteiro, 2016). Administrative segregation refers to separating inmates into
isolated environments if they are judged by prison staff to be a significant threat to the
institution's security (Shames et al., 2015). Administrative segregation decisions are typically
made according to several factors, including the risk designation of specific inmates, inmate
behavioral patterns, and security risk designation of inmate groups (Shames et al., 2015).
Conceptual Framework
Regarding using grounded theory methodology (GTM), scholars have debated the role
and use of theoretical or conceptual frameworks. Developing a novel theoretical or conceptual
framework that is distinct from those developed in prior research is a difficult process (Bryant &
Charmaz, 2007). A notable philosophical challenge in GTM is reconciling the necessity of
allowing categories to naturally emerge from the data with the impossibility of completely
discarding previous theoretical knowledge (Kelle, 2019). As a result, it is necessary to first
discuss the role of established theories in GTM. After defining GTM, I discussed the state of
theories in restrictive housing research within the context of this study. Furthermore, I
particularly focused on the lack of a framework that adequately and consistently encompasses
the complexity of the correctional environment. This breakdown was followed by discussing the
conceptual framework I chose to inform my theory generation using Charmaz (2006; 2014).
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Lastly, I highlighted Bryant’s (2017) constructivist GTM approach, which accounts for using
existing frameworks to assist in coding and theory generation.
Role of Theoretical and Conceptual Frameworks in Grounded Theory
The philosophical challenge inherent in grounded theory stems from Glaser and
Strauss's schism following the seminal work “The Discovery of Grounded Theory” (1967). The
two theorists diverged in their approaches in operationalizing the role of theoretical and
conceptual frameworks on the GTM (Kelle, 2019). The Glaserian approach emphasized the need
to allow the categories that make up the generated theory to emerge naturally throughout the
coding process without contamination from existing theoretical frameworks (Glasser, 1978).
This approach led Glaser (1978) to develop a complex system of codes, coding families,
categories, and concepts based on sociological theories and formal positivist logic. This
perspective gave researchers the tools to generate thematic categories from collected data with
the least amount of influence from prior research, theories, or concepts.
In contrast, the Straussian approach involved a more concrete and structured GTM
(Strauss, 1987). Instead of using the loose list of various coding families that Glaser preferred,
Strauss (1987) developed a coding paradigm rooted in interactionism and pragmatism that used
axial coding to structure the categorization of the data. Strauss and Corbin (1990) further
articulated this approach by developing a systematic axial coding and theory development
method. This method encouraged existing theoretical and conceptual frameworks to aid category
development while diminishing the risk of being overwhelmed by the collected data. In sum, the
philosophical differences between Glaser’s (1978) approach and Strauss and Corbin’s (1990)
approach were that the former relies upon a researcher’s broad and comprehensive knowledge to
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drive categorization and theory-generation, while the latter allows for the use of a specific
theoretical framework to facilitate the theory generation process (Kelle, 2019).
A new approach developed by Charmaz (2014) and further articulated by Bryant (2017)
has gained popularity in contemporary GTM research, with a design that essentially shares the
Straussian attitude towards theoretical frameworks (Kelle, 2019). Charmaz and Bryant’s (2007;
2019) constructivist GTM was an attempt at strengthening the interpretivist roots of the
Straussian approach by couching theory-building in terms of constructivism. In this approach,
categories and theories are not discovered or emerge as per Glaser’s positivistic epistemology.
However, they are constructed in accordance with researchers’ own knowledge, experience,
interactions with individuals, and research methodologies (Charmaz, 2014; Kelle, 2019).
The constructivist GTM approach allows for the use of prior theoretical and conceptual
frameworks during focused coding, including axial coding and theoretical coding (Belgrave &
Seide, 2019). Charmaz did integrate Glaser’s coding families, though referring to them with
different terminology (Kelle, 2019). However, more relevant to the line of discussion, Charmaz
and Bryant’s (2019) approach advocated for the use of theoretical and conceptual frameworks
when applicable to the study in question (Kelle, 2019), as well as when it is necessary to relate
the topic of inquiry into existing research and literature (Thornberg & Dunne, 2019).
It is justifiable to use a conceptual framework to inform theory generation in
contemporary GTM, as prior research is an integral part of the researcher’s construction of
meaning from the data (Kelle, 2019). This is particularly relevant for this study because
theoretical frameworks in restrictive housing research are ambiguous and inconsistent (Mears,
2016). The purpose of conceptual frameworks in the GTM context is to provide a foundation of
knowledge for advanced or focused coding when a large body of relevant prior research is
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unavailable (Kelle, 2019). It was important to give a brief overview of the state of theoretical and
conceptual frameworks in restrictive housing theory. Doing so highlights the potential risks
inherent in using dominant frameworks without assessing their efficacy. Hence, maintaining the
constructivist assumptions by revealing the environment in which the theory is built and
engaging with the existing literature to take a concrete stance (Thornberg & Dunne, 2019).
State of Restricted Housing Theory
The lack of consistent theory and definition has been particularly salient in restrictive
housing research because theories and conceptual frameworks are the foundations for
institutional practice, scholarly research, and public policy (Mears, 2016). Without a logical
theoretical foundation, it is challenging to expect reliable policies, correctional decisions, or
research (Latessa et al., 2014). Theoretical and conceptual frameworks were central to
understanding the outcomes of restrictive housing. Without such a framework, empirical data has
no structure by which it could be understood (Kelle, 2019).
Yet, because of a lack of theories guiding restrictive housing research, few reliable
conclusions about the topic have been drawn despite decades of research (Mears, 2016). Scholars
have criticized restricted housing research regarding the lack of cohesion, consistency, and
relevance in using theoretical and conceptual frameworks that characterize the entire context of
correctional systems and facilities (Butler & Steiner, 2017; Mears et al., 2019). Scholars have
also characterized restricted housing research as lacking in the operationalization or
standardization of terms and concepts necessary for developing sound theoretical and conceptual
frameworks. Inconsistencies, lack of cohesion, and lack of holistic perspective in the use of
theoretical and conceptual frameworks are evident in research that both argue for and against
restrictive housing.
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In an early review, Mears and Reisig (2006) attempted to use deterrence theory to
formulate a structured explanation of paths to systemwide prison order, which would help to
justify the use of restrictive housing. The researchers could not use deterrence theory alone, as
the theoretical framework was insufficient in explaining consolidation strategies at a holistic
level because of a lack of institutional considerations (Mears & Reisig, 2006). As the researchers
acknowledged, this implies a gap in the literature regarding a reliable holistic theory that
encompasses the correctional context (Mears & Reisig, 2006). Conversely, studies that examined
the negative mental health outcomes of solitary confinement (Clark, 2018; Dellazizzo et al.,
2020) tend to use existing psychological or psychiatric theoretical frameworks that model
inmates' potential internal mechanisms. Again, such theories have been determined to be
insufficient in accounting for inmate mental health within the greater context of correctional
institutions or systems (Mears et al., 2019).
The use of theory in restrictive housing research is characterized by four ambiguities that
have not been adequately addressed (Mears, 2016). First, the logical structure, mediators, causal
factors, and consequences of restrictive housing have not been articulated formally (Mears,
2016), except for a rare minority of studies (Butler & Steiner, 2017; Mears et al., 2019; Mears &
Reisig, 2006). Additionally, the rare formal articulations of theory have not been validated or
supported in subsequent research (Mears et al., 2019).
Second, the theories that were used to explicate restrictive housing may have used
incorrect assumptions that have not been empirically confirmed (Mears, 2016; Mears et al.,
2019). Consider the popular use of deterrence theory, which has led scholars to argue that
restrictive housing increases the safety and order of correctional systems and facilities
(Dellazizzo et al., 2020; Mears & Reisig, 2006; Richards, 2015). However, this use of deterrence
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theory assumes that inmates unilaterally believe restrictive housing is a punishment, which
several empirical studies have demonstrated is not the case (Richards, 2015). Similarly, some
scholars have predicted that restrictive housing is a factor in reducing riots (Mears, 2008), which
stems from the mistaken assumption that no other more influential factors can reduce riots
(Morris et al., 2012).
Third, in the debate regarding the effectiveness and consequences of restrictive housing,
empirically valid and credible theories exist on both sides of the discussion, leading to a
deadlock in theory (Mears, 2016). Some scholars have developed, using statistical evidence, a
framework of conceptual mechanisms by which restrictive housing may harm inmates and
correctional systems (Clark, 2018). Others have contended, also with convincing evidence, that
restrictive housing is necessary for institutional function and inmate safety (Frost & Monteiro,
2016). This theoretical and evidential tension on either side of the discussion reveals the lack of a
framework that can account for issues on either side of the debate (Mears et al., 2019).
Fourth, existing restrictive housing theories do not address many of the other factors that
can cause safety concerns, violence, and other issues in correctional facilities (Mears, 2016).
Likewise, the existing theories do not address whether restrictive housing is a cause of the
adverse inmate outcomes many studies purport (Labrecque, 2018). This lack of theory
addressing multiple factors revealed the need for a theoretical or conceptual framework to
encapsulate the entire corrective context rather than single concepts or issues (Mears et al.,
2019).
Conceptual Framework for Assessing and Describing Restrictive Housing
Due to the relative absence of holistic theories that account for multiple factors and
perspectives, I chose Mears et al.’s (2019) “Conceptual Framework for Describing and Assessing
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Restrictive Housing” ([CFDARH]; p. 1434) as the primary conceptual framework to inform this
study. This framework aimed to rectify many ambiguities and inconsistencies found in restrictive
housing research and terminology. Mears et al. (2019) deliberately used quotation marks to
distinguish “restrictive housing” when naming the framework because of the term's inherent lack
of operationalization or consistent definition. The researchers defined the term loosely to give
room for the conceptual framework to be used to operationalize precisely what form of
segregation was assessed or described (Mears et al., 2019).
The CFDARH consists of four dimensions which are used to delineate the specific type of
restrictive housing in each situation: the goal of the restrictive housing policy or practice, the
duration of segregation, the characteristics or quality of housing, and the intentionality of the
segregation action (Mears et al., 2019). It is possible to define and operationalize any instance of
restrictive housing in a systematic and detailed manner. This operationalization can then promote
increased accuracy and consistency in future research into this topic (Mears et al., 2019).
The Four Dimensions of the Conceptual Framework
The first dimension of the conceptual framework is the goal of restrictive housing policy
or practice. This dimension distinguishes how programs or actions are formed and performancerelated outcomes and activities (Gaes et al., 2004; Mears et al., 2019). Through numerous
literature reviews, scholars have converged upon four different goals that a restrictive housing
policy, practice, or instance can take: management, protection, punishment, and administrative
(Mears et al., 2019). Management goals involve restrictive housing policies or practices to
maintain the safety and order of a correctional system, controlling inmates not amenable to
management, intervening with gangs, or riot prevention. Assessments within the management
sub-goal would necessarily involve determining the effectiveness of maintaining order,
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controlling difficult inmates, controlling gang activity, and preventing riots. Discipline refers to
the use of segregation to punish or disincentivize certain behaviors through isolation and reduced
privileges. Assessments within this sub-goal would involve determining whether segregation is
perceived as a punishment and whether it is more effective than other options. Protection refers
to using segregation to protect an inmate from others or their own actions. Assessments of this
goal involve determining the effectiveness of segregation compared to other forms of protective
action. Administrative goals refer to situations in which inmates are segregated due to
investigations, transfers, or other administrative processes. Assessments of this goal may involve
studying various related factors, such as speed of the administrative process, adherence to due
process, or inmate perceptions. Finally, administrative segregation may involve a mixture of
various goals or subgoals (Mears et al., 2019).
Duration of restrictive housing instance is a major concern for critics of the practice
(Haney, 2018). A dearth of research is present, specifically distinguishing various durations of
solitary confinement and the differences in outcome therein (Mears et al., 2019). Studies have
revealed that inmates can spend extremely varied periods in solitary confinement and may be
subject to segregation in multiple instances (Mears & Bales, 2009). Many factors can influence
duration, which further confounds consistent reporting of restrictive housing (Mears et al., 2019).
The rules of a correction facility may limit or set guidelines to duration according to
management goals, violations during segregation, and situational variations in plans may alter
isolation periods (Cochran et al., 2018; Frost & Monteiro, 2016, Mears et al., 2019). Mears et al.
(2019) operationalized duration in terms of short and long durations, referring to 31 days or less
as short. Moderate durations were operationalized as a measure between the two duration
extremes, one month to one or more years. However, it should be noted that there may be
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significant subjective differences in how individuals experience or perceive restrictive housing,
as extended periods of isolation may not affect some. In contrast, short durations may be
extremely difficult for others. As such, researchers are advised to note these variations when
designing a duration study to account for this possibility (Mears et al., 2019).
Quality or characteristics refers to the actual conditions of the restrictive housing
environment an inmate is subject to, which can be characterized according to four categories,
including housing conditions, the extent of restriction and isolation, programming, and the level
of inmate certainty (Mears et al., 2019). Housing conditions can involve physical or nonphysical
factors. Physical housing conditions include but are not limited to cell size, type of light or
lighting, the view outside the cell, and noise levels. Nonphysical housing conditions may include
but are not limited to entertainment, reading material, time permitted to flush toilets, personal
possessions, time outside isolation, or visitations. Many factors are involved when delineating
the extent of restriction and isolation of instances of restrictive housing (Mears et al., 2019).
Notable inconsistencies, inaccuracies, and confusion are present regarding the conditions that
necessitate the various terms restrictive, supermax, or segregation (Frost & Monteiro, 2016).
Many of these terms have neither been formalized nor operationalized in any standard definition
(Mears et al., 2019). Likewise, no standard definition of isolation has been operationalized
(Mears et al., 2019). This ambiguity may be problematic for research and policymaking because
restriction and isolation can involve multiple complex factors. These factors can consist of
soundproofing, visual isolation, and social isolation. Programming can also be a heterogeneous
and complicated matter, with several resources or opportunities offered to or withheld from
inmates. Finally, uncertainty involves the degree to which inmates are sure of when they will be
released from segregated conditions. In summary, when characterizing instances of restrictive
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housing according to quality, it is important to note the degree of complexity that may be
involved (Mears et al., 2019).
The fourth dimension by which restrictive housing can be defined is intentionality; this
involves the intent behind restrictive housing policy and practice (Mears et al., 2019). Restrictive
housing is largely intentional, which has led to critiques against the use of extended solitary
confinement and the use of severe restrictions on inmate privileges. However, in certain
instances, stays in restrictive housing are less than intentional (Mears et al., 2019). If an inmate is
placed in specialized restriction for protection, but the inmate violates regulations, there can be
more consequences. In that case, this can lead to correctional officers keeping the inmate in
segregation as a disciplinary measure and resulting in subsequent stays (Mears, 2016). In such an
instance, the initial extension of segregation was intentional, while subsequent instances were not
(Mears et al., 2019). Another instance can occur if an inmate who initially had a cellmate placed
under severe privilege restrictions remains under the restrictions after the cellmate is moved.
This example can lead to unintentionally imposing restrictive housing in the strict sense. Finally,
the use of cells may change from punishment to management, complicating whether an inmate is
intentionally segregated. In short, issues of intentionality can complicate the consistency and
accuracy of data collection in restrictive housing research (Mears et al., 2019).
Uses and Implications of the Conceptual Framework in Restrictive Housing Research
The CFDARH was designed to address multiple foundational weaknesses in restrictive
housing research to facilitate addressing research gaps in this topic (Mears et al., 2019). It is no
surprise that its implications on the field are many. A primary contribution of this conceptual
framework is the provision of a logical structure in how restrictive housing can be categorized,
thereby allowing for more consistent research efforts. Recognizing the inherent heterogeneity of
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the various type of restrictive housing can be particularly important in delimiting studies to make
it clear to what degree a study is generalizable. This is due to inaccurate or ambiguous
terminology, negatively affecting a study’s validity and reliability (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).
By proposing a systematic method to define the various types of restrictive housing, Mears et al.
(2019) created an avenue by which the extant body of research and literature can be synthesized
and understood within a more accurate context.
The conceptual framework also facilitates the adoption of more systematic investigations
of restrictive housing that is lacking in the field (Mears et al., 2016). As discussed in the related
literature section below, despite the body of research and the extended debate on the efficacy of
restrictive housing, little valid empirical knowledge of the actual uses, outcomes, and predictors
of segregation exists (Frost & Monteiro, 2016; Labrecque, 2016; 2018; Mears, 2016). This is far
less than the literature suggests. Most extant research has simply not investigated the different
types of restrictive housing articulated in the conceptual framework, nor has it addressed the
differences in outcomes therein (Mears et al., 2019).
Many of the purported outcomes of restrictive housing, touted by either side of the debate
have not been investigated. This finding includes correctional system outcomes such as increased
safety, management, and order (Briggs et al., 2003; Labrecque, 2018); and inmate outcomes such
as prevalence rates of recidivism, prison violation, and mental health (Garcia, 2016; Shames et
al., 2015). Finally, according to Mears et al. (2019), systemic and consistent comparative
investigations of restrictive housing factors do not exist, including between the modalities of
restrictive housing, various housing populations, segregation durations, restrictive housing
conditions, and placement sequences.
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Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework revealed many different avenues by which
restrictive housing research and practice can advance through a stronger and more complete
empirical foundation going beyond conjecture. A more complete understanding of restrictive
housing can be achieved by investigating the different combinations of the dimensions proposed
in the conceptual framework by identifying the populations that are placed in each combination
and their outcomes. Likewise, the outcomes and consequences of restrictive housing—both
inmate-centric and correctional system-focused—can be better articulated by accounting for
potential differences among the many possible combinations of restrictive housing dimensions
(Mears et al., 2019).
The CFDARH highlights the need for caution in interpreting prior research and drawing
conclusions in future studies (Mears et al., 2019). The sheer number of potentially significant
differences that come from minor changes in how restrictive housing is implemented revealed
that a degree of caution must take place in generalizing prior research into other populations.
Consider Mears and Bales’ (2009) study on recidivism rates among inmates who have been
subject to moderate-duration restrictive housing. As the CFDARH implied, the results of that
study were only generalizable to populations with similar durations, other differences
notwithstanding (Mears et al., 2019). Moreover, the bulk of the studies that investigated potential
negative relationships between restrictive housing and mental health have only investigated
instances of long-term segregation of months or longer (Kapoor & Trestman, 2016). This
decision indicates a lack of knowledge regarding the experiences of mentally ill inmates with
shorter periods of segregation for differing goals such as punishment or protection (Mears et al.,
2019). As Kapoor and Trestman (2016) found in their literature review, many studies
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investigating shorter-term instances of segregation found little to no effect on inmates' mental
health.
Mears et al.’s (2019) framework also highlight the need for potential changes in
policymaking and amendments to correctional practice. The heterogeneity of restrictive housing
further highlights the caution that must be taken in future policymaking. The conceptual
framework revealed a large amount of empirical research lacking across the four dimensions,
research that can augment the understanding of segregation. As research advances, policy
implications can change significantly, which policymakers and researchers must account for
because the current literature lacks empirical evidence (Mears et al., 2019). Scholars unilaterally
support the need to amend how administrators dispense restrictive housing (Butler & Steiner,
2017; Frost & Monteiro, 2016). More research is needed to understand the factors that lead to
restrictive housing decisions or how administrators are consistent in the dispensation. Mears et
al.’s (2019) framework can address many of these concerns.
Implications of Proposed Study in Restrictive Housing Theory
As the CFDARH is relatively new, a body of research empirically validating or extending
its foundation has not yet formed. This conceptual framework was predicated upon clarifying
and categorizing the multitude of ways restrictive housing can be characterized, defined, and
operationalized (Mears et al., 2019). Rather than mapping the relationship of restrictive housing
to concepts, causes, or outcomes, Mears et al.’s (2019) goal was to create a framework that
would clarify what type of restrictive housing scholars refer to in their research. As a result, the
conceptual framework does not map out theoretical relationships between restrictive housing and
other concepts, thus cannot be called a theory or theoretical framework.
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In this grounded theory study, I used Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework to direct
the coding of participants’ interview responses on restrictive housing to extend the research
toward a more consistent and operationalized use of terminology. This process helped address
the inconsistent use of language that characterizes research on this topic (Mears, 2016). Mears et
al.’s (2019) conceptual framework during the theory generation process extends restrictive
housing research by developing a new theory grounded in empirical data predicated upon the
standardized operationalization of concepts.
Among the most appropriate uses of conceptual frameworks in grounded theory is
investigation topics that do not yet have a rich and empirically validated foundation of theory
(Kelle, 2019). Conceptual frameworks provide a structured means by which qualitative data can
be more effectively coded and categorized cohesively without the risk of the researcher
becoming flooded with extraneous data irrelevant to the research problem or research question
(Kelle, 2019). This framework is highly relevant in restrictive housing research, as the topic does
not feature any foundation of theory accepted by scientific consensus (Mears, 2016), which
necessitates and justifies using a conceptual framework during the coding and theory-generation
processes.
This study also directly addressed a critical weakness in restrictive housing research: a
lack of a cohesive theory with empirical grounding accepted by scholars (Mears, 2016).
Although grounded theories require validation through future research, the theories can be
critical in giving logical foundation and context to research findings within fields that lack
theoretical foundations (Bryant & Charmaz, 2019). This study extended criminal justice research
by developing a theory built upon Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework. As a result, this
study added to the body of literature attempting to investigate restrictive housing holistically and
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consistently. Finally, this study aimed to extend theory toward gender differences in restrictive
housing research, an emerging topic of interest (Aranda-Hughes et al., 2021), which may aid
subsequent researchers in framing their investigations.
Related Literature
The Early History of Restrictive Housing in the United States
Shapiro (2019) wrote a seminal literature review regarding the history of solitary
confinement in the early United States. The use of restrictive housing in prisons dates to 1790 in
Pennsylvania, which served as the intellectual hotbed of restricted housing in the nation, being
among the oldest elements of prison management and reform in America (Shapiro, 2019). A
critical factor in the nation’s earliest use of solitary confinement was the existence of a powerful
and meticulous set of legal and administrative checks and balances that severely limited the
authority of prison staff to use restrictive housing as a punitive measure (Shapiro, 2019). Instead,
this early implementation dispensed the authority to administer solitary confinement to the
legislature, high government officials, and the courts, requiring a criminal sentence ordered
through legal court proceedings for prolonged solitary confinement (Shapiro, 2019).
Unlike the contemporary system, early American correctional staff only had the authority
to determine the solitary time in days or weeks (Shapiro, 2019). Eventually, Pennsylvania
developed a sophisticated system of checks and balances designed to temper the administration
of solitary confinement, primarily as a merciful alternative to the death penalty (Shapiro, 2019).
It should be noted that this early American solitary confinement system was motivated by a
general optimism toward the potential of inmates to be rehabilitated successfully (Shapiro,
2019). The Pennsylvania system initially intended to encourage repentance and reflection rather
than punitive or administrative measures (Mears et al., 2019).
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The Pennsylvania system was directly challenged by the Auburn system, a rival model
(Reiter, 2016). The primary criticism of the Pennsylvania model was the possibility of creating
psychological harm to inmates isolated for extended periods (Mears et al., 2019). The Auburn
system, in contrast, only physically isolated inmates during nighttime while allowing for silent
group activities during the day (Rogers, 1993). Though both systems were relatively costly, the
Auburn system represented less cost and liability, leading to its adoption in prison systems
during the mid-to-late-19th century (Rogers, 1993).
The practice of solitary confinement gradually diminished throughout the 20th century
until its eventual return in the contemporary correctional system (Mears et al., 2019). It is
important to note that, as Shapiro (2019) stated, the 21st-century correctional system has become
unmoored from the historical legal structures that limited the power of prison officials to
administer solitary confinement, following the contemporary deference to correctional staff.
Modern History of Restrictive Housing
Many recent changes during the late 1900s in contemporary punitive penal public policy
have led to a correctional system that has faced large increases in inmate population,
overcrowding, and more violence (Labrecque, 2018). As with the administrators of the early
American correctional system described by Shapiro (2019), the early 1900s was characterized by
optimism that correctional facilities would successfully rehabilitate criminals to become
productive members of society (Cullen & Gilbert, 2015). This sentiment began to gradually
change after the Prohibition era. The year 1933 represented the creation of Alcatraz by the BOP,
in which the rehabilitation mindset was starting to be subsumed by the goals of deterrence,
punishment, and incapacitation (Ward & Werlich, 2003).
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The early 1970s, during the Nixon administration, ushered in the get-tough era of
correctional reform and legislation (Aranda-Hughes, 2021). The get-tough era was characterized
by correctional systems turning away from rehabilitating and reforming inmates to a new policy
direction of control-centered, punitive management style of correctional facilities (ArandaHughes, 2021; Mears, 2016; Pratt, 2019). By the late 1970s, public sentiment regarding the
government's capabilities to reduce the nation’s crime rates had become mostly negative (Cullen
& Gilbert, 2015). A clear shift in policy toward modern supermax housing occurred when two
correctional officers were killed in the Marion Control Unit, along with many injuries, leading to
the lockdown of the entire facility with severe reductions in privileges (Ward & Werlich, 2003).
Public opinion had worsened by the end of the 1980s, as the time and financial resources
invested during this policy shift had failed to address crime as a major societal issue (Labrecque,
2018). By the 1990s, the law-and-order policy trend had gone into full force, characterized by
many punitive public policies. These policies included three-strikes laws, mandatory minimum
sentencing requirements, and truth in sentencing legislation (Garland, 2001). Correctional
systems have increasingly turned to the use of supermax housing protocols (King, 1999), leading
to nearly every state developing supermax facilities in the past three decades (Garcia, 2016;
Mears, 2013).
As a method of correctional system management, restrictive housing is a subset of one of
two dominant models and strategies of behavioral control used by administrators of correctional
institutions. These strategies were designed to address many issues and challenges resulting from
the rapid prison population growth following the get-tough era and beyond (Frost & Monteiro,
2016; Hershberger, 1998; Riveland, 1999). Within the context of this study, the dispersion model
and the consolidation model represent the contrasting philosophies by which correctional
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administrators can choose to manage inmates determined to be of significant risk to the safety
and security of correctional institutions (Hershberger, 1998).
The dispersion model involves administrators managing problematic inmates and group
dynamics through a divide-and-conquer procedure. The influence of high-risk inmates is
mitigated by diffusing them throughout the correctional institution or system (Riveland, 1999).
The justification for the dispersion model is that this strategy allows correctional personnel to
control disorder more effectively throughout the system by limiting the concentration of unruly,
disruptive, or high-risk inmates in single locations (Pizarro & Stenius, 2004; 2006).
The consolidation model, which aligns very closely to restrictive housing
implementations, involves the consolidation of high-risk inmates into highly restricted physical
settings either at the institutional or systemic levels (Frost & Monteiro, 2016). Also called the
concentration strategy (Mears & Reisig, 2006), the consolidation model manifests in supermax
security facilities at the systemic (i.e., state) level and in the various forms of restrictive housing
at the institutional level (Frost & Monteiro, 2016). The primary justification for consolidation
was that this strategy maximizes allotting resources into centralized locations, regardless of the
approach's level (Hershberger, 1998).
Due to the dramatic increase in population, chaos, and danger, it has become difficult for
administrators in correctional systems to guarantee the safety of their staff and inmates (Morris,
1998; 2016). Most public initiatives in correctional policy have increased the reliance upon
restrictive housing as a management tool due to the management and safety issues. Furthermore,
the increased political pressure to implement get-tough and law and order policies has influenced
the call for establishing order and control (Frost & Monteiro, 2016; Kreager & Kruttschnitt,
2018). As a result, a prominent criminal justice trend in the past decades has been an increased
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use of administrative segregation for facility management, as evidenced by the increase in
research and public interest in this trend (Labrecque, 2018).
Use of Restrictive Housing
Few empirical studies have systematically examined the use of restrictive housing in
correctional systems and institutions (Labrecque & Mears, 2019). Reviewers of restrictive
housing literature noted a lack of stern investigations into the nature of the dispensing of
administrative segregation (Frost & Monteiro, 2016; Labrecque, 2016; Morgan et al., 2016). This
is largely because of several ambiguities that characterize restrictive housing research (Mears et
al., 2016).
Frost and Monteiro (2016) contended that it has been difficult to understand how
correctional administrators, managers, officers, and other officials use segregation because of a
lack of consistency in how the term restrictive housing was used. Most restrictive housing
research only refers to a single type of correctional institution, the supermax prison (Labrecque
& Mears, 2019). These studies tend to make the mistake of equating supermax confinement to
other forms of long-duration restrictive housing instances, simultaneously disregarding
potentially important discrepancies and ignoring shorter duration segregation. As covered in the
conceptual framework section, Mears et al. (2019) engaged in the first concentrated effort toward
creating a logical framework that can be used to characterize and operationalize the various uses,
applications, and properties of restrictive housing in correctional systems and institutions.
Debate and Controversy in Restrictive Housing Research
Despite the recent institutional increase in solitary confinement, there is a major debate in
research, justification, and theory (Labrecque, 2018). The debate consists of two major stances in
restrictive housing research: proponents and critics of restrictive housing. It should be noted that
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these positions lie within a spectrum and, despite evidence for either, restrictive housing research
exhibits many ambiguities and weaknesses that attenuate each stance (Mears et al., 2019).
However, this study presented both sides of the debate to give context to the scholarly dialogue
on this topic.
Proponents of solitary confinement tend to be correctional authorities who state that
placing violent and difficult-to-control inmates into isolated and highly controlled environments
is key to attenuating violence and disorder in correctional facilities (Mears & Reisig, 2006;
Pizarro et al., 2006). This perspective contends that restrictive housing is dispensed according to
risk level; as a result, inmates that represent a higher risk to the system or institution are more
likely to be in segregation for more extended periods. In comparison, inmates of lower risk will
be less likely to be segregated for long periods (Labrecque & Mears, 2019). The primary
prediction is that non-risk factors, such as demographics or mental disorders, should not affect
restrictive housing decisions in research and practice (Labrecque & Mears, 2019). However, it
should be noted that not every scholar takes this strong stance; most of them instead take a stance
that is balanced toward the realities of prison safety and inmate risk (Labrecque, 2018).
Critics of restrictive housing tend to disagree with the practice on principle, arguing that
administrative segregation does not improve behavioral patterns and can cause severe mental
damage (Butler & Steiner, 2017; Cochran et al., 2018). Scholars in this position contend that
restrictive housing leads to additional adverse outcomes for prison staff and systems (Cloud et
al., 2015). In the critical perspective, the difficult conditions, isolation, and idleness of
segregation lead to negative outcomes that cause convicts to become more disruptive, disturbed,
and high-risk when placed back into a general prison population or the community (Kupers,
2008; Lovell, 2008). Interviews with prison administrators and officials have yielded that some
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perceive restrictive housing as contributing to increased risk, recidivism, and misconduct (Mears
& Castro, 2006; Mears & Watson, 2006).
Some scholars also stated that the population of offenders that are mentally ill might be
particularly vulnerable to negative outcomes (Labrecque & Mears, 2019). Many critics also add
that correctional officers do not reserve the administration of segregation only for inmates who
directly threaten institutional order and safety (Butler & Steiner, 2017). Although studies have
found evidence of these effects existing (Butler et al., 2017; Labrecque, 2015; Morris, 2016),
conclusive empirical support has yet to be found (Labrecque & Mears, 2019; Mears, 2016). The
strongest prediction of this position is that ascriptive characteristics of inmates, such as
demographics and mental health, can have a powerful bearing on restrictive housing decisions
(Labrecque & Mears, 2019).
Solitary Confinement and Mental Illness
Although the objectives and rationales for restrictive housing are logically sound toward
the safety of correctional institutions, detractors have often criticized the practice because it can
impose psychological harm on isolated inmates (Mears et al., 2019). Many scholars state that
solitary confinement is unilaterally harmful to inmates; Haney (2020) stated that restrictive
housing was “a cruel form of imprisonment” (p. 219). It should be noted that this
characterization of solitary confinement is particularly common in nonacademic periodicals and
news articles (Garcia, 2016), as well as in psychiatry, psychology, and law journals (Dellazizzo
et al., 2020; Haney, 2020), as opposed to criminal justice literature.
Understandably, common criticisms of solitary confinement critics include lack of
empirical causal evidence to support claims unsustainable by correlational data, inconsistent
definitions of mental health, and restrictive housing (Garcia, 2016; Labrecque, 2016; 2018;
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Mears et al., 2020). As with many other issues in restrictive housing, scholars tend to agree that
many gaps exist in the research, leading to critical empirical weaknesses in any partisan position
because of a lack of reliable knowledge (Mears et al., 2019; Morgan et al., 2017). These
positions do not nullify the evidence that restrictive housing can cause negative mental health
effects; increased methodological rigor is necessary to examine and empirically substantiate such
claims (Morgan et al., 2017). Regardless of these stances, it was important to review some of the
data against restrictive housing to help provide holistic context for this literature review—
especially regarding potential relationships to mental illness.
Empirical research indicated that mental health disorders are a predictor which increases
the chances of individuals encountering and personally experiencing the criminal justice system
(Hafemeister & George 2013). Researchers who have gathered and analyzed national and
international datasets have consistently found a higher rate of mental disorders or illnesses in
offenders compared to the general population (Beaudette & Stewart, 2016; Gilmour, 2014; Prins,
2014). Andersen (2004) found that the psychiatric disorder prevalence of North American and
European prisoners ranged from 50%-90% to 40%-60%, respectively. Prins (2014) found
prevalence rates of severe mental illnesses, such as schizophrenia, three to four times more likely
found in prisons than in the general population. Research has also indicated that prison inmates
exhibit far higher comorbidity rates of mental disorders and illnesses, with over one-third
exhibiting symptoms of multiple concurrent disorders (Ogloff et al., 2015; Sapers, 2015).
Some researchers have stated that the significantly high prevalence rate of mental
disorders and illnesses among inmates is concerning, both for inmates and correctional
institutions (Bewley & Morgan, 2011). Some scholars have suggested that because the
conditions within correctional facilities are burdensome on the mental health of the general
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population of offenders, these conditions would be even more onerous to those who already
suffer from preexisting disorders or illnesses (Dellazizzo et al., 2020). The researchers further
suggested that those with preexisting conditions may also have increased difficulty in adapting to
institutional life and in complying with the rules (Dellazizzo et al., 2020). As a result of these
disorders or illnesses, inmates with preexisting conditions may exhibit increased noncompliant,
unusual, or violent behavior. These behaviors can have them labeled a danger to themselves,
others, staff, and security, leading to higher rates of violating institutional rules (King et al.,
2008).
Under the prevailing administrative approach, the primary concern of administrators and
staff of correctional facilities is inmate control rather than inmate treatment or rehabilitation
(Meyers, 2018). As a result, the correctional staff tends to treat the effects of inmate psychiatric
disorders as antisocial behaviors rather than as symptoms of mental disorders (Hafemeister &
George, 2013). As mental disorder symptoms often manifest in unusual or violent behavior,
correctional staff are more likely to place them under administrative segregation because of
potential risks to the security of the correctional facility (Rhodes, 2004).
Although this study did not directly address mental illness, it may contribute to future
investigations. As discussed below, research on restrictive housing and mental illness lacks
consistency and is difficult to generalize; moreover, it does not account for the correctional
context. By integrating Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework into a theory, the framework
developed throughout this study should give researchers increased structure to investigate the
relationship between restrictive housing and mental health.
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Weaknesses and Gaps in Restrictive Housing Research
Even considering the increased use of solitary confinement and increased journalistic and
academic discourse, many of the issues at the core of this debate are simply unaddressed
(Labrecque, 2018). As alluded to throughout this review, both sides of the spectrum of the
restrictive housing debate exhibit critical gaps in empirical research (Frost & Monteiro, 2016;
Labrecque & Mears, 2019; Mears, 2020). Only one study has been made by Briggs et al. (2003)
investigating whether the practice benefits the order and safety of prison systems. However, this
is the primary argument for the continued use of restrictive housing (Mears et al., 2020).
Ultimately, Briggs et al. (2003) found inconclusive evidence on either the benefits or harms of
restrictive housing. On the other end of the spectrum, Mears et al. (2019) stated that nearly all
research regarding the negative psychological outcomes of restrictive housing suffers from
definitional inconsistencies, lack of empirical evidence, a focus on data that is difficult to
generalize, and methodologies that lack rigor. These two examples demonstrate the weaknesses
and gaps that characterize the topic on either side of the debate.
Ambiguities in Restrictive Housing Research
It was necessary to examine the body of restrictive housing literature to explicate the
state of the restrictive housing debate. Despite the continued dialogues and arguments regarding
the advantages and disadvantages of administrative segregation, the state of research can be
characterized as insufficient. Researchers cannot conclude if restrictive housing is beneficial or
harmful, with no consistent empirical foundation for either stance (Mears, 2016). The research
perpetuates these weaknesses into six ambiguities: definitions, goals, needs, theory,
implementation, and effects (Mears, 2016). The conceptual framework discussed three of these
weaknesses—definitions, goals, and theory—so this subsection focused on the remaining four.
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There are many ambiguities regarding the empirical evidence and the logical rationale for
whether restrictive housing is needed. In one study, the need for this practice depended on the
goal in question (Mears, 2016). If the goal is to control inmates at high risk for causing harm in
the institution, it is unclear to what extent restrictive housing should be implemented (Mears,
2016). In another approach, the question arises of whether it would be more effective to target
the causes of inmate risk, such as augmented staff behavior or rehabilitation programs (Cullen et
al., 2014; French & Gendreau, 2006). This approach revealed the necessity of contextualizing
restrictive housing from a broader perspective of the logistical elements of correctional systems
(Mears, 2016).
Implementation is another major ambiguity in the restrictive housing research; although
program designs may be well-researched and publicized, systematic and longitudinal
investigations of proper implementations were lacking (McGinnis et al., 2014; Shalev, 2009).
Evidence suggested that many prison implementations of restrictive housing do not adhere to
appropriate state and federal guidelines, protocols, procedures, and rules (Reiter, 2012; U.S.
Government Accountability Office, 2013). The major implication of this weakness is that what
literature presents regarding restrictive housing programs may not accurately describe how the
practice of segregation occurs in correctional facilities (Mears, 2016). Without proper
investigations on the state of restrictive housing implementations, it is difficult to know whether
the harms or benefits ascribed to the practice are accurate (McGinnis et al., 2014; Mears, 2016;
Mears et al., 2019). Finally, research lacks the proper dose of restrictive housing for various
goals and intentions of dispensation and into the types of inmates for which the practice is most
appropriate (Mears, 2016).
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As alluded to throughout this review, research on the effects of restrictive housing
presents several ambiguities. No foundation of empirical evidence exists for scholars to
confidently assert specific outcomes of restrictive housing, may it be in prison systems or
inmates (Frost & Monteiro, 2016; Labrecque, 2016). Very few systematic empirical
investigations, particularly longitudinal studies, have been pursued (Mears, 2016). The empirical
studies that have been pursued have only involved a limited number of outcomes (Mears et al.,
2019). The empirical studies that do exist do not feature harsh methodologies, making it
challenging to make any assertions beyond correlational relationships (Garcia, 2016). Finally,
even if such empirical studies exist, the lack of operationalized terms (Mears et al., 2019) and
reliable implementations would make accurately interpreting the results difficult (Mears, 2016).
Gaps in Research
As many researchers have noted, few credible, systematic, generalizable, and cohesive
investigations have used empirical assessments of the benefits and detriments of solitary
confinement across many settings (Frost & Monteiro, 2016; Labrecque, 2016; Mears et al.,
2019). Many studies focus upon specific populations or contexts, using secondary data in ways
that limit the ability to generalize into the broader context of correctional facilities and to the
general prison population, thereby increasing the potential for representing a skewed perspective
of the topic (Frost & Monteiro, 2016). Despite increased investigations into the topic of mental
health and restrictive housing, many studies have used archival data to provide inconsistent
descriptive statistics and estimates of solitary confinement as it relates to mental health,
recidivism, or misconduct (Mears et al., 2020). There has been even less research regarding the
effects of restrictive housing on correctional personnel and prison systems (Mears et al., 2020).
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When characterizing the content of specific research articles on this topic, at least five
critical deficiencies of restrictive housing research should be identified (Frost & Monteiro, 2016;
Mears et al., 2019; 2020). There exists a dearth of studies that implement research designs with
strong methodologies that are statistically significant and can be generalized (Mears et al., 2020).
Studies have not thoroughly examined the effect of varying durations of segregation, nor have
studies examined the difference between double-cell and single-cell confinement. Studies also
have not assessed the effects of segregation over multiple outcomes, instead focusing on singular
outcomes that do not acknowledge the many different factors that characterize the inmate and
correctional contexts. Restrictive housing studies have also largely failed to adequately examine
the differential effects of segregation on different inmate groups or whether differences exist at
all. Finally, few studies draw upon insights provided by correctional officers, prison officials,
and other correctional personnel. These individuals can speak to the benefits and detriments of
restrictive housing, strategies that can improve the effectiveness of segregation, and which
alternatives to restrictive housing can be the most effective (Mears et al., 2020).
Addressing Research that Critiques Restrictive Housing
Weaknesses in arguments that support the continued use of restrictive housing have been
detailed throughout this review; it was important to engage in a systematic discussion of the
criticisms of this practice. As many of the weaknesses in the arguments supporting restrictive
housing have been covered throughout this chapter, it was also necessary to point out
weaknesses in the arguments that criticize this practice. This coverage of both perspectives
promoted the balanced view of many literature reviewers (Frost & Monteiro, 2016; Gendreau &
Labrecque, 2016; Labrecque, 2018) to encourage research to have empirical power rather than
rhetorical persuasiveness.
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Many of the weaknesses that Mears et al. (2020) identified have not been adequately
addressed by researchers investigating the negative psychological outcomes of restrictive
housing. Consider Dellazizzo et al.’s (2020) meta-analysis, involving the analysis of 11 studies.
The researchers determined that the prevalence of many different types of mental illnesses and
disorders was associated with solitary confinement. The results led the researchers to recommend
that correctional officials develop new, safer interventions, limit the use of segregation, and offer
inmates adequate mental health care (Dellazizzo et al., 2020). However, it was impossible to
distinguish between disorders within their data (Dellazizzo et al., 2020), which Mears et al.
(2020) found to be a critical methodological weakness that can potentially invalidate the
conclusions. It is also necessary to consider the general findings that a higher overall prevalence
of many different mental disorders was associated with incarceration (Mears et al., 2020).
Mental health issues may only be a single factor among many that affect the rate of
restrictive housing and several negative institutional effects. These factors can cause
psychological and physical danger to non-segregated inmates (Mears et al., 2019), which
Dellazizzo et al. (2020) did not include in their discussion. Likewise, the data analyzed by
Dellazizzo et al. (2020) was insufficient to determine that administrative segregation
significantly exacerbated inmates’ mental health problems, as correlation does not imply
causation. Indeed, many researchers who engaged in reviewing the literature (Frost & Monteiro,
2016; Gendreau & Labrecque, 2018; Mears et al., 2019) have repeatedly contended that the
purported negative effects of segregation are much smaller than critics claim. Finally, Dellazizzo
et al. (2020) do not suggest viable or effective alternative strategies with the same administrative
and institutional benefits as restrictive housing.
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This critique of Dellazizzo et al.’s (2020) study using Mears et al.’s (2020) research is not
purposed to invalidate the scholars’ results or conclusions but to highlight the difficulties
inherent in the research process, particularly regarding a topic as complex and polarizing as
solitary confinement. This critique was performed to highlight the challenges in constructing a
holistic perspective on restrictive housing by illustrating the number of factors at play and the
stakeholders involved. As demonstrated in the discussion of theoretical and conceptual
frameworks, the body of research lacks a comprehensive framework of restrictive housing (Frost
& Monteiro, 2016; Labrecque, 2016; Mears et al., 2019).
Implications of the Present Study for Weaknesses and Gaps in Research
This study helped address the gaps in restrictive housing research. First, this study
addressed the gap in research comparing different prison populations (Mears et al., 2019),
primarily similarities and disparities between inmate genders (Aranda-Hughes, 2021; Butler &
Steiner, 2017; Labrecque & Mears, 2019). Second, this study helped set a precedent of using
more accurate definitions and operationalizations of restrictive housing instances. Finally, this
study addressed the lack of investigation into the insights provided by correctional
administrators, officers, and staff.
Gender Discrepancies in Restrictive Housing
Of the inconsistencies, limitations, and gaps in restrictive housing research, gender
disparities were the least understood (Aranda-Hughes et al., 2021; Cochran et al., 2017; Tasca &
Turanovic, 2018). This limitation can largely be explained because most research on restrictive
housing has exclusively focused on males or populations mainly composed of males (ArandaHughes, 2021). Women are also subject to restrictive housing, and trends indicate that female
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incarceration rates have continued to increase dramatically in the past decades (Carson, 2018;
Wright et al., 2012).
The oversight of female inmates is significant considering the evidence that women and
men respond to confinement conditions differently (Wright et al., 2012). Many scholars in prior
research have contended that there exist significant qualitative differences, including rationale
and methods by which females commit crimes, decreased prevalence of physical violence in
correctional settings, and different pathways to criminal actions (Van Voorhis et al., 2010).
Although a large amount of research into the differences between men and women in terms of
causes of incarceration has been pursued (Van Voorhis et al., 2010), there has been far less
research into gender disparities within restrictive housing (Aranda-Hughes et al., 2021).
Continued research into gender disparities in correctional systems has confirmed that
differences in restrictive housing sanction patterns exist between males and females and that
novel restrictive housing characteristics exist within the female inmate population (ArandaHughes et al., 2021). In an analysis of the Florida Department of Corrections data, Cochran et al.
(2018) found no significant evidence to suggest that minority males or comparatively younger
males were placed more often into restrictive housing. However, the researchers found that
males were more likely than females to be placed into restrictive housing at 84% versus 63%,
respectfully. The researchers also found that younger women were more likely to be segregated
than older women. The causes of these effects were unclear, though Cochran et al. (2018)
pointed to the practical constraint of lack of bed space in prison facilities, as female-focused
institutions tend to have less capacity for restrictive housing.
There exist some gender differences that may be more relevant to restrictive housing
research than others (Aranda-Hughes et al., 2018). These differences may be particularly true of
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the consistent findings that women tend to be more relationship-focused than men, such that
personal relationships tend to be more important to female inmates than their male counterparts
(Kolb & Palys, 2018). Within the correctional setting, the implications include emphases on
creating strong networks of interpersonal bonds, called pseudo families, with fellow inmates,
which can be either sexual or platonic (Diaz-Cotto, 2006; Harner, 2004).
These disparities imply the existence of gender-based differences in restrictive housing
predictors and outcomes. These relationships can play such a critical role in the lives of female
inmates; the outcomes of restrictive housing may substantially differ for this population
compared to that of male inmates because segregation may represent a more acute deprivation of
the social bonds that sustain them (Aranda-Hughes et al., 2018). Despite consistent evidence that
women spend a substantial time in restrictive housing, albeit in shorter durations than men
(Tasca & Turanovic, 2018), there has been no research into the use of the practice in women’s
facilities. Studies lack information around the reasons for segregation, the outcomes of
segregation, or the female inmate responses to segregation (Aranda-Hughes et al., 2021). Little is
known about the observations of prison workers on female behaviors in restrictive housing
(Aranda-Hughes et al., 2021).
In a recent qualitative study of restrictive housing in women’s prisons through interviews
of prison workers, Aranda-Hughes et al. (2021) noted patterns of behavior that may be unique to
female inmates. First, the strong relational focus of this population led to restrictive housing
instances stemming from pseudo family-related behaviors, such as acting out on behalf of one
another and following family members into segregation. Women also exhibited patterns of
behavior within restrictive housing designed to develop and maintain relationships, such as
chatting, covertly passing physical notes, remaining awake after daytime hours, and
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synchronizing self-harm to coordinate opportunities of extended time together. Overall, these
findings suggest the possibility of significant qualitative differences in the study of restrictive
housing in females compared to that of males, which may lead to the discovery of significant
quantitative differences in future research (Aranda-Hughes et al., 2021).
This study investigated potential differences between men and women in restrictive
housing. I extended Aranda-Hughes et al.’s (2021) research into a broader examination of gender
disparities in restrictive housing by collecting qualitative data from interviews with prison
officials. Although many studies have explored many gender differences and other behavioral
patterns within the correctional setting, very few studies investigated gender disparities in
restrictive housing. This study provided valuable insight into disparities not proposed or
examined in prior restrictive housing studies. Additionally, by developing a grounded theory
with Mears et al.’s (2019) four-dimensional conceptual framework, this study created an
approach by which gender and restrictive housing can be understood.
Summary
Restrictive housing refers to the segregation of inmates into physically isolated settings
for various purposes. It was first conceived in Quaker-influenced communities in the early years
of this nation. Solitary confinement gained popularity in the 1800s (Rogers, 1993) only to
diminish in the early 20th century (Mears et al., 2019). The rise of the get-tough era in the 1970s
and the law-and-order policies of the 1990s led to the dramatic readoption of restrictive housing
measures throughout the nation (Aranda-Hughes, 2021; Mears, 2016). However, the new
restrictive housing trend strongly favors punitive facility management and inmate control (Pratt,
2019). An aspect of the consolidation model of management, restrictive housing has become an
integral part of modern correctional policy and practice (Frost & Monteiro, 2016).
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The use of theory in restrictive housing research is ambiguous and lacks substance
(Mears, 2016; Mears et al., 2019). This lack is quite problematic, as theoretical and conceptual
frameworks are logical necessities in understanding and interpreting data in meaningful ways
(Latessa et al., 2014). Without theory, it is difficult to generate knowledge coherently and
cohesively about restrictive housing to inform policy, research, or practice (Kelle, 2019).
Theoretical or conceptual frameworks are particularly important in grounded theory research;
such frameworks facilitate the data analysis process without a solid theoretical tradition (Kelle,
2019). Mears et al. (2019) fortunately contributed a conceptual framework that could be used to
inform a theory-generation effort, as was the purpose of this study. The extension of Mears et
al.’s (2019) conceptual framework served to mark the beginning of a much-needed theory
generation in this field.
A public debate has been perpetuated among restrictive housing scholars. On one end of
the spectrum, researchers state that restrictive housing is ineffective as a disciplinary measure
and is harmful (Dellazizzo et al., 2020). On the other end of the spectrum, researchers state that
restrictive housing is essential for the safety and order of any correctional system (Labrecque &
Mears, 2019). However, arguments and evidence from both sides of the debate were problematic
because of the inherent weaknesses in research (Mears et al., 2020).
Weaknesses and ambiguities are emblematic of restrictive housing research (Mears, 2016;
Mears et al., 2019; 2020). The body of research lacked consistency and operationalization across
definitions, concepts, and theories (Mears et al., 2019). Empirical evidence cited by either side of
the debate lacked methodological rigor, generalizability, and contextual relevance (Mears, 2016).
Real-world implementation in correctional facilities differs from the approved programs, making
it challenging to determine whether research aligns with practice (McGinnis et al., 2014). As
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illustrated throughout this chapter, restrictive housing research features many research avenues
that have yet to be performed.
Despite the debate and the multitude of weaknesses in literature, further research into
restrictive housing was essential in the discipline of criminal justice. The use of restrictive
housing has only become more institutionalized, as the modern practice has reached at least the
beginning of its fifth decade. This study was an exercise in taking restrictive housing research in
the right direction, away from unwarranted debate and empirical ambiguities, toward a scientific
perspective that is backed with methodological rigor.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS
The practice of restrictive housing continues to grow in prevalence since its modern
resurgence beginning in the 1970’s get-tough era (Garcia, 2016). However, in the past two
decades, restrictive housing has also become among the most controversial practices in
corrections (Labrecque, 2018). Yet research into restrictive housing lacks methodological rigor
or consistent operationalization of terms (Mears, 2016). No cohesive theory of restrictive
housing exists (Mears et al., 2019).
This grounded theory study aimed to develop a conceptually and contextually consistent
theoretical framework of restrictive housing. This study focused on gender disparity by
collecting interview data from officers and staff employed at correctional institutions that
practice segregation. In this chapter, I detailed the methodology that was used to this end. I
discussed the rationale, characteristics, and history of qualitative grounded theory research
design and why it was most appropriate for this topic. The research questions were presented.
The settings and participants were detailed, including inclusion criteria and how permission was
attained. Following this was a full iteration of the study’s procedures and a discussion of the
researcher’s role in constructivist grounded theory methodology (GTM). The specific data
collection, analysis strategies, and procedures were then discussed, particularly highlighting the
nuances inherent in the GTM. The chapter concluded with a discussion of scholarly
trustworthiness and ethical considerations.
Design
I chose a qualitative research methodology as it was most appropriate for this topic and
phenomenon. The most substantial rationale for using a qualitative methodology was that
restrictive housing research lacked a holistic theory by which quantitative research can be
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reliably pursued (Frost & Monteiro, 2016; Labrecque, 2018; Mears et al., 2016; 2019).
Quantitative methods are used to test and verify objective theories that have already been
proposed through measuring variables that comprise the theories and determining the statistical
relationships between the variables (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). The existing quantitative
research on restrictive housing has involved theories rooted in behavioral health to determine
potential outcomes of restrictive housing (Butler & Steiner, 2017; Cochran et al., 2018).
Regardless of whether prior studies support or deny the utility of restrictive housing
research, the lack of reliable operationalization of the term alone calls into question the viability
of a holistic quantitative approach (Mears et al., 2016). In contrast, qualitative research involves
investigating and understanding the meanings that people prescribe to human problems,
particularly those with a complexity that is not yet quantifiable (Creswell & Creswell, 2018;
Leedy & Ormrod, 2021). Qualitative inquiries are also most appropriate when engaging in
exploratory studies in which a multifaceted analysis of data is needed (Leedy & Ormrod, 2021).
Finally, qualitative methods aligned with the purpose of this study, to develop a theoretical
framework, which cannot be addressed with a quantitative inquiry (Leedy & Ormrod, 2021).
Identification of Research Design
Grounded theory is an inductive, systematic, flexible, comparative, and iterative method
of research design in which a cohesive theoretical framework is constructed from patterns found
in qualitative data (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007; 2019; Charmaz et al., 2018; Leedy & Ormrod,
2021; Maxfield & Babbie, 2015). Sources of data can include interviews, ethnographic inquiries,
observations, literature, focus groups, and documents, singly or in concert, though researchers
are not limited to strictly this selection (Charmaz et al., 2018). The resultant grounded theory can
then be generalized into other related populations, settings, or phenomena (Charmaz et al., 2018).
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As a term, grounded theory can refer to both the methodology (hence, GTM) and the
theory that results from completing an instance of grounded theory research (Charmaz et al.,
2018). Though GTM should technically result in a theory, it is possible for researchers to engage
in grounded theory strategies for alternate purposes, such as exploratory, descriptive, or thematic
analysis, as well as for problem-solving in real-world practice (Charmaz et al., 2018). Likewise,
it is possible that a theory might not be generated because the nature of the topic, inquiry, or data
makes it impossible to construct a working framework (Bryant, 2017; Charmaz, 2014).
GTM is quite distinct in the composition of its characteristics. Grounded theory involves
the use of induction during data analysis through the generalization of gathered qualitative data
(Kelle, 2019). GTM is systematic in that the methodology has largely been codified by scholars
and practitioners, though it remains flexible enough to accommodate many different types of
data collection techniques (Bryant & Charmaz, 2019). Grounded theory is also a comparative
methodology in which the various points of data are compared with each other and triangulated,
usually with existing frameworks or research, to identify similarities and differences used to
generate codes and themes which are developed into theories (Flick, 2019; Maxfield & Babbie,
2015).
Grounded theory is distinct as an iterative methodology, unlike most other types of
quantitative or qualitative research designs, in which the processes of sampling, data collection,
triangulation, and data analysis are repeated in a cycle to optimize theory-building (Charmaz et
al., 2018; Maxfield & Babbie, 2015). While in other qualitative designs, each of these steps
remain distinct and follow one after the other, the grounded theory involves cyclically engaging
in data analysis to continually generate codes and themes as the data is collected (Bryant &
Charmaz, 2019). At the same time, the grounded theorist engages in theoretical sampling, using
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each new iteration of the codes or themes to augment the data collection process in each cycle to
better gain data that will illuminate themes that have not yet been discovered or fully confirmed
(Morse & Clark, 2019). As successive iterations are completed, codes are clustered into themes
and concepts, which are refined and developed into a cohesive theory (Bryant, 2017; Charmaz,
2014).
Grounded theory methodology was developed by sociologists Glaser and Strauss in the
1960s, who, at the time, were investigating the topic of death through the perspectives of
terminal hospital patients (Charmaz, 2014). Glaser and Strauss (1967) first codified this novel
qualitative methodology, which the scholars first constructed when performing this systematic
theoretical analysis of the temporal order and social organization of the process of dying, in “The
Discovery of Grounded Theory,” though the other books they published on their study of dying
are also considered part of the grounded theory canon (Bryant, 2017).
The two scholars diverged in their articulations of GTM, creating two distinct branches of
the methodology (Bryant, 2017). Glaser (1978), choosing the classical and objectivist
philosophies, developed a complex system of analytical tools to facilitate theoretical coding of
qualitative data as objectively as possible, with minimal influence from prior research and
theories (Kelle, 2019). In contrast, Strauss choose to use the interactionist and pragmatist
philosophies, developing a coding paradigm called axial coding in which existing theoretical
frameworks can be used to construct theories more explicitly (Kelle, 2019; Strauss, 1987; Strauss
& Corbin, 1990). Charmaz, choosing to emphasize the interpretivist and constructivist aspects of
the methodology, developed the third major branch of GTM, in which a new theory is
constructed using prior research and the researcher’s own experiences (Bryant, 2017; Charmaz,
2006; 2014; Kelle, 2019). Bryant, the other main theorists, involved in developing constructivist
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GTM, helped further articulate this methodology (Bryant, 2017; Bryant & Charmaz, 2007;
2019).
Grounded theory is the most appropriate design for this study as restrictive housing
research is lacking in a holistic and cohesive framework that can be used to reconcile the many
different issues and controversies that comprise the scholarly dialogue on the topic. Of the
qualitative research methodologies, GTM is least reliant upon existing theories for support
(Leedy & Ormrod, 2021). Grounded theory aligns perfectly with the purpose of the study, to
construct a theory of restrictive housing. Finally, Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework,
the first comprehensive operationalization of restrictive housing, serves as a near-ideal
foundation for developing a novel theoretical framework of this concept.
Among the three main branches of grounded theory, I chose the constructivist GMT
articulated by Charmaz (2014). Constructivist GTM encourages the use of existing theoretical
and/or conceptual frameworks, which is not recommended in the Glaserian method (Kelle,
2019). Constructivist GTM also more holistically recognizes the role of the researcher as the
primary research instrument in qualitative research, thereby better acknowledging the role of
reflexivity in data collection and analysis (Flick, 2019). This GTM approach also has the
advantage of allowing for the construction—rather than the discovery or emergence—of theory
through the process of reflexive triangulation of the researcher’s experience throughout the
research process, the collected data, and prior scholarship (Flick, 2019; Kelle, 2019). As such, a
major strength of constructivist GTM is the ability to allow researchers to acknowledge,
recognize, and take advantage of the ability to make inferences using various forms of
triangulation to prevent them from falling into the traps of pure subjectivism or relativism
(Charmaz, 2014; Flick, 2019).
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Description and Definition of Phenomenon
The phenomenon that was investigated in this study was restrictive housing. Broadly
defined, restrictive housing is the placement of inmates into an environment that is isolated
physically and experientially from the rest of the inmate population for at least a day (Frost &
Monteiro, 2016). Therefore Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework was the first systematic
model to operationalize restrictive housing, forming this study's foundation. The framework
served as the primary conceptual structure for triangulation and coding throughout the iterations
of data collection, data analysis, and theoretical sampling (Flick, 2019). As a result, grounded
theory brought an accurate and holistic contribution to restrictive housing research.
Research Question
Central Question (CQ): How do the perspectives of correctional professionals
contribute to a structured theoretical understanding of restrictive housing?
Sub-Question 1 (SQ1): What insights can correctional professionals provide regarding
gender disparities in restrictive housing?
Sub-Question 2 (SQ2): How do the accounts of correctional professionals inform the
relationships between the various concepts that encompass the restrictive housing practice?
Setting
The institutional setting for participant recruitment consisted of county-level correctional
institutions, professionally known as county jails. One requirement of county jails was that they
implement restrictive housing practices. I sought permission to conduct research primarily from
correctional institutions in the western region of Tennessee. I contacted the gatekeepers for nine
county jails, all responded positively to my request for interviewing their personnel. The
positions of the facilities' gatekeeper varied, including the sheriff, chief deputy, or lieutenant. I
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made plans to contact correctional institutions in other regions of the state if the minimum
number of participants were not met; such an action was unnecessary. The gatekeepers for each
of the nine correctional facilities in question gave site permission, with most requesting a copy of
the study upon completion.
County jails in Tennessee house both male and female inmates. Participants included
those in various positions, including correctional officers (CO), sergeants, lieutenants, captains,
supervisors, and administrators employed within their respective jails. Participants were of
mixed genders, with varying degrees of experience with restrictive housing. Finally, it was
important to distinguish between county and state correctional facilities. In the state of
Tennessee, county-level correctional facilities can house both male and female inmates, so they
were equipped with both male and female restrictive units. State-level correctional facilities also
house male and female inmates. Although some participants reported having prior working
experience at state prisons, none were currently employed at state-level correctional facilities.
More details of the participants can be found in Chapter Four, under the Participant section.
Rationale
The primary rationale for this setting was the lack of research into the experiences of
correctional staff and administration (Mears et al., 2020). Most restrictive housing research has
been performed on inmates (Labrecque, 2018). Investigation into the perspective of correctional
workers has been conspicuously absent. Mears et al. (2020) posited that correctional facility
workers may have considerable insights that have not yet been collected. One of the goals of this
study was to help address this research gap.
I chose to investigate both male and female correctional settings because of a lack of
research into gender disparities in the topic of restrictive housing (Aranda-Hughes et al., 2021;
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Cochran et al., 2017). Aranda-Hughes et al. (2021) contended that most gender research in the
correctional setting involves disparities in the causes of incarceration or behavioral patterns. By
choosing locations that house male or female inmates and inmates of both genders, it may be
possible to construct a future restrictive housing research paradigm that considers potential
gender disparities that have not yet been investigated or addressed in the body of research.
Leadership Structure of Setting
Correctional institutions have autocratic organizational structures with a highly rigid
chain of command. In county jails, the chain of command in increasing order of rank includes (1)
correctional officer, (2) sergeant, (3) lieutenant, and (4) captain. In practice, as discovered during
the interviews, ranks, positions, and responsibilities are not uniform across jails. It is important to
note that this study's scope was strictly within the county jails in Tennessee; as such, the
leadership structure presented herein reflected only this setting. No correctional facility has
uniform implantation of policies, which is considered a significant weakness in corrections
research (McGinnis et al., 2014; Mears, 2016; Mears et al., 2019). Finally, county jails fall under
the jurisdiction of the respective county’s sheriff—however, the deputies and other hired
personnel manage the actual correctional facilities.
As prisons involve the supervision of inmates, the COs, the primary working rank,
generally occupy the unique position of both manager and worker regardless of the correctional
facility in which they are employed. COs may also be assigned to specific positions with distinct
responsibilities, such as inmate accountant, booking supervisor, or maintenance worker
supervisor. The term CO can also generally refer to any ranked officer or deputy in a sheriff’s
department currently assigned at a county jail. Even a captain can generally be referred to as a
CO. Sergeants typically lead several COs; this study’s participants reported between three to five
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COs, though some jails place their sergeants in other positions such as shift supervisors or
training officers.
Successive ranks beyond sergeant involve increasing managerial and administrative
responsibilities outside of constant interaction with inmates. Lieutenants are often shift
supervisors but can also be jail administrators responsible for maintaining jail logistics. Captains
were the highest rank in the county jails of all participants in this study, holding positions of jail
administrator or captain of jail operations. Within the county correctional system in Tennessee,
either a rank captain or an individual titled the jail administrator was considered the highest
position in county jail; they were responsible for administering the entire facility's operations.
There is no uniform way in which positions and responsibilities are dispensed according to rank.
In some departments, a deputy of any rank over CO (i.e., sergeant, lieutenant, or captain) may be
reassigned as the jail administrator, while in others, the appointed jail administrator may have no
rank at all. This phenomenon is further complicated because sheriff department ranks may differ
from ranks within the county jail. For example, Rex T was a rank lieutenant in his sheriff’s
department but simultaneously held the position of administrative captain, the highest position in
the facility synonymous with jail administrators in other facilities. Charles D was also ranked
lieutenant in his respective sheriff’s department but held jail administrator position. Regardless
of whether the jail administrator position is given to a ranked officer or not, the ranks in the
chain of command generally flow in the direction listed above.
Participants
Sampling Procedure
I used purposive sampling to gather the initial group of participants. The following
section details the data collection techniques. I originally planned to use theoretical sampling
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throughout the data collection and analysis processes to recruit additional participants based on
their experience with male or female genders. However, county jails house male and female
inmates; therefore, all participants had experience with both genders, making this application of
theoretical sampling unnecessary in this study. Purposive sampling involves deliberately
selecting the sites and participants who can address a study’s research questions (Creswell &
Creswell, 2018). This study selected participants with full-time employment within the jails from
which I had received site permission. From the philosophical perspective, the constructivist
ontology and resultant interpretivist epistemology align strongly with purposive sampling. Each
instance of a process or case investigated through qualitative methodologies brought a unique
perspective to the topic in question (Denzin & Lincoln, 2018; Kelle, 2019). It is philosophically
necessary to sample participants most appropriate to the investigation at hand (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2018).
This study involved investigating correctional institutions in which restrictive housing
was administered. The body of restrictive housing research lacks data collected from noninmates working in the correctional setting (Mears et al., 2020). My target population consisted
of correctional officers, supervisors, and administrators employed within correctional facilities,
specifically within county jails in Tennessee. Those working within correctional facilities may
possess a degree of insight that contemporary research has not yet capitalized upon, distinct from
what inmates can provide (Mears et al., 2020). I recruited only correctional officers, supervisors,
and administrators with at least three years of experience to obtain the necessary data for this
study. I also attempted to recruit a suitably heterogeneous mix of genders among potential
participants to gain further insight into potential gender disparities among inmates. Recruitment
was done strictly on a volunteer basis. Potential participants were first notified of this study at
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the research sites, and subsequent contact with potential participants was conducted via email,
telephone, or text message.
Sample Size
Grounded theory is an emergent design that requires theoretical saturation in an iterative
fashion. The sampling, data collection, and data analysis processes are inextricably cycled
throughout the research process (Flick, 2019; Morse & Clark, 2019; Mruck & May, 2007). This
iterative process, called theoretical saturation, is described in detail below in data collection.
Most qualitative research methodologies involving interview data collection feature an accepted
range of research participants prescribed by research design scholars. This continuous cyclical
nature of constructing theory makes it impossible to accurately define the minimum number of
participants required (Mruck & May, 2007). The appropriate sample size depends upon the
abstractness and scope of the study. Moreover, it involves the amount of data that has been
gathered with previous research and how much data must be collected in the study to confirm the
level of theoretical saturation as the study progresses (Morse & Clark, 2019). However, some
scholars have recommended that a minimum of 10 participants be recruited to gather enough
perspectives for researchers to reliably generate patterns from the experiences shared in the
interviews (Morse & Clark, 2019). To ensure I obtained theoretical saturation, I recruited and
interviewed a total of 29 participants.
Demographic and Background Information
I collected basic information from the participants at the beginning of the interview
process. See interview questions in Appendix B for the specific questions. I noted each
participant's gender and background experience in my field notes (see Appendix C). Background
information included years of experience working in correctional facilities, years of experience
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working in various positions in the correctional system, years of experience working with male
inmates, and years of experience working with female inmates.
Procedures
Permission from nine sites was gathered prior to IRB approval, as per proper protocol.
Permission was solicited from county jails throughout the western region of Tennessee. Each
gatekeeper was contacted via telephone and email when making first contact to inquire about site
permission. Due to the unanimously positive response from all gatekeepers, contacting additional
sites in Tennessee's middle and eastern regions was unnecessary.
Upon receiving site permission and upon approval of the proposal from the committee, I
submitted an IRB application for this study. No data was collected until IRB approval was
attained. IRB approval was not initially attained and a brief revision of the application according
to the recommendations of the Board was necessary. The second submission was approved
without issue.
Participant recruitment was performed at the research sites and via email. Even when
initial recruitment was done in person, it was also performed via email if the potential
participants were not present during the recruitment visit. Regardless of the mode of
communication used to contact potential participants, recruitment was performed while in full
communication with the primary research gatekeeper of each site. If a county sheriff or chief
deputy gave site permission, the primary gatekeepers were not these individuals but the jail
administrator of the facility in question. I inquired with the gatekeepers whether they would
prefer initial recruitment in person or via email, deferring to their preference. Despite the
recruitment method, I used this opportunity to introduce the study, hand out or attach copies of
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the consent form, and give potential participants a chance to schedule interviews. See Appendix
A for the participant consent form.
Thirteen participants from four facilities were recruited during the initial stage of the
study. I continued to recruit participants throughout the data collection process until data
saturation was reached. All potential participants were asked for signed informed consent forms
prior to being interviewed. Due to the complicated nature of field notes and coding requirements,
I did not schedule interviews with those who did not consent to be recorded. Interviews were
scheduled according to participant availability during the day I planned to go to the respective
facility for interviews. Interviews were no more than one hour in length.
During the structured open-ended interviews, I engaged in notetaking to maximize the
iterative, open-ended, and theory-generating elements of grounded theory interviews (Flick,
2014; 2019). As required in GTM, the initial round of data analysis should begin just after the
initial clusters of interviews, beginning the iterative theory-generation process (Belgrave &
Seide, 2019; Morse & Clark, 2019). It is important to note that engaging in grounded theory
involves iterative cycles of data collection, data analysis, and theoretical sampling, as the
ultimate goal of the methodology is to generate a cohesive theory (Charmaz et al., 2018). Prior to
data collection, I engaged in theoretical sampling after each instance of data analysis. As a result,
the interview guide was revised, and additional participants were purposively sampled according
to the direction of theory generation (Morse & Clark, 2019). Due to the relative homogeneity of
participant experiences and the well-structured nature of the interview guide, theoretical
sampling efforts gained few insights apart from highlighting the need to emphasize certain
questions over others. Upon completing the 29th interview, I engaged in transcribing, coding,
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theory-building, and triangulation (Belgrave & Seide, 2019; Charmaz et al., 2018; Denzin, 2017;
Flick, 2019).
Researcher’s Role
As with other constructivist and interpretive methodologies, the researcher is the primary
research instrument in grounded theory (Flick, 2019; Kelle, 2019). The researcher must conduct
the interviews, take down observations, engage in coding, and apply theoretical sampling in
iterative cycles, making inferences and judgments according to the knowledge of existing
literature and the collected data (Flick, 2019). Throughout this process, the researcher is the
primary decision-maker with (a) the flexibility exercised in ad hoc research decisions in the field,
(b) modifications of the data collection process through theoretical sampling, (c) making
inferences through abduction, and (d) theory generation (Flick, 2019).
The acknowledgment of the researcher as a human instrument was another reason I chose
the constructivist model of GTM. Both Glaserian and Straussian grounded theory approaches
involve minimizing the researcher throughout a study using complex analytical tools which
cannot guarantee full objectivity or unbiasedness (Thornberg & Dunne, 2019). Proponents of
either of these approaches contend that patterns emerge naturally as codes and themes in the data
are identified and described. It is the role of the grounded theorist to discover these themes
(Thornberg & Dunne, 2019). In contrast, constructivist grounded theorists contend that
researchers construct data and theories as they interact with participants and setting throughout
the iterative research process (Charmaz, 2014). The constructivist grounded theorist must
continually engage in reflexivity, noting their perspectives throughout the study while relating
their findings to the research (Charmaz, 2014; Charmaz et al., 2018).
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Relationship to Participants and Researcher’s Role in the Research Site
Engaging in reflexivity involves identifying potential biases that may influence
research and addressing these biases explicitly throughout the study (Leedy & Ormrod, 2021;
Thornberg & Dunne, 2019). As a retired law enforcement officer, I expected to have much in
common with the participants. Throughout all 29 interviews, this expectation was proven true. I
drew many parallels between the participants and myself, including the type of professional
speech used, experiences in the field, and the concerns expressed. Although I have minimal
experience working in correctional facilities, conversations with other professionals in the broad
field of criminal justice and corrections could easily have gone toward professional shoptalk. As
this study is a research endeavor, I needed to assume the role of a researcher rather than as a
professional peer. Though measures may not be perfect, I took steps to comport myself, as much
as possible, as a researcher rather than a fellow criminal justice worker. This was one of the main
reasons I constructed such a detailed interview guide and a field report template. I aimed to use
these artifacts as a focus to keep myself from lapsing into shoptalk.
Biases and Assumptions
As covered in the literature review, restrictive housing is a topic that tends to be loaded
with controversy and bias. My professional experience in law enforcement might have
influenced how I conducted my research, particularly because I was trained in the mindset of
viewing restrictive housing as a necessary management tool. However, as a researcher, I
challenged myself to discard this position to understand the validity of this practice. In reviewing
the body of scholarly literature on restrictive housing, I have established a more neutral view of
the practice, considering the high levels of ambiguity that characterize the research. Finally, a
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research assumption made throughout the study was that all participants would answer interview
questions accurately and completely.
Data Collection
Data Triangulation
Grounded theorists have increasingly found that in practice, though initial
articulations of GTM did not expressly include the term, triangulation is an integral part of the
iterative grounded theory process (Flick, 2019). The process of triangulation allows researchers
to use the cycle of data collection, data analysis, and theoretical sampling to continue generating
meaningful codes that will eventually be built into theory (Flick, 2019). In the broadest terms,
triangulation is defined as using differing but relevant data, perspectives, and methods to
improve the quality of research and better address the research questions (Denzin, 2017; Flick,
2014). As such, any time a researcher considers a concept in research through two or more points
of data or perspectives, the researcher is engaging in triangulation (Flick, 2018).
Denzin (2017), who first articulated triangulation in the context of scholarly research in
1970, distinguished four different types of triangulations (Flick, 2018; 2019). Data triangulation
involves using different types of data sources, which can also be examined in various places,
disparate times, and by different individuals (Flick, 2018; 2019). Investigator triangulation
involves employing several researchers to control potential subjective biases (Flick, 2018).
Theoretical triangulation involves applying various theoretical or conceptual frameworks or
perspectives to what is being investigated (Flick, 2019). Finally, methodological triangulation
involves examining within methods triangulation, using two or more different methodologies in
a single study or between methods triangulation, and engaging in independent studies with
different methods (Flick, 2019).
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Data triangulation was an integral part of coding and theory generation throughout this
study. In qualitative methodologies, triangulation is used to confirm results, but increasingly to
gather new insights, create new knowledge, and extend the research (Flick, 2019). This aligns
strongly with GTM’s goal of theoretical saturation. Grounded theorists have only begun to
integrate triangulation into GTM scholarship comprehensively. However, Flick (2019) observed
that data triangulation is highly related to Glaser and Strauss’ (1967) articulation of theoretical
sampling. As detailed further below, theoretical sampling involves augmenting the data
collection process under the data analysis that is performed throughout the research process. It
may be by intentionally choosing specific participants or augmenting the interview process
(Morse & Clark, 2019). Likewise, the observational notes and ad hoc changes made during the
data collection process added additional perspectives and data sources that qualify as data
triangulation applications. I also engaged in theoretical sampling to triangulate confirming or
negative cases of significant codes and concepts, which was particularly insightful when
determining gender disparity factors. Finally, I compared my data, codes, and concepts to the
current literature via theoretical triangulation to triangulate confirming or negative cases. These
techniques lead to a multiplicity of data and perspectives that inextricably links the GTM process
with data triangulation (Flick, 2019).
Data Collection Procedure
I employed the three data collection strategies in the following sequence: interviews,
field notes, and theoretical sampling. Again, these three techniques are part of the iterative GTM
process. Data collection and analysis are performed cyclically as the researcher builds a theory
grounded in empirical data (Charmaz et al., 2018).
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Though the three strategies were employed sequentially, they were not perfectly distinct in
execution but were iterative and somewhat concurrent. Interviews were the primary data
collection strategy; they are the most common data source in GTM (Morse & Clark, 2019).
However, field notes were also collected during interviews and theoretical memos during coding.
The purpose of these notes was to make sure that I could draw information from participants
with minimum redundancy (Urquhart, 2019). I employed theoretical sampling between data
analysis and data collection instances, which involves using the codes and themes constructed
during analysis to augment sampling and interviewing to maximize theoretical saturation
(Charmaz et al., 2018).
In greater detail, data collection proceeded as follows. Once I received confirmation from
the group of COs and their consent, I immediately scheduled interviews according to the days I
would travel to their respective facilities. I only interviewed individuals who had shifts during
the day to travel to their jail. Interviews were held within the respective facilities, in private
rooms with closed doors to prevent the conversation from being overheard by others. I placed
notices on the doors inside the interview location when necessary. The locations varied
according to the site in question, but I made all due effort to maximize interview privacy. I used
a detailed interview guide (see Appendix B) to structure the interviews. All interview audio was
recorded into .mp3 files with both a phone and a laptop computer for redundancy. I selected the
more audible recording of the two and deleted the other one.
I recorded field notes during interview sessions using a field notes template (see Appendix
C) to direct which questions in the interview guide to emphasize. Between interviews, I used
what field notes I had made for ad hoc augmentation of the standardized open-ended interview
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guide to focus on questions that needed more attention or clarification. This process was both to
facilitate coding and to aid in theoretical sampling.
I created transcripts of each cluster of interviews through a two-step process designed to
optimize both efficiency and accuracy. The first step was to input the audio files into an
automated transcription software service for first-draft transcript creation. Through testing
multiple software and services, I decided that Sonix was the most appropriate automated
software to use. This is due to multiple factors, including overall accuracy, automatic and correct
distinguishing of speakers, security, ability to edit transcripts in software, and ease of managing
many audio files. The second step was to use the built-in editor to guarantee the accuracy of the
transcript by listening to the audio of problematic sections and revising unclear words and
phrases. Twenty-nine total transcripts were created and revised according to this process.
Upon completion of data collection, the transcription, transcript revision, audio files, and
field notes were made confidential by modifying participant names with pseudonyms. This
process replaced the first and last initial in all files. A single key linking participant names and
pseudonyms was created and retained if participants decided to withdraw from the research. All
names were deleted from the transcripts and replaced with pseudonyms, but I maintained the
original conversation flow. Such name changes were marked in brackets within the transcript to
denote this use of pseudonyms. I cleared the metadata for all files to ensure that as much
identifiable information was purged from the data.
Each cluster of interviews was reviewed and quickly pre-structured according to Friese’s
(2019) ATLAS.ti protocol to help make theoretical sampling decisions. As I detail below, the
theoretical sampling process was relatively simple, concerning which questions to focus on in
subsequent interviews to achieve data saturation and to aid in data triangulation. Also, this
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process assisted me in determining if participants would report any negative cases contrary to
normal participant responses. The next cluster of interviews commenced for the next iteration,
and these data collection procedures continued until the 29th interview.
Data Collection Strategies
Interview
In constructivist GTM, existing conceptual or theoretical constructs are advised for
theory generation, as such frameworks are an integral aspect of constructing meaning from the
data collected (Charmaz, 2014; Kelle, 2019). Without an existing framework, it would be
impossible to structure empirical data in an understandable manner (Kelle, 2019). Due to a lack
of holistic, cohesive, empirically validated, and accepted theory in restrictive housing (Clark,
2018; Frost & Monteiro, 2016; Mears, 2016), I employed Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual
framework for describing and assessing restrictive housing. This framework allowed me to
construct the foundational interview questions that served as the primary reference instrument for
data collection throughout this study. As described in the description of theoretical sampling
below, I chose to emphasize the use of certain questions according to the information required at
any given time, such as for confirmation or data triangulation. Although I made provisions for
revising the foundational interview questions throughout the data collection and analysis
processes to optimize them for theoretical saturation, this proved unnecessary. Due to the need to
adapt, I developed the initial interview guide in a highly detailed manner. However, this very
level of detail prevented the need to revise the original interview guide to aid in theoretical
saturation. Instead, it was sufficient to emphasize specific questions over others depending on the
information needed at a given point in the data collection process.
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The standardized open-ended interview, also called the semi-structured interview, was the
most appropriate for this study. In contrast with structured interviews, semi-structured interviews
allowed for the use of probing, follow-up, and spontaneous questions that provide a free
exploration of themes that emerge in the interview process (Maxfield & Babbie, 2015). This was
critical as the GTM is an emergent research design that relies on reflexive construction during
the data collection process (Flick, 2019). This interview strategy also provided flexibility for ad
hoc modifications during the interview process (Flick, 2014). The provision to make these
adjustments allowed me the freedom to engage in theoretical sampling more effectively
(Charmaz et al., 2018).
Interviews yield qualitative data in the form of written transcripts, which are analyzed for
experiential and knowledge content in GTM (Charmaz et al., 2014). This type of qualitative data
was chosen for three reasons. First, collecting quantitative data meaningfully is impossible
without an extant theoretical framework (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Creswell & Poth, 2018).
There are no frameworks for restrictive housing (Mears et al., 2016). Second, qualitative
interview data is the most accepted form of data when performing exploratory and theorybuilding research (Charmaz, 2014; Creswell & Poth, 2018). Finally, it is necessary to investigate
the experience and knowledge of professionals when investigating such a human-centered topic
(Charmaz, 2014), particularly considering that the implementation of restrictive housing is not
consistent or standardized across correctional facilities or systems (Mears et al., 2019).
Two established qualitative interviewing protocols were the basis for structuring the
standardized open-ended interview guide. I used Patton’s (2015) protocol for categorizing and
sequencing interview questions and planning the interviewing strategy. The flexibility of
Patton’s (2015) interview strategies was ideal for structuring the initial interview plan. I also
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used Flick’s (2014) protocol to construct the semi-structured interview questions for evaluating
and constructing interview questions, as this protocol was optimized for theory generation. The
adaptability of Flick’s (2014) interview strategy involves open questions, theory-driven
hypothesis-directed questions, confrontational questions, and this was ideal for theoretical data
saturation and sampling.
Interview Questions
Introductory, Background, and Demographic Questions:
1. How long have you worked in correctional facilities?
2. What are your main duties and responsibilities in your current position?
3. In your experience in corrections, what gender of inmates have you worked with and where?
4. As a rough estimate, how much of your career have you worked with either gender?
5. As a rough estimate, how much of your time is spent working with either gender?
6. As a rough estimate, how much of your career have you worked with either gender?
7. If you could give advice to people who want to get into your field, what would it be?
Probing Questions:
8. Can you give me [more detail/an example] about [topic in question]?
9. Can you tell me more of what you mean by [statement of interest]?
10. Can you tell me other reasons why restrictive housing is used in correctional facilities?
11. So far, you have mentioned a list of various goals of restrictive housing. Are there any other
goals of restrictive housing that you can think of?
12. What are your thoughts on restrictive housing that is administered for the purpose of [one of
the goals not mentioned by the participant]?
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13. Have you seen any cases of when restrictive housing was used for [one of the goals not
mentioned by participant]?
Restrictive Housing Goals: Gender Disparity Questions (Only for Participants Who Have
Worked with Both Genders)
14. Have you noticed any other gender differences in why inmates get put in restrictive housing?
15. Have you noticed any gender differences in how restrictive housing is used to
[manage/protect/punish/administrate] inmates?
Duration: (Main Questions)
16. What information can you tell me about the duration of time that inmates spend in restrictive
housing?
17. What can you tell me about how often inmates are sent into restrictive housing?
18. Can you tell me about some factors that influence the duration inmates spend in restrictive
housing?
Duration: (Follow-Up Questions)
19. Can you tell me how long some inmates stay in restrictive housing?
20. Can you tell me how often some inmates remain in restrictive housing?
21. Have you noticed any gender differences in the length of time inmates spend in restrictive
housing?
22. Have you noticed any gender differences in how often inmates are sent into restrictive
housing?
Conditions: (Main Questions)
23. Physical conditions can include cell size, type of light, or lighting. What can you tell me
about the physical conditions of the restrictive housing facilities you have worked in?
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24. Nonphysical conditions of restrictive housing can include entertainment, reading material,
time permitted to flush toilets, personal possessions, time outside isolation, or visitations.
What can you tell me about the nonphysical conditions of the restrictive housing facilities
you have worked in?
Conditions: (Follow-up Questions)
25. Can you think of any more physical or nonphysical conditions?
Conditions: Gender Disparity Questions (Only for Participants Who Have Worked with Both
Genders)
26. Have you noticed any gender differences in the physical conditions of restrictive housing?
27. Have you noticed any gender differences in the nonphysical conditions of restrictive
housing?
Intentionality: (Main Questions)
28. Can you tell me about any cases in which an inmate was unintentionally placed in restrictive
housing?
29. Can you tell me about any cases in which an inmate was unintentionally kept in restrictive
housing for shorter or longer than originally planned?
30. In your experience, what are some complications in administering restrictive housing?
Intentionality: Gender Disparity Questions (Only for Participants Who Have Worked with Both
Genders)
31. Have you noticed any gender differences in whether an inmate was unintentionally placed in
restrictive housing?
32. Have you noticed any gender differences in whether an inmate was unintentionally kept in
restrictive housing for shorter or longer than originally planned?
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33. Have you noticed any gender differences regarding any complications in administering
restrictive housing?
Prior to discussing the details of how the interview questions were developed, it is
important to discuss the modular and open-ended nature of the items. Statements within
parentheticals denote the participant circumstances in which the questions should or should not
be asked. For instance, questions four and five should only be asked if the participant has had
experience with male and female inmates. Bracketed phrases denote information that I have
gathered from the participant during the interview to be used to ask more specific probing
questions. Such information came from my memory of the ongoing interview or by referring to
field notes. It is important to note that I did not ask every question in the guide during the
interviews, considering the length of the interview guide. This decision may be from having
discovered that I achieved saturation in some areas through theoretical sampling. Furthermore, I
considered participants’ ability to contribute new information or my ad hoc discretion in
following lines of information I had not yet encountered before in other participants (Morse &
Clark, 2019; Patton, 2015).
Also of note is the heavy reliance on Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework, which
was justified in Chapters One and Two. Again, no holistic or cohesive theoretical framework for
restrictive housing has been developed, nor has the concept been operationalized in a consistent
manner in any empirical study. Mears et al.’s (2019) framework is the first major attempt at
standardizing the concept by identifying four dimensions of restrictive housing: goals, duration,
characteristics, and intentionality. Apart from the demographic, acclimatization, and general
probing questions, the remaining body of interview questions were drawn primarily from this
framework. These questions served as the foundational structure of the grounded theory. In fact,
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the sheer detail of the resultant interview guide precluded the need to revise it for theoretical
sampling. See Appendix B for the copy of the interview guide that was used during the actual
data collection process. Refer to Appendix C for the field notes template, as portions of the
template correspond directly to certain components of the interview guide.
Questions one, three, four, and five were background and demographic questions
designed to identify the important distinguishing characteristics of the participants to be used
during the data analysis process (Patton, 2015). Demographic questions can be important when
conducting semi-structured interviews because specific demographic characteristics can
influence how the interview is conducted and how the data can be analyzed (Flick 2014; 2019).
In the case of this study, an important background distinction was the gender of inmates the
correctional officers have had experiences with because gender discrepancies are the subject of
sub-question one. Questions three and four were of particular note because participants who have
had experiences with male and female inmates could answer direct questions regarding gender
differences in restrictive housing practices. For other participants, it was necessary to note
gender discrepancies through comparative analysis of the accounts of participants with maleonly and female-only experiences. It is important to note that all participants had experiences
with both genders, though it was impossible to assume that all participants would be such until
the final interview. As such, elements of the interview guide directed toward those with only
experiences with a single gender were simply unused throughout data collection.
Questions two and six were designed to acclimate participants to the interview process
and establish rapport during the beginning stage of the interview. Asking questions relevant to
the topic that they could easily answer gave participants time to acclimate themselves to the
situation while priming their minds to access information more easily as the topics of inquiry
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deepen (Patton, 2015). Question two involved inquiring about participants’ duties and
responsibilities, which opened the opportunity to discuss day-to-day routines. Question six,
which inquired about the advice participants would give to young people pursuing corrections,
was designed to provide a simple acclimatization question while priming them to think about
their past experiences in corrections. The questions in the interview aimed to draw participants
away from excess focus into theoretical concepts and towards more experiential and knowledgebased cognitions (Flick, 2014; Patton, 2015). The questions were mostly successful, though two
participants remained nervous and incommunicative throughout the interview.
Questions seven and eight were general probing questions that could be used regardless of
context. Probing questions by their very nature are seldom written out in full, as the act of
probing is more of a skill to prompt a participant to continue than a specific line of inquiry
(Creswell & Poth, 2018; Flick, 2014; Patton, 2015). I chose to write out two broadly applicable
probing questions to serve as a quick reference in case it was needed at any time.
From question nine and beyond, the questions were grouped according to the four
dimensions of Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework. The main questions for each group
were designed for a broad initial inquiry about the dimension in question. The questions were
predominantly experiential and knowledge-centered and were mixed. In accordance with
Patton’s (2015) recommendation, questions were constructed with a focus on open-mindedness,
neutrality, clarity, and with consideration of the potential need for prefatory statements. Followup questions are defined as inquiries that use statements and cues provided by the participant to
gather more details and exploratory information throughout the interview process (Patton, 2015).
As such, these questions were constructed according to the various response markers that
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participants may give (Patton, 2015) and according to the various properties of Mears et al.’s
(2019) four dimensions. The follow-up questions did not need revision during data collection.
Field notes were used to keep track of responses, calibrate follow-up questions for each
interview question if more specificity was required, or determine which questions to focus on in
future interviews. Gender disparity questions were designed to gather additional insight into
differences in restrictive housing for male and female inmates from participants who have
experience with both genders. As all participants had experiences with both genders, gender
disparity questions were employed in every interview.
Questions 9 through 14 inquired about what participants have experienced regarding the
restrictive housing goals. According to Mears et al.’s (2019) framework, inmates are put into
restrictive housing for the purpose of management, protection, punishment, or administration.
Questions 9 and 10 were general and open-ended inquiries designed to promote open discussion
of why inmates were put into restrictive housing. Due to the inherent complexity in accounting
for the four goals, questions 11 and 12 were developed to facilitate inquiring about potential
goals that participants did not yet mention. The corresponding portion of the field notes template
was used, when necessary, to help keep track of the goals that the participants mentioned. It was
necessary to include either prefatory or clarifying statements that explain the various categories
of goals, as Patton (2015) recommended for more complex inquiries. It was often necessary for
me to also explain what I meant by administrative goals compared to management goals. As all
participants were experienced COs, they quickly understood the distinctions between the four
different restrictive housing goals. Questions 13 and 14 were developed to inquire about
potential gender differences and why inmates were put into restrictive housing.
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Questions 15 through 21 inquired about participants’ experiences and knowledge
regarding restrictive housing duration. According to Mears et al. (2016; 2019), the duration of
restrictive housing has not been consistently operationalized in corrections research. Duration
has two basic parameters: the duration of time an inmate spends in a single instance of restrictive
housing and how often an inmate is sent into restrictive housing (Mears et al., 2016; 2019).
Questions 15 through 17 were developed accordingly to address this phenomenon. Questions 18
and 19 were designed as follow-ups for possible cases where participants focus on a single
duration parameter. Again, as Patton (2015) noted, it was useful to clarify the distinction
between duration and frequency during interviews, which participants readily grasped. Questions
20 and 21 also accounted for both duration parameters but in terms of gender disparity.
Questions 22 through 26 inquired about the participants’ experiences and knowledge of
the conditions of restrictive housing facilities in which they were employed. Conditions can be
either physical or nonphysical in nature (Mears et al., 2019). Question 22 and 23 included
prefatory statements that clearly defined what was meant by these two parameters (Patton, 2015).
These statements were regularly employed to ensure participants understood the nuances
between physical and nonphysical conditions. Question 24 was a simple modular follow-up
question; it was used as a template for probing. Questions 24 and 25, the gender disparity
questions, were also constructed to consider the distinction between physical and nonphysical
conditions.
Questions 27 through 32 inquired about participants’ knowledge of and experience with
intentionality in restrictive housing. Mears et al.’s (2019) operationalization of the intent of
restrictive housing involved determining cases in which inmates are unintentionally placed or
kept in restrictive housing. The researchers also left room for considering technical
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complications, such as administrative changes in how specific cells might be used (Mears et al.,
2019). Questions 27 through 29 accounted for the three methods of distinguishing intentionality,
focusing upon unique cases of unintended segregation or complications in restrictive housing.
Follow-up questions were unnecessary because of the modular wording of the main questions.
Questions 30 through 32 followed this convention for gender disparity in intentionality inquiries.
In all, participants did not have any issues comprehending these questions.
Finalizing the initial interview guide involved asking experts in the field before
submitting IRB application (Flick, 2014; Patton, 2015). These experts were correctional officers
outside of the participant pool; I sent these individuals copies of the interview guide for review.
Revising the interview guide was built into the theoretical sampling process; therefore, piloting
was considered redundant.
Field Notes
Although voice recordings are a universally accepted method of creating accurate
interview transcripts, taking field notes of observations made throughout each interview is a data
collection technique that can be indispensable to maximizing the quality of the interview itself
(Flick, 2014; Patton, 2015). Even when interviews are recorded, field notes can be useful
(Patton, 2015). Field notes can aid in adjusting interviews in the field, facilitate data analysis,
and be a potential backup for the recording (Patton, 2015).
When writing the proposal and designing the research process, I expected that field notes
would be particularly important in this study because of the open-ended, theoretical, and iterative
nature of grounded theory data collection (Flick, 2014; 2019). My reasoning was that although
the process of theoretical sampling involved planning between interviews to determine which
interview questions to avoid or emphasize, an essential aspect of data-collection in GTM is for
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the researcher to use one’s intuitive judgment as the primary research instrument. This process
can assist the researcher in triangulating theory, sometimes in real-time, during an interview
(Flick, 2019).
Another reason I emphasized field notes when designing this study was that literature
indicates that they are the commonly accepted way of accounting for complex information
during the interview process while keeping the investigator engaged throughout the process
(Morse & Clark, 2019). Field notes can yield observational data (Patton, 2015), reflective data,
and reflexive data, adding to the overall richness of detail (Bryant & Charmaz, 2019; Creswell &
Poth, 2018). It is also common for field notes to contain elements of data analysis (Patton, 2015).
I expected that field notes would be essential for addressing the study’s research questions as
such notes would provide the opportunity for more efficient data collection.
The interview guide for this study was quite complex because of the detailed nature of
Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework. Each factor featured a series of subfactors that I had
to consider while listening to the interviewee to choose the appropriate probing or follow-up
question. For example, in questions 9 through 14, I needed to keep track of the four different
restrictive housing goals, which I expected to be challenging to account for using conventional
notes. I designed the field notes template to align with the interview guide (see Appendix C) to
facilitate accounting for these varied subfactors.
I designed the field notes for straightforward usage, and I created specific areas for
important demographic and background information to facilitate referencing throughout the
interview. These notes assisted me throughout the interview, such as whether I should ask a
gender disparity question. I also organized areas to mark and take notes regarding the subfactors
for each of Mears et al.’s (2019) four restrictive housing dimensions according to the sequence of
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the interview guide. Using this guide, I expected to circle subfactors that were mentioned while
taking down key details. I regularly referred to these notes and notations as references when
asking for further detail or when asking follow-up questions about subfactors that the
participants had not yet mentioned.
Considering all these research design considerations, these highly organized field notes
had limited utility in practice and, at times, proved to be unwieldy or unnecessary. As expected, I
used field notes initially to guide the interview, ensuring that I was able to ask all the requisite
questions in the interview guide. It was nominally true that the field notes helped ensure the
interview process' completeness and helped keep track of the information given by the
interviewee in real-time if necessary. However, due to my increased familiarity with the
interview guide, it became increasingly apparent after the first three interviews that I could easily
keep track of the subfactors the interviewees addressed or did not address. As I gained
proficiency with the interviews, the field notes felt increasingly cumbersome.
However, the field notes were useful in helping review prior interviews so that I could
better prepare for subsequent interviews. Although it became relatively simple to keep track of
information within an interview, it was more challenging to keep track of the contents of many
different discussions. The field notes remained useful in the capacity of helping me recall the
specifics of interviews I had already completed.
Finally, the field notes had minimal use during the data analysis process apart from
document grouping. This was due to the notes being about the interview content, such that all
field notes directly represented and reflected the information present in the respective transcripts.
As a direct consequence, the field notes were rendered redundant once documents were grouped
and accurate transcripts were created. Indeed, manual checking of the field notes yielded no
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information novel to the transcripts apart from confirmation of each participant’s position within
their respective correctional facilities. As a result, the field notes were not used in the data
analysis process outside of document grouping.
Theoretical Sampling
Theoretical sampling is a data collection technique unique to GTM (Charmaz et al., 2018;
Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This terminology suggests that this technique is a form of sampling but
many scholars, such as Flick (2014), use Glaser and Strauss’ (1967) original definition to
operationalize theoretical sampling. They define it as a structured method of making sampling
decisions rather than a method by which participants are chosen before data collection. As I had
planned when designing this study, grounded theorists use purposive sampling in the initial
stages of the GTM and switch over immediately to theoretical sampling once the first cluster of
data has been collected (Gora, 2019).
Contemporary scholars conforming to newer developments in GTM have extended Glaser
and Strauss’ (1967) original conception, defining, and operationalizing theoretical sampling as a
data collection method. Scholars have taken this route because the grounded theory sampling
process is inextricably integrated into the actual data collection and data analysis processes
(Morse & Clark, 2019). Even the conservative Flick (2014) made a significant distinction
between the advanced preparatory nature of statistical sampling methods with the dynamic
concurrent nature of sampling decision-making in theoretical sampling. Conventional sampling
in most other qualitative research designs involves simply choosing a sampling method in
advance than making sampling decisions by augmenting which part of the data will be chosen
(Flick, 2014; Morse & Clark, 2019). But theoretical sampling in GTM can be thought of as a
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data collection technique, one that is distinct from the purposive sampling detailed above.
Therefore, I chose this approach to select the study’s participants (Charmaz et al., 2018).
GTM is a research design in which a theory is gradually constructed through the
combined and iterative processes of data collection and analysis (Morse & Clark, 2019). Due to
data collection and data analysis being performed cyclically, a primary goal in this design is to
reach theoretical saturation. The grounded theory researcher must vary sampling strategies
according to the data that has or has not been saturated (Charmaz, 2014). Theoretical sampling,
then, is a process employed between iterations of data collection and analysis. The researcher
makes the sampling decisions that modify the data collection process to facilitate analysis,
optimizing theory generation (Morse & Clark, 2019).
Theoretical sampling is a part of data collection and analysis while simultaneously serving
as an iterative bridge between the two processes. It typically yields reflexive and reflective data
(Morse & Clark, 2019), unless one counts codes and themes as a form of data. However, this
reflexive and reflective data are used to optimize the data collection and data analysis process for
theoretical saturation, making theoretical sampling a critical aspect of addressing the research
problem. Without theoretical sampling, data collection would take longer than necessary because
of redundancy (Morse & Clark, 2019).
It should also be noted that piloting was rarely mentioned in detail in the main grounded
theory reference texts (Bryant, 2019; Bryant & Charmaz, 2007; 2019). Even in Charmaz’s (2006;
2014) seminal volumes on constructivist grounded theory, it was not covered in detail. This was
likely because the iterative nature of GTM theoretical sampling inherently includes the process
of revising interview guides for maximum clarity to participants (Morse & Clark, 2019).
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Therefore, piloting the interview questions was considered an implicit feature of the initial round
of theoretical sampling in this study.
The actual act of theoretical sampling is performed after each round of data analysis and
data collection (Bryant, 2017). Using the codes, themes, and theoretical structures available, the
researcher decides how the data collection procedure should be modified (Bryant, 2017). In this
study, I planned to engage in initial data analysis every three to six interviews, which was about
the number of interviews I expected to have scheduled in one to two days. I made theoretical
sampling decisions appropriate to what was needed to achieve theoretical saturation efficiently. I
engaged in initial rough analysis and pre-structuring of the data every four to nine interviews
because I visited two jails per week, and the number of COs willing to participate varied.
In a detailed guide to theoretical sampling, Morse and Clark (2019) identified several
ways a researcher can modify data collection and analysis to optimize theory generation
throughout the research process. The researcher may limit questions in the interview guide to
focus on topics, codes, and themes that have emerged during data analysis but have not yet been
confirmed with multiple qualitative accounts (Morse & Clark, 2019). This decision may also be
necessary if the researcher makes a breakthrough that can be confirmed with more interview data
(Morse & Clark, 2019). Also, the researcher might choose to focus on certain types of
participants to gather information only they can provide. Third, it might be necessary to create
new interview questions in a more focused attempt to confirm negative cases (Morse & Clark,
2019). Negative cases are accounts that contradict the majority, which can lead to a more
accurate theory if such cases are sampled until saturation. Fourth, as a theory is developed, it
may be necessary to create new interview items to link concepts, gain certainty, verify data, or
obtain certainty. Fifth, it may be necessary to tailor the interview guide and data collection
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process to develop the identified themes into a more organized and cohesive theory. Finally, the
researcher may engage in theoretical sampling to recontextualize the theory into the real world
(Morse & Clark, 2019).
Theoretical Sampling Decisions in Practice
Despite the amount of preparation made while designing this study, I only made a single
theoretical sampling decision throughout data collection. I posited that the way this data
collection technique can manifest is in the degree to which four interview categories are
emphasized or deemphasized. For example, if a cycle of data analysis concludes that information
about the goals of restrictive housing has become theoretically saturated, it would become
expedient to focus future interviews on the other dimensions, such as intentionality, instead of
revising the interview guide altogether. This prediction was correct. Although I originally
planned for regular reviews of the interview questions for potential revision, this proved
unnecessary. In reviewing the questions, participant responses, my memos, there was a good
variety of participant responses to preclude the need to revise the interview guide altogether.
Instead, my primary theoretical sampling efforts toward interviews were to inform which
questions I should focus on by asking more follow-up questions.
A similar theoretical sampling decision I had prepared for was to focus on different
interview questions depending on the background of the participants. I thought I would have to
focus more time on asking gender disparity questions to those with experience managing inmates
of both genders. As all participants had experience with both genders, theoretical sampling was
unnecessary. I expected to ask the managers or administrators more questions while focusing on
conditions used when dealing with inmates. However, I found that COs of all ranks had unique
insights into restrictive housing goals.
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Even though many GTM studies use theoretical sampling to sample specific types of
participants, such decisions were either not possible or necessary for this study. Such participant
sampling was not possible because county prisons house male and female inmates. As a result,
all interviewees had at least three years of experience working with inmates of both genders. It
was also possible to sample participants of various positions or varying degrees of experience;
however, this was unnecessary because of the interviewed participants' insight and experience
levels.
Data Analysis
As with many qualitative research designs, data analysis in GTM does not involve a
straightforward system in which inputted interview data results in a direct output of results. As
previously mentioned, GTM is also not a sequential, step-by-step process but an iterative process
that involves multiple cycles of gathering data, analyzing data, and theoretical sampling (Bryant,
2017; Charmaz, 2014). In the most general terms, data analysis in grounded theory is comprised
of two inseparable and concurrent processes, coding, and memo-writing. Most qualitative
theorists focus far more on describing the former as it is the core method of theory generation
and because the latter involves extensive writing (Bryant & Charmaz, 2019).
I used the contemporary constructivist GTM for this study because of its inherent ability
to allow for adaptability, flexibility, and frameworks. Charmaz and Bryant’s constructivist
articulation of grounded theory is not as systematic as Glasser’s approach or as procedural as
Strauss and Corbin’s approach (Belgrave & Seide, 2019; Kelle, 2019). In rejecting the classical
positivist and post-positivist position on defining an objective and external ontology, these
constructivist theorists articulated a GTM less bounded by a systematic process (Belgrave &
Seide, 2019). However, the general structure of traditional GTM formulations persists.
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Before detailing how I engaged in the actual coding process, it was important to first
review my use of software to engage in GTM. One reason is that GTM literature rarely details
the use of software in grounded theory; many key grounded theorists actively or implicitly
eschew the use of software (Bryant, 2017; Charmaz, 2014). The other reason is how I used the
software was integral to describing how I analyzed the data. Friese’s (2019) chapter “Grounded
Theory Analysis and CAQDAS: A Happy Pairing or Remodeling GT to QDA?” in Bryant and
Charmaz’s (2019) The SAGE Handbook of Current Developments in Grounded Theory was my
primary guide in consolidating grounded theory and software. This was because Friese’s (2019)
work was the first case study designed to present a series of detailed explanations of how
qualitative software can be employed toward a strict application of grounded theory.
Use of Qualitative Data Analysis Software
Throughout the grounded theory process, I employed computer-assisted qualitative data
analysis [CAQDAS] (Belgrave & Seide, 2019; Bryant, 2017). The availability and sophistication
of qualitative data analysis software (QDAS) has grown rapidly since its introduction in 1995.
Unified software packages led to the small collection of programs with powerful and complex
tools that could broadly adapt to fit most qualitative analysis methodologies (Bryant, 2017;
Davidson et al., 2016). QDAS facilitates the manipulation of large swathes of data, allowing for
a more reliable and systematic initial coding process. It also helps sort and display codes for
easier comparison and grouping (Belgrave & Seide, 2019). The software can also maximize the
efficiency of the more time-intensive aspects of coding, such as organizing memos, grouping
codes into higher levels of abstraction, and modeling concepts for theory construction (Belgrave
& Seide, 2019).
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Despite the usefulness of QDAS, software should not replace the human element of
analysis involved in coding, which consists of abduction, abstraction, and theory construction
(Bryant, 2017; Clarke, 2019). The most significant danger of using QDAS is in blindly
employing automated analysis functionalities in ways that dilute the methodological rigor of
properly formulated research designs (Friese, 2019). Software must not be blindly applied but be
considered a tool that facilitates the data analysis and theoretical sampling processes. Grounded
theory practitioners can spend less time physically organizing, rewriting, and searching and more
time on the actual coding, abstraction, and theory-building (Bryant, 2017; Clarke, 2019).
The use of QDAS and its cloud-based analogs have not yet become ubiquitous, nor do
researchers often take advantage of their more advanced functions (Davidson et al., 2016). This
lack of use is likely because of either a dearth of formal education on software various functions
or the preference of researchers to use QDAS as an analysis management tool (Davidson et al.,
2016). Despite modern software's analytic power and utility, foundational GTM texts rarely
devote more than a few pages on CAQDAS in grounded theory (Friese, 2019). Many researchers
find it difficult to visualize codes in formats available on QDAS due to a lack of understanding
of the software. They come back to physical methods, such as sticky notes and flipchart pads
(Bryant, 2017). Some have even stated that CAQDAS leads to the danger of too much
abstraction with the potential for nullifying the theory's grounding component (Belgrave &
Seide, 2019), while others have repeatedly noted issues in complexity that led many to use text
editors and spreadsheets (Bryant, 2017).
Despite some theorists’ preference toward traditional physical methods, I chose to engage
in CAQDAS. This decision was based on Friese’s (2019) case study, which demonstrated that
the increased flexibility and utility of QDAS packages offer a better alternative to traditional
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pen-and-paper and intermediary text-editor-and-spreadsheet methods. Open coding, which
should be performed, has become even more efficient and easy to sort (Friese, 2019). QDAS
automatically links, tags, and timestamps memos directly into codes and the data, facilitating
memo referencing and management. Codes made in QDAS are also inextricably linked to the
data, keeping the analysis grounded. Codes can also be easily grouped, regrouped, revised, and
visualized, facilitating concept-generation and theory-building into a more organic process. Due
to the relative ease in reviewing and evaluating codes and concepts, theoretical sampling is also
facilitated, streamlining the path to theoretical saturation. In summary, employing CAQDAS
both streamlines and increases the fidelity of the grounded theory process (Friese, 2019).
Justification for Choosing the ATLAS.ti QDAS
Although I originally planned to use NVivo, upon closer reading of Friese’s (2019)
seminal guide to CAQDAS GTM, I reconsidered in favor of ATLAS.ti. The three most widely
used QDAS are NVivo, MAXQDA, and ATLAS.ti. According to Friese (2019), ATLAS.ti is
most conducive to GTM analysis for three reasons:
1. ATLAS.ti supports initial/open coding without playing around with settings, which the
other two do not support as readily.
2. ATLAS.ti allows for a level of analysis, notetaking, and tagging that provides detail not
possible in other packages.
3. ATLAS.ti has a margin area with a user interface that is far more conducive to GTM than
other packages.
As Friese (2019) demonstrated, it is possible to approximate GTM methods in the other two
software packages, but the theorist clarified that ATLAS.ti is the one most suited to GTM. A
review of Friese’s (2021) ATLAS.ti manual confirmed this reconsideration.
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ATLAS.ti Functionality
The primary strength of ATLAS.ti lies in the many levels or entities qualitative analysis
can be performed. Friese (2019) concisely encapsulated the core functionality of ATLAS.ti:
ATLAS.ti offers a level of analysis below tagging that facilitates the various analytic
steps by offering more than one technical entity to represent the different stages of the
analysis process. A coded segment consists of what ATLAS.ti calls a quotation and a
code linked to it. Thus, a quotation is an entity of its own and because of this in
ATLAS.ti certain actions are possible that do not exist in other programs. A quotation can
be named, commented, it can be linked to other quotations, and one or also multiple
memos can be linked to it. Further, in terms of functionality, the ATLAS.ti margin area is
an essential feature, especially when using an interpretive approach. It gives immediate
feedback throughout the analysis how a segment is tagged, whether it is linked to other
segments, whether comments or memos have been written, or whether it is part of a
network, which is a space for integrating analysis. (pp. 285-286)
At its essence, ATLAS.ti offers six main and distinct types of entities: (a) documents, (b)
quotations, (c) codes, (d) memos, (e) links, and (f) networks (Friese, 2021). The creation or
application of any of these entities is called tagging. The researcher can use each of these entities
to tag, sort, name, organize, link, and search through data to one degree or another within their
manager windows (Friese, 2021). Each entity represents a distinct level of analysis that can be
imposed upon the data (Friese, 2019).
Friese’s (2019) method, then, involves applying these entities in a way that is consistent
with accepted grounded theory methodologies. Documents represent the data uploaded onto the
software (Friese, 2021), which, for this study, consisted of interview transcripts. Quotations are
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segments of passages that can be named and commented (Friese, 2021), used for line-by-line
coding and notetaking (Friese, 2019). Codes are labels that can be placed upon multiple levels of
data in ATLAS.ti (Friese, 2021), which was used for all methodological elements referred to as
coding in GTM (Friese, 2019). Memos are free-standing user-created notes linked to any other
entity (Friese, 2021), which were used for memo-writing. Links are connections between any
two entities (2021), which can be used for theory-building. Networks are representations of links
(2021), which can also be used for theory-building.
Coding
Like theoretical sampling, coding is a distinct essence of GTM that innovates qualitative
research methodologies (Bryant, 2017). As such, the rationale for using coding is both reflexive
and tautological. Coding is essential to GTM because it is an essential component of the
methodology and the primary way in which data is analyzed and theory constructed (Belgrave &
Seide, 2019).
Coding is an iterative process by which the researcher parses and defines the elements that
exist in the qualitative data into distinct conceptual categories (Belgrave & Seide, 2019; Bryant,
2017). Coding involves deconstructing the data into its fundamental components, then analyzing
and grouping these fragments into chunks of meaning (Bryant, 2017). Codes are defined as the
essential yet transitional conceptual categories constructed from the smallest fragments of the
data analyzed in the initial stages of analysis (Bryant, 2017; Charmaz, 2014). Codes are
generated by discovering and structuring patterns, clusters, and themes in the data (Bryant,
2017).
Categories represent the analysis of codes into higher-level abstractions, as theoretical
elaboration leads to the construction of patterns and fragments of data (Bryant, 2017; Kelle,
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2007; 2019). Categories can also be called concepts, though some grounded theorists use the
latter term as the highest level of abstraction used as components for the grounded theory
(Bryant, 2017). Regardless of how categories and concepts are defined, they are used by the
grounded theorist to construct a study’s theory (Belgrave & Seide, 2019).
The following three sections detail how I engaged in coding within ATLAS.ti. The
theoretical methodology of GTM coding described by theorists is inextricably tied in with
Friese’s (2019) ATLAS.ti method. The first step was document grouping, which provided a
preliminary structure before the actual coding process. The other two steps aligned with Charmaz
(2014) and Bryant’s (2017) methodology; both theorists advocated for a more flexible approach.
They used the types of coding developed by earlier grounded theorists (Bryant, 2017; Charmaz,
2014). To account for this, the two constructivist GTM theorists proposed two stages of coding
instead of prescribing a single coding methodology. Initial coding, also called open coding,
involves developing initial codes by going through transcripts in minute detail (Belgrave &
Seide, 2019). In ATLAS.ti, this step involved first pre-structuring the data into sub-codes while
parsing the transcripts line-by-line into quotation entities, then abstracting the quotations into
code entities (Friese, 2019). Focused coding, also called advanced coding, involved engaging
abstracting codes at a higher level of analysis, which resulted in theory-building (Belgrave &
Seide, 2019). In ATLAS.ti, this involved constructing and taking notes within quotations while
abstracting codes into categories and concepts (Friese, 2019). Unexpectedly, I employed
Microsoft Word for most memo-writing due to ease of documentation. Then I used networking
functions and other advanced analysis tools to manipulate the quotations, codes, categories,
concepts, memos, and other elements to engage in theory-building (Friese, 2019).
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Document Grouping
Prior to open coding, I engaged in document grouping to facilitate subsequent coding
endeavors. In ATLAS.ti, document grouping enables the researcher to easily distinguish between
interview participants' various characteristics and demographics by organizing transcripts at a
level outside quotations and codes (Friese, 2019). The primary purpose of document grouping is
to ensure that the researcher can access and distinguish participant-specific information
throughout the coding process (Friese, 2019). I initially grouped transcripts according to three
characteristics: participants' gender, participants' position within their respective correctional
facilities at the time of interview, and inmate genders that participants had experience with.
Document grouping allowed for quick referencing of participant characteristics during the
coding process, contextualizing the interview data, and speeding up the analysis process. Finally,
document grouping opened advanced coding functionalities in ATLAS.ti that allowed the
visualization of codes according to participant characteristics (Friese, 2019; 2021).
Code System Naming Convention
Although ATLAS.ti’s primary strength is in the six different types of entities that can be
used to analyze data, this QDAS does not feature a tree structure to organize the properties of a
tag. However, ATLAS.ti features robust tag management and search functionalities (Friese,
2021). Friese (2019) developed a syntax of prefixes and code formatting to facilitate the
organization of code types and hierarchies. This syntax has the advantage of making codes easy
to sort through using the ATLAS.ti search function and entity managers (Friese, 2019).
The system can sort codes and tags alphanumerically, using symbols for key dimensions
to help organize data meaningfully. An asterisk prefix (*) and small letters were used to denote
preliminary codes that do not yet belong to a category of higher abstraction (Friese, 2019). For
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example, “*female inmates managed differently” denoted a code regarding a category or concept
not abstracted. A hashtag (#) with category name and small letters in grey, such as “#position:
jail administrator," was used to denote socio-demographics or participant characteristics. These
categories included gender, years of experience, experience with inmate gender, and position.
Other special characters, such as the backslash (/) were used to denote specific dimensions. I
formatted categories in all capital letters with distinct colors. Sub-codes within a category were
prefixed with the category with the appropriate coloring. Finally, concepts were in sentence-case,
in black (Friese, 2019).
Initial/Open Coding
Charmaz (2014) called the first stage of constructivist GTM data analysis initial coding,
while Bryant (2017) sometimes used the more traditional term, open coding. The two terms were
used interchangeably for this study, with a preference towards initial coding as both Charmaz
(2014) and Bryant (2017) employed it. In the most basic sense, initial coding is defined as
summarizing and consolidating the qualitative data into meaningful and manageable codes.
Judicial initial coding is integral to GTM because it guarantees the grounded theory’s fit and
relevance (Charmaz, 2014). Proper open coding ensures that the resultant codes fit the empirical
world as the codes are grounded in qualitative data. It also ensures that the constructed analytic
framework is relevant to what the data represents (Charmaz, 2014). Open coding is also essential
as the resultant codes serve as the intermediary step from the descriptions and events found in
concrete qualitative data to the abstractions by which theoretical insights and frameworks can be
constructed (Bryant, 2017; Charmaz, 2014).
Before going into the details of the initial coding process, it must be noted that coding,
especially in constructivist GTM, is a highly analytic and interactive endeavor (Charmaz, 2014).
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As such, it was important for me to maintain an open, understanding, comparative, and
interpretive mindset within which new perspectives can be explored. Therefore, questions are
asked, patterns are clustered, and theories are constructed (Charmaz, 2014). Both Charmaz
(2014) and Bryant (2017) prescribed that initial coding should begin without any preconceived
categories, then the researcher can impose the structure on these initial preliminary codes. The
open coding process should stay very close to the qualitative data, without comparing the data to
pre-existing categories, frameworks, or literature (Belgrave & Seide, 2019; Bryant, 2017;
Charmaz, 2014). The researchers should also code for action whenever possible and keep their
minds open to many different theoretical possibilities (Belgrave & Seide, 2019). Additionally,
Bryant (2017) noted that it was at this stage in which researchers may choose to modify the
boundaries of their research and revise the nature of the study if necessary. Charmaz (2014)
suggested researchers ask variations of the following questions: “What is this data a study of?
What do the data suggest? Pronounce? Leave unsaid? From whose point of view? What
theoretical category does this specific datum indicate?” (p. 245).
As the primary type of data for this study was interview transcripts, the first part of initial
coding involved deconstructing the transcripts line-by-line to segment the transcripts into
atomized, meaningful fragments (Belgrave & Seide, 2019; Charmaz, 2014). As the first step of
coding, line-by-line coding is the foundation of the coding process (Bryant, 2017). I performed
line-by-line coding at the ATLAS.ti quotation level. I engaged in line-by-line coding by
highlighting meaningful segments of the transcript, creating a free quotation, and renaming the
resultant quotation with preliminary codes. This was the distinct advantage of pre-coding, which
Friese (2019) called pre-structuring; the entire transcript can be more efficiently coded during the
second part of open coding.
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After line-by-line coding is performed on a transcript, the next step of open coding
involves abstracting sub-codes from the atomized fragments of the transcript (Charmaz, 2014;
Friese, 2019). In ATLAS.ti, all abstractive coding was performed at the code level, which can be
made within quotations to ground the abstraction directly into the data (Charmaz, 2014; Friese,
2019; 2021). This stage of initial coding, then, involved reviewing the quotation-level line-byline descriptions and abstracting them into codes. The basic recommendation is to code these
fragments into concise and meaningful phrases, though these are not strict or mutually exclusive
requirements (Bryant, 2017; Charmaz, 2014). This process is to help the research keep track of
processes and facilitate the organization of data (Charmaz, 2014). However, when coding within
a QDAS, codes are extremely easy to keep track of, and interactions between practices are
simple to detect if consistency in coding is employed (Friese, 2021). Friese’s (2019) prefix
syntax retains all of the coding functionality for actions while keeping code names more precise
for better sorting and organization. For example, if a line referred to sending certain inmates into
restrictive housing for the goal of protective custody, an open code was created, for example,
“Goal: protective custody.” Note that “Goal” is a category in this code, and “protective custody”
is the actual code. In contrast, the same code following Bryant (2017) and Charmaz’s (2014)
recommendation might have been much longer “segregating for protective custody,” which
would have been more difficult to search for in a uniform manner. Using Friese’s (2019) syntax
allowed the quick retrieval of all codes that pertain to restrictive housing goals and protective
custody with a single search.
The ultimate purpose of initial coding was to generate abstractions grounded directly in
the data, which are helpful to the next coding stage (Bryant, 2017). So, during this second stage
of initial coding, data is constantly compared within and between transcripts. Furthermore, the
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researcher continually generates memos or comments on gaps in the data to aid theoretical
sampling (Charmaz, 2014). Tacit assumptions are identified while implied meanings and actions
are concisely encapsulated into simple, detail-rich, yet concise codes conducive to text searching
(Charmaz, 2014; Friese, 2019).
The second half of open coding also involved consolidating codes, categories, and
concepts as more transcripts were coded. As prior codes were compared with newer codes in
subsequent transcripts and as codes were consolidated, they were confirmed, revised, refined, or
even discarded according to their usefulness and fit (Charmaz, 2014; Friese, 2019). Note that
many fragments of coded data were not retained because they were not relevant to the research
purpose or questions (Bryant, 2017). Constant comparison of codes to the data and the list of
codes was at the heart of the open coding process. This process made up the bulk of the actual
labor during each data analysis iteration, besides summarizing meaningful statements into actionbased codes (Bryant, 2017). Although I intended the initial, post-line-by-line codes to be
provisional, pre-structuring according to the CFDARH proved to make these codes more
resilient than I originally planned.
It is also at the second stage of open coding when researchers begin to impose structure on
the data using theoretical or conceptual frameworks that directly pertain to the data (Kelle,
2019). Such frameworks provide structure for data throughout the coding process (Friese, 2019;
Kelle, 2019). This is doubly true when the framework in question is to be used as the foundation
for the grounded theory that is being constructed (Kelle, 2019; Strauss, 1987; Strauss & Corbin,
1990). As such, I used Mears et al.’s (2019) Conceptual Framework for Describing and
Assessing Restrictive Housing (CFDARH) as the blueprint for creating the initial sub-codes after
line-by-line coding of each transcript. After line-by-line coding of each transcript, I tagged the
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relevant line-by-line quotations I had made into codes structured according to the four
dimensions of the framework. These dimensions were namely goals, duration, conditions,
intentionality, and their respective factors. Codes had to be precise and simple to keep the
analysis process active and alive (Charmaz, 2014). Confirming Friese’s (2019) reasoning for
recommending this step, pre-structuring the codes proved to increase efficiency by a large
degree. The interviews were already highly structured due to the CFDARH. Pre-structuring each
transcript after line-by-line coding was quick and precise, as I had already become familiar with
its contents.
Focused/Advanced Coding
Charmaz’s (2014) focused coding and what Bryant (2017) sometimes calls advanced
coding (which was used interchangeably) is the second stage of coding in constructivist GTM.
Similar to open coding, focused coding is typically presented in two parts for explanation,
though the two parts are iterative (Bryant, 2017; Charmaz, 2014; Friese, 2019; Kelle, 2019). The
first part involved abstracting the initial codes into persistent categories and concepts, and the
second part involved constructing a theoretical framework using these abstracted components.
It should be noted that neither Charmaz (2014) nor Bryant (2017) denied the flexible use
of the various coding strategies proposed by grounded theorists. These coding strategies include
axial, selective, focused, and theoretical coding. Selecting a particular strategy depends on the
characteristics of the data, the research topic, the researcher’s preference, the available literature
on the subject, theories on the topic, and other factors idiosyncratic to a given study. Both key
theorists agreed that constructivist GTM is best when researchers stick to flexible and simple
guidelines, as described below, at the expense of experiencing some ambiguity in the initial
stages of the study (Bryant, 2017; Charmaz, 2014).
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The goal of the first part of focused coding was to take the codes generated during initial
coding to the next level of abstraction, which involved synthesizing, comparing, coding,
organizing, reformulating, linking, ranking, and sorting large swathes of the data at a time
(Belgrave & Seide, 2019; Bryant, 2017; Charmaz, 2014). This contrasts with initial coding, in
which the codes were kept very close to the detailed line-by-line analysis of the data (Charmaz,
2014). For example, an initial code might have been something specific, such as “administration
restricting instead of punishing.” This initial code referred to a quotation of an administrator who
changed the jail policy to limiting segregation and replacing restrictive housing practices with a
system restricting inmates’ privileges. Through comparisons with other similar codes, this was
abstracted to “personal element: restrict over discipline,” emphasizing the common category of
the personal element that emerged when comparing similar responses from other participants.
The ultimate purpose of this aspect of advanced coding was to generate persistent
categories that emerged and were developed using the codes. At times, by coding the code to
eventually be used to construct a cohesive theory or framework of the topic (Charmaz, 2014).
Indeed, by this stage, the components, the building blocks, of a grounded theory are
manufactured and refined (Belgrave & Seide, 2019).
This process hinged on the act of categorizing, in which different processes are used to
abstract initial codes into conceptual groups that have increasing theoretical significance
(Charmaz, 2014). Categorizing involved determining the significance of codes (such as by
counting the frequency at which the codes occur), identifying themes or patterns among codes,
and defining the properties of these codes to create theoretically significant categories (Bryant,
2014). Kelle (2019) identified six dimensions by which categories can be defined:
1. The phenomena that are characterized by the code and categories.
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2. The phenomena’s causal conditions.
3. The context of the phenomena.
4. Intervening conditions by which the codes are mediated (if at all).
5. Action and interactional strategies by which causal agents handle or deal with the
phenomena.
6. The consequences of these actions.
In constructivist grounded theory, categorizing can also involve comparing codes and categories
to existing literature or frameworks to determine their theoretical significance or refine them
further (Belgrave & Seide, 2019). Charmaz (2014) also presented six guidelines for defining
categories and focused codes: (a) compare initial codes with the data to uncover insights; (b)
analyze initial codes from multiple perspectives to reveal patterns in the data; (c) determine
which codes provide the best accounting of the data and prioritize them in subsequent coding
iterations; (d) raise the best codes into categories or focused codes; (e) compare codes to provide
additional insight; and (f) determine if focused codes reveal gaps in the data that need further
investigation, or that can be explained by patterns in the data. The resulting categories can also
be called focused codes (Charmaz, 2014).
As Friese (2019) noted, advanced coding when using a QDAS requires detailed
theoretical memoing while categorizing is being performed. As implied by grounded theorists
above, simply tagging data points within the software is not grounded theory. Instead, GTM
requires constant interaction with the data through memoing and writing about the data itself
while documenting the process of categorization (Friese, 2019). I created categories at the
ATLAS.ti coding level and through detailed outlining in Microsoft Word using theoretical
memoing. The rationale for selecting Microsoft Word for theoretical memoing instead of the
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ATLAS.ti memo layer is detailed under Memo-Writing below. This combination of coding and
memoing allowed for a highly efficient abstraction process throughout both stages of the focused
coding process.
The second part of focused coding involved theory creation. As codes are refined and
confirmed, categories ultimately become the conceptual building blocks by which a framework
is constructed (Bryant, 2017). It was recommended that the grounded theorist should make an
effort to continuously maintain a balance throughout this process. The researcher should allow
categories to emerge rather than forcing them into the data while simultaneously employing
theoretical sensitivity to reflect on the data to construct categories with conceptual significance
(Kelle, 2007). Bryant (2017) admitted that maintaining this balance is much simpler in practice,
though it sounds precarious in theory. This practice proved to be the case during my theorybuilding process, particularly because Mears et al.’s (2019) CFDARH was a general enough
conceptual structure to avoid dulling theoretical sensitivity. Furthermore, grounding the initial
codes in line-by-line coding ensured that the researcher would not miss minute details.
Theory-building occurred at the ATLAS.ti network level, in which all the various codes,
categories, elements, and entities created within the QDAS could be visually represented.
Anything created within ATLAS.ti can be made a node. I began generating visual
representations of conceptual relationships between nodes at the network level. Using my
memos, quotations, and codes, I manipulated these nodes according to theoretical relationships
grounded in the data. This allowed me to develop and refine theory-level interactions between
the categories and abstract concepts during the advanced coding process.
The penultimate step of GTM is theoretical saturation, in which the application of
theoretical sampling and data collection yields no new codes or categories (Bryant, 2017). Once
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theoretical saturation was justified (Bryant, 2017), it became possible to complete the final
iteration of coding, in which the codes, categories, concepts, and framework were reviewed,
confirmed, and refined (Charmaz, 2014). This was the stage when memos were finalized,
particularly those memos that would be reorganized into Chapter Four. This process allowed me
to finalize the theoretical relationships between categories and concepts into a grounded theory
framework. The end product should be the theory that is representative of the study. As
described above, theoretical saturation was achieved by focusing the interview questions,
particularly probing and follow-up questions, to confirm existing codes or find information
contradictory to established codes. I noticed theoretical saturation when coding the 18th
interview (Austin M), I realized that the data had ceased to yield new open codes. I noticed full
saturation occurring after coding Tessa X’s transcript, the 23rd interview, which yielded only six
quotations, all marked to confirm saturation of a code.
Memo-Writing
Memo-writing (also called memoing or memos) is the second integral part of GTM data
analysis, inseparable from coding. It is practiced between the iterative processes of data
collection, coding, and theoretical sampling (Bryant, 2017; Thornberg & Dunne, 2019). Memowriting is a methodological and exploratory technique that can be used to generate purposeful
flexibility (Bryant, 2017; Charmaz, 2014; Thornberg & Dunne, 2019). This technique involves
taking notes grounded in the collected data as the researcher engages in creative thinking,
reflexivity, critical thinking, and connection-making while generating codes, themes, and theory
(Thornberg & Dunne, 2019). According to Charmaz (2014), memo-writing is the critical
intermediate step between collecting data and writing successive drafts of ever-developing
grounded theory papers.
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Memoing is a technique distinct from the two other types of notes taken throughout
grounded theory research. Field notes facilitate gathering interview data (Bryant, 2017), while
theoretical sampling notes are for theoretical saturation and confirmation (Morse & Clark, 2019).
Whereas memos are written to develop and refine concepts, codes, themes, and iterations of
theory (Bryant, 2017; Charmaz, 2014).
As such, memoing was a necessary and integral complement to coding, and the two data
analysis techniques can be considered two sides of the same coin (Bryant, 2017). When
memoing, the researcher’s analyses during coding iterations are written down as the data is
refined and more powerful themes and theories are abstracted from the concepts therein (Bryant,
2017). Memoing facilitates and captures researchers’ internal thought processes as they engage
in coding. These thoughts include abductive reasoning, meaning construction, theoretical sorting,
theme generation, clustering, reflection, brainstorming, and reflexivity (Thornberg & Dunne,
2019). In capturing these thought processes, memoing allows connections, questions, and
theoretical paths to transfer into the written word. Memo-writing can develop a creative space
where researchers can converse with themselves at each iteration. This process can build a
personal database that can be referenced at any time (Charmaz, 2014).
A GTM researcher can engage in memoing at any time during and between data
collection, coding, and theoretical sampling (Charmaz et al., 2018). Memos can be questions,
theoretical notes, concepts, analyses, ideas, hunches, narratives, reflective journals, or any other
type of written commentary related to the coding process. The purpose of these memos is to
facilitate coding and theory-generation from the data or to raise codes into themes and categories
(Charmaz et al., 2018).
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Memoing is not a rigid system and can be performed according to the personal
preferences of the researcher; memoing is organic, iterative, and active. I presented my memoing
strategy in terms of guidelines set forth by Bryant (2017) and Charmaz (2014). Researchers
should constantly aim to write new memos as they develop the data into codes, themes, and
ultimately into theories (Bryant, 2017). Memos should be written contemporaneously whenever
GTM researchers engage in any cognitive act related to analysis while clearly labeling the dates
and other relevant information for future reference (Bryant, 2017). Memo-writing should be a
natural, spontaneous, and relatively effortless activity, as the memos are meant to be useful to the
researcher and make the analysis process easier (Charmaz, 2014). In the initial stages, in which
abstractions are difficult, and concrete patterns have not yet emerged, memos need not be written
as if they will be published as personal notes (Bryant, 2017). Only in the latter stages of the study
should the researcher begin drafting memos designed to be used in publishable works (Bryant,
2017).
It is also important to remember that memoing is an interactive analytical tool. Prior
memos must be periodically reviewed, addressed, and answered before coding (Charmaz et al.,
2018). Memos should also progress and develop as the research develops, reflecting the
emerging developments in abstraction and theory-building (Bryant, 2017). Bryant (2017) and
Charmaz (2014) continuously noted that memoing is a personal process and can take many
forms—no single correct format exists. Finally, memoing was also used to help organize and
articulate various perspectives within the conceptual framework.
I originally planned to use ATLAS.ti’s memo function for memo-writing. The distinct
advantage of the ATLAS.ti memo level was that memos can be sorted, grouped, renamed, linked
to other entities, and coded. At first, I wrote all memos within the QDAS, copying and pasting
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certain memos into outlines of passages that would serve as rough drafts of this dissertation.
Eventually, it became clear that although the memo level was purportedly functional, it was
difficult to keep track of individual memos, particularly theoretical memos. During the open
coding process, I began taking memos in the form of outlines in Microsoft Word, referring to
copying and pasting important passages from the transcripts as necessary. These outlines were
iterated daily, such that I created a new iteration each day of analysis, which allowed me to leave
a clear audit trail throughout the data analysis process.
The primary advantage of using Microsoft Word document outlines for memoing was the
ability to instantly switch windows in my computer through the alt-tab function and immediately
begin writing once I gained a particular insight. In contrast, creating a memo in ATLAS.ti
involved switching context menus, creating a new memo entity, separately naming the entity,
writing the memo, and categorizing the memo. The outlines also had the advantage of being
holistic, such that I could instantly switch windows quickly skim through the various headings
and contents of my memos by scrolling up and down. Skimming and reviewing memos through
ATLAS.ti was far more cumbersome. In contrast to Word, it involved switching to the memo
manager and selecting each memo by name, which I had to remember to choose the correct
entity to review.
Trustworthiness
Validating and verifying methodological rigor is a critical component of qualitative
methodologies like GTM (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Morse, 2018). According to Morse (2018),
Guba and Lincoln’s (1985) seminal work, “Naturalistic Inquiry,” established the first widely
accepted perspective, criteria, and jargon for qualitative rigor. Guba and Lincoln
recontextualized the criteria for quantitative rigor into qualitative rigor, calling it trustworthiness
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(Creswell & Poth, 2018; Morse, 2018). Trustworthiness introduced the terms credibility,
dependability, confirmability, and transferability. This concept corresponded to the quantitative
criteria internal validity, external validity, objectivity, and reliability, respectively (Creswell &
Poth, 2018). Establishing these four criteria was particularly key in constructivist research
methodologies (Denzin & Lincoln, 2018), such as the GTM approach chosen for this study.
Credibility
Credibility is analogous to internal validity in quantitative research, referring to the
degree to which a study’s data and findings accurately reflect reality. This process depends upon
the level of detail of the data and on the researcher’s analysis (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Sikolia et
al., 2013). Perhaps the strongest method by which I ensured credibility in this GTM was through
data triangulation (Flick, 2019), as described above under the data collection, which was
employed throughout the study. Other methods highly applicable to the present study included
creating rich descriptions of the data, ensuring theoretical saturation, and grounding codes and
concepts in the data (Sikolia et al., 2013).
Dependability and Confirmability
Dependability and confirmability are analogous to external validity and objectivity in
quantitative research (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Dependability and confirmability refer to the
consistency and objective quality of the study (Sikolia et al., 2013). I ensured dependability and
confirmability by maintaining a clear audit trail throughout the research process (Sikolia et al.,
2013). This was already built into many aspects of GTM—including memoing, field notes, and
theoretical sampling. However, ensuring a clear audit trail was particularly easy because
ATLAS.ti allows for many different entity types (Friese, 2019). As a result, QDAS distinguishes
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between quotations, codes, memos, and documents. I was able to freely engage in GTM in a
manner where the entire process could be audited from beginning to end.
Another accepted method for establishing dependability and conformability was to
provide a high degree of detail regarding the setting and context. This was the purpose of field
notes and memo-writing (Morse, 2018). As codes were associated directly with passages in the
transcript, it was relatively trivial to include these rich details when reporting the results. This
inclusion of rich details helped readers determine the consistency of the data and results for
themselves (Morse, 2018).
Although I wrote memos in Microsoft Word, I also left a clear audit trail by creating a
new iteration of memos each day. Finally, the detailed data triangulation recommended by Flick
(2019) throughout a GTM study ensured a thorough and continual process of internal auditing
which can help ensure consistency and objectivity.
Transferability
Transferability is analogous to reliability in quantitative research (Creswell & Poth, 2018)
and refers to how the findings are applicable to other settings (Sikolia et al., 2013). Creating rich
descriptions of the setting, participants, and the entire research methodology is the primary way
transferability can be achieved in GTM (Sikolia et al., 2013). Again, such descriptions were built
into the process of memo-writing, particularly as the data analysis began to gain traction (Bryant,
2017; Charmaz, 2014), which was greatly facilitated by my use of the ATLAS.ti software and
Microsoft Word.
Ethical Considerations
Site permission was obtained before IRB submission. No participant recruitment or data
collection commenced before full IRB approval of the study. Informed consent (see Appendix A)
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was gathered before scheduling or interviews. Participants were informed that they could
withdraw from the study at any time. Once interviews were transcribed and the transcripts were
reviewed for accuracy with comparison to the audio. Once the process was completed, I deleted
.mp3 files to prevent the auditory identification of participants. Transcripts were made
confidential, and all participant names (including file names) were replaced with pseudonyms. A
single file with a key that matches participants’ real names with their corresponding pseudonym
was retained in case some may decide to withdraw from the study. Transcripts and ATLAS.ti
files were stored within a USB drive in a secure and locked location accessible only to me. The
identity key was stored in a different USB drive in a separate locked location accessible only to
me. The data and key will be destroyed three years after the publication of this study.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to address critical gaps in restrictive housing research by
developing a theoretical framework of the practice grounded in the experiences and knowledge
of correctional officers, managers, and administrators. I chose to use the grounded theory
methodology because of the lack of cohesive theory and empirical inquiry in restrictive housing
research. I specifically engaged in constructivist GTM because it uses existing literature and
frameworks to triangulate the theory-generation process. The primary mode of data collection
was interviews, while the second mode was written field notes. The latter was not used during
coding due to redundancy. Data analysis was largely comprised of coding and memo-writing. As
GTM is an iterative methodology, data collection and data analysis were applied in cycles,
intermediated by theoretical sampling to better focus data gathering toward theoretical saturation.
In all, this study may have been the first step in unifying restrictive housing with a theory that
can be used to operationalize future research endeavors.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
Overview
This grounded theory study aimed to develop a conceptually and contextually consistent
theoretical framework of restrictive housing. This framework accounted for gender disparity by
collecting interview data from officers and staff employed at correctional institutions that
practice segregation. To this end, I used grounded theory methodology to develop the
Theoretical Framework of Restrictive Housing in County Jails. This chapter consisted of a
description of the entire participant pool according to gender, experience, position, and rank.
Then a more detailed description of each participant followed while maintaining overall
confidentiality.
The second part of this chapter was a presentation of the study results. The first part of the
Results was a series of detail-rich descriptions of the transcripts, along with representative
quotes, that ground Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework in the data collected for this
study. The list of categories and codes just before theory-generation is found in Appendix D. The
list of the final categories and codes upon the completion of theory-generation is found in
Appendix E. The second part of the Results involved a series of detailed descriptions and
representative quotes of four new categories outside the scope of Mears et al.’s (2019)
CFDARH.
The third part of the Results involved a rundown of the novel grounded theory framework
constructed for this study (see Figure 1), the Framework for Operationalizing and
Contextualizing Restrictive Housing in County Jails (FOCRH-CJ). The crux of this framework
was the addition of the four dimensions to the CFDARH. These dimensions contextualize
restrictive housing in the way that the CFDARH’s dimensions operationalize it. I presented an
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overview of how this chapter addressed the study’s research questions. The chapter closed with a
summary.
Figure 1
The Framework for Operationalizing and Contextualizing Restrictive Housing in County Jails

Participants
Initial document grouping, which was performed before coding, yielded descriptive
statistics of the participants. Of the 29 total participants, 19 (65.5%) identified themselves as
males, and 10 (34.5%) identified as females. All participants had experience working with both
male and female inmates. This study was conducted within county jails, which housed inmates of
all genders. No participants had exclusive experience with only male or only female inmates.
Twelve (41.4%) participants expressed that most of their professional experience was with male
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inmates, while no participant expressed experience mostly with females. Regarding experience
in corrections, 17 (58.6%) participants had 3 to 9 years, 6 (20.7%) participants had 10-19 years,
3 (10.3%) participants had 20-29 years, and 3 participants had 30+ years.
The descriptive statistical breakdown of the participants’ positions within their
correctional facilities was varied. Note that in the section Leadership Structure of Setting located
in Chapter Three, the section highlighted how ranks, positions, and responsibilities were not
uniform across county jails. Regarding the professional positions of the participants in their
respective correctional facilities, 14 (48.3%) identified themselves as correctional officers (COs).
One of the 14 COs (3.4%) also held the corporal position. Some COs had additional positions,
such as maintenance work supervisor or inmate accountant. Six (20.7%) participants held the
position of sergeant, which involved overseeing several COs on the ground. Four (13.8%)
participants were lieutenants, one of whom was a shift supervisor. One (3.4%) lieutenant was a
logistical administrator. One lieutenant was a manager chief of the night shift, and one lieutenant
held the position of jail administrator. Five (17.2%) other participants were jail administrators,
for a total of six (20.7%) employed in this position. Two (6.9%) participants were captains, both
of whom were jail administrators, though one captain identified his official title as captain of jail
operations. Note that rank or position did not always correlate with years of experience in
corrections. Information regarding the participants' careers before correction was outside the
scope of this study and not sought from the participants.
This section began with a series of rich descriptions of the participants. All participant
names used in this study were pseudonymous. The descriptions were meant to contextualize
certain quotes or descriptions of the data, while providing accurate portraits of each participant’s
personality.
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Rex T
Rex T was a deputy of rank lieutenant within the Sheriff's Department. Rex T’s position
within the county jail he supervised was administrative captain, the highest rank in that facility.
This participant had 12 years of total experience in corrections. As the administrative captain,
this participant was highly open to sharing his anecdotal experiences.
Uniquely, Rex T found an opportunity to share an element of his personal management style of
his jail. The jail had a shortage of restrictive housing pods due to most being used for protective
custody. He shared that he restricted inmates’ privileges as a disciplinary measure, thereby
preserving the element of restriction when applying correctional actions. It is unknown whether
other administrators have made similar changes to management styles due to the lack of
restrictive housing cells. As was the case for all the interviewed administrators, Rex T’s
responses contained a level of insight beyond that of most COs and were concise, detailed
representations of a majority of responses on a given topic.
Sam J
Sam J was a CO who had worked 10 years within the corrections field. This participant
had a total of 10 years of experience with male inmates and eight years of experience with
female inmates. He reported his current responsibilities in the county jail to be “safety and
protection of the inmates and security.” Sam J communicated that he dealt more often with male
inmates than female inmates. In addition to his county jail experience, he had corrections
experience in youth villages and in CoreCivic, the latter of which was formerly the Corrections
Corporation of America. This latter experience included prison experience, which the participant
expressed is more dangerous for COs. Sam J often expressed opinions regarding the effects of
restrictive housing on certain inmates, that segregation can be mentally damaging to some but
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not to others. Overall, this participant was highly considerate of inmates' mental and emotional
states when answering questions.
John B
John B was a lieutenant at his county jail with five years of experience in corrections.
This participant had experience in both state prison and county jail, mostly in the latter. John B
had an equal amount of experience with female and male inmates. This participant had two
positions. His primary position was as a day shift operations lieutenant, which involved
managing COs and inmates during the day shifts when he is on duty. John B also served as a
training officer for the facility, which involved training COs to perform their respective duties
within the context of the entire jail. Throughout the interview process, this participant provided
insight into how county jails differ from state prison penitentiaries.
Jen A
Jen A was a sergeant at her county jail with three years total experience in corrections.
Her specific position was shift sergeant. Her responsibilities included overseeing the COs
assigned to her shift and overseeing the well-being of inmates. This latter responsibility included
ensuring inmates are getting proper care, ensuring inmates' needs are stocked throughout the
facility, and confirming they have access to cleaning products when it comes time to clean their
living quarters. Sergeant Jen A was the only female on her shift, and this participant had equal
experience with both male and female inmates.
Zack P
Officer Zack P has been a CO at his current county jail for six years, with 35 total years
of experience in corrections. He reported his primary responsibilities in the jail were "security
and safety of the facility." He noted that approximately 90% of his entire career was with male
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inmates, and only 10% were with female inmates. Of all participants, Zack P had the most
correctional experience in a male-inmate-only setting, both in years and proportionally. This
participant had the second most experience in corrections of all participants.
This participant was highly considerate of the viewpoints of inmates. He noted that in all 35
years, he had only dispensed seven write-ups total.
Carl Z
Officer Carl Z was a CO at his county jail for three years, with three years total
experience in corrections. The participant was a young man; he reported his primary
responsibilities to be "safety and security." Carl Z's responses focused primarily on the factual
details regarding the questions or examples that would provide more detail into what was being
asked.
Keith N
Officer Keith N was a CO at his current position in the county jail for three years at the
time of interview, with 11 years total experience in corrections. Prior to his current position, he
had worked for eight years in an all-male prison. As such, he reported that he had 11 years total
experience with male inmates and three years total with female inmates. This participant was
among the 12 participants with greater than half of their total career consisting of male inmate
experience. However, Keith N shared that he dealt with male and female inmates equally in his
current capacity. This participant’s responses were direct, detailed, and concise.
Tom R
Tom R was a sergeant at his current position in the county jail. He reported having three
years of total experience in corrections, the entirety at his present facility. Tom R reported his
primary responsibilities to be "looking after the jail and my COs underneath me." Although he
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did report that he had spent all three years dealing with male and female inmates, Tom R
communicated that he spent more time overall with male inmates. In a 12-hour shift, the
participant reported spending an average of only two hours. The participant was quick and
responsive, emphasizing direct and concise answers to interview questions.
Joyce L
Lieutenant Joyce L had been in corrections for 14 years. Rank aside, her position at the
county Sheriff's Department at the time of the interview was the manager chief. As she was
assigned the night shift, she was also called the night chief. Her primary responsibilities were
securing the facilities and ensuring that all individuals, including correctional personnel and
inmates were on site. Joyce L had 14 years of experience with male inmates and eight years of
experience with female inmates. Her male inmate experience included maximum-security,
administrative segregation units, and medium security. Her eight years of female inmate
experience included administrative segregation units and medium security. Note that county jails
are classified as medium security. Due to her experience with correctional facilities with
differing levels of security, Joyce L was able to provide insight into the distinctions in how
restrictive housing is administered in county jails compared to prison settings.
Charles D
Charles D was a lieutenant in the Sheriff's Department; he held the jail administrator
position in his county's jail. At the time of the interview, this participant had 42 total years of
experience in corrections. As the jail administrator, Charles D was responsible for the operations
of the entire county jail. His responsibilities included managing staff and ensuring the safety,
security, and provision of the inmate population, including hygiene, equipment, and clothing. Of
his 42 total years in corrections, all 42 were with male inmates, while the latter 15 were with
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female inmates. Charles D's responses were distinct in his explanations of the philosophical
reasons behind why the corrections system was a certain way. His responses reflected the
consideration inherent in a long career in corrections. This participant gave highly quotable
responses that were truly representative of responses made by other participants.
Meg I
Meg I was a sergeant at her respective county jail at the time of the interview. This
participant had a total of 30 years of experience in corrections. Her position in the facility was a
shift supervisor. She reported her responsibilities as " to supervise inmate, also staff, range from
staffing of your shelf's classifications of inmates, just the all over security and safety for staff and
inmate on a daily basis." Meg I had experience with inmates of both genders, though she had
eight years more experience with males due to her time working in state prison. She had 30 years
of experience with male inmates and 22 years of experience with female inmates. In her current
position, Meg I shared that she spent roughly 60% of her time working with male inmates and
40% with female inmates because the facility houses more males. Meg I's responses were direct
and contained many insights rooted in specific examples of what she was illustrating. As with
other COs with extensive experience, many of her responses were quotable due to the detail and
representativeness of other participants' replies.
Lynne Y
Lynne Y was a jail administrator in charge of her respective county jail at the time of the
interview. This participant had 27 years of experience in corrections. Her primary duties and
responsibilities were the "safety and well-being of all inmates in the operation of the jail." As all
her experience was at the county level, she had experience with inmates of both genders
throughout her 27-year career. Lynne Y admitted that in terms of time spent with either gender,
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she had spent approximately 70% of her career working with male inmates. She noted that there
were fewer female inmates in the past, though this has been changing rapidly in recent years. As
with other jail administrators and those with a long history of experience in corrections, Lynne
Y's responses featured a level of thoughtfulness and insight, which were both highly quotable
and representative of the thoughts of other COs. Unique to this participant was her ability to
accurately and concisely list issues relevant to the discussion, which proved useful for focused
and advanced coding. Lynne Y also contributed some of the most articulate insights into genderrelated topics and disparities that other jail administrators were hesitant to discuss.
Bill F
Officer Bill F was a CO at his respective county jail for three years at the time of the
interview. The participant reported that his responsibilities were "making sure we give what the
inmates need as far as food, water, housing, medication, and make sure the inmates are safe." His
total experience in corrections was four and half years, with one and half years' prior experience
at a maximum-security state prison. As the state prison was an all-male facility, Bill F had four
and half years of experience with male inmates and one and half years of experience with female
inmates. The participant spent equal amounts of time with male and female inmates in his current
duties. Bill F was unique in his tendency to give detailed examples of specific cases related to the
interview questions. He was highly attentive and ready with quick, concise replies.
Ken G
Ken G was a sergeant employed at his respective county jail. At the time of the interview,
he had been working in corrections for four years. As a sergeant, he reported his responsibility
was "making sure all the COs were doing their jobs" and ensuring that all personnel performed
their duties correctly. Ken G reported that his four years of experience involved working with
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males and females. However, he further reported that in his regular duties, he worked more with
male inmates. His involvement with female inmates would increase typically if a female CO
needed assistance. Ken G's responses were concise and exact. His unique insights contributed
details regarding the narratives and stories that underly the dispensation of restrictive housing.
Liz K
Officer Liz K was a CO employed at her respective county jail. At the time of the
interview, she had been working in corrections for three years. As a CO, her responsibility was
to maintain the security of the inmates, coworkers, and the building. Liz K also stated that part of
her responsibility was supporting inmates' needs. Having been employed exclusively in the
county jail context, she reported having equal experience with male and female inmates. Liz K's
responses were direct, detailed, and highly relevant to the questions asked. Her responses were
unique in providing insight into inmates' potential mental illness elements and how they relate to
segregation. Liz K demonstrated high levels of empathy as well. Her responses also provided
details that no other participants mentioned, such as the limited water flow in restrictive housing
cells.
Eric V
Officer Eric V was a CO employed at his respective county jail. At the time of the
interview, he had been working in corrections for three years. In his words, his responsibility as a
CO included making "sure all inmates in the facility are maintained." In terms of total years, he
had equally three years of experience working with both genders. Eric V noted, however, that the
proportion of actual time spent interacting with inmates was approximately 80% with males and
20% with females. Eric V's responses were direct and detailed, requiring little probing or
explaining.
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Mia H
Mia H had the rank of sergeant at her respective county jail. At the time of the interview,
she had worked a total of 23 years in corrections. As a sergeant, this participant was responsible
for watching over five COs. Mia H also held the position of training officer, so she was
responsible for training COs to perform their respective duties within the context of the entire
jail. She had three years of experience at an all-male prison and 20 years at the county jail where
she was working at the time of the interview. She had worked with male inmates for 23 years
and female inmates for 20 years. As a female CO, Mia H communicated that she mainly worked
with female inmates, typically only interacting with male inmates during booking or in case of a
major incident. This participant's responses were direct and concise.
Austin M
Officer Austin M was a CO at his respective county jail at the time of the interview. He
was a young man who had three years of experience in corrections at his present facility. His
experience was with inmates of both genders, though he shared that he spent approximately 95%
of his total time with males. As a CO, his primary responsibility was to ensure the safety and
security of inmates, and his secondary responsibility was to administer medication to inmates
who required them. When responding, Austin M contextualized the information he was
presenting with generalized examples to illustrate his point.
Moses E
Moses E was the jail administrator at his respective county jail at the time of the
interview, the highest position in the facility. He had three years of total experience in
corrections, all at his current place of employment. Moses E had equal experience with both
genders. Despite his brief time in corrections, the level of insight and thought that defined his
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responses made it clear that he had a good deal of experience in the corrections field. The jargon
that he used further corroborated this probability. Moses E was unique not only in-depth of
insight but in the level of detail provided, such as the ability to provide the average frequency of
restrictive housing of male inmates quickly and confidently versus female inmates.
Craig O
Officer Craig O was a CO at his respective county jail at the time of the interview. He
had six years total experience in corrections, five years previously at another facility, and one
year at the county jail at which the interview was held. Craig O reported:
[My job] involve[s] operating the central control or tower, which handles the doors and
intercoms along with the entire campus. That also includes the camera system secondary
duties also to booking when they did where it's the booking in and booking out of
inmates. [I also] work the floor. That [involves] maintaining the inmates needs such as
laundry, food, opening doors for recreational time, and sometimes escorting [inmates]
outside for recreation or library.
This participant reported that his five years with his previous facility involved experience with
both genders. In contrast, although his current jailhouse has both genders, he primarily worked
with males the past year. Craig O's responses were thoughtful, detailed, and full of unique
insights not shared by other COs. This participant actively sought to share unique examples of
real events that demonstrated the inherent complexities that characterize managing inmates.
Particularly as a CO with six years of experience, the detail and consideration of Craig O's
responses were highly quotable, at the level of highly experienced sergeants, lieutenants, and jail
administrators.
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Kim C
Kim C was a corporal at her respective county jail at the time of the interview. As the
duty corporal, the participant was the second in charge to the sergeant on the ground, responsible
for running the shift for five COs. Regardless of her rank, Kim C shared that she was “still a CO
at the end of the day,” that she still “ran the floor” just like other COs, doing the rounds. As with
most other Cos, she noted her overall responsibility was the safety and security of inmates. She
had six years total experience in corrections, specifically in county jails. As a result, she had
equal amounts of experience with both male and female inmates. Kim C elaborated, however,
that she spends approximately 70% of her time working with male inmates. Kim C’s answers
were detailed and insightful. When asked a question, she made sure to answer fully, with
deliberation, and with specific examples. As such, her responses were highly quotable, at the
level of the highly experienced sergeants, lieutenants, and jail administrators.
Mitch U
At the time of the interview, Mitch U was a captain of the respective county jail over
which he was in charge. His official title was captain of jail operations, and his main duty was to
"oversee everything that goes on in the jail." He had approximately eight and half total years of
experience in corrections, though the scope of the interview did not include inquiring about his
career outside of corrections. As his eight and half years of experience was at the county level,
he had an equal amount of experience with inmates of both genders. Mitch U stated, however,
that in his work, he interacted with males approximately 75% of the time and with females 25%.
Among the administrators interviewed throughout the study, Mitch U's unique contribution
consistently provided insight into the big picture of administering a county jail. For example, he
was the only participant to explain precisely how he organized his facility's pods and how this
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dictated his administrative decisions. As with all administrators, Mitch U's responses were highly
quotable due to information density, representativeness of other participant responses, and
insight.
Tessa X
Officer Tessa X was a CO at her respective county jail at the time of the interview. Her
experience in corrections was six and a half years. As a CO, her general responsibility was to
ensure the safety and security of inmates. Tessa X also held the position of booking supervisor.
This position involved overseeing the intake of new inmates, the release of inmates, and training
regarding a matter related to the booking process. As Tessa X shared, "pretty much everything
starts and ends in booking." She had experience working with inmates of both genders for an
equal number of years. However, because the facility in which Tessa X worked had only one pod
for women, she estimated that 90% of her time is spent working with males. As a booking
supervisor, many of her unique insights were regarding the booking and classification process.
Tessa X's responses were clear and often backed with specific examples or anecdotes illustrating
her answers.
May N
Officer May N was a CO at her respective county jail at the time of the interview. This
participant had 24 total years of experience in corrections. As a CO, her general responsibility
was to ensure the safety and security of inmates and staff. May N was also the accountant for all
inmates, which involved keeping track of the accounts of all inmates in the facility, including
commissary and phone calls. She spent 20 years of her career in male-only settings and four
years of experience with females. In her current place of employment, she expressed spending
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approximately 75% of her time working with male inmates and 25% of her time with female
inmates. May N's responses were quick, precise, and to the point.
Jonah Q
Officer Jonah Q was a CO at his respective county jail at the time of the interview. As a
CO, his primary duty was safety and security. The participant had 10 total years of experience in
corrections. He spent 9 out of those 10 years in male-only contexts; he had a single year of
experience with females. He was one of the few participants with many single-gender
experiences. Jonah Q was a reserved interviewee, so his responses were straightforward and
concise.
Albert S
Officer Albert S was a CO at his respective county jail at the time of the interview. He
was the supervisor of sheriff’s department workers, namely inmates assigned to tasks related to
maintaining county property. This included duties such as maintaining lawns and trash pickup
with inmates. He has had three years of total experience in corrections at the current county jail.
As a result, he had three years of experience with both genders. He reported, however, that in a
given workday, he spent eight to nine hours with males and one to two hours with females.
Albert S’s unique insights were regarding how restrictive housing and the county jail exist within
the greater context of the community and the county.
Brendan V
Brendan V was a jail administrator at his respective county jail at the time of the
interview. Uniquely, he stated that his duty was to be in "charge of inmate issues" rather than
most participants' response of "safety and security." This participant had seven years of
experience in county jails, with equal experience with male and female inmates. However, he
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stated that he spent roughly 90% with male inmates and 10% with female inmates before being
promoted to jail administrator. As the jail administrator, he reported spending equal time with
both genders. Brendan V was direct, insightful, and concise in his answers. As with all
administrators, his responses were highly quotable and representative of the sentiments of other
COs and administrators.
Cathy O
Cathy O was a sergeant at her respective county jail at the time of the interview. As a
sergeant, she stated her primary duty was being on the ground, ensuring that the three COs under
her perform their duties properly. She had 18 years of experience at the county jail, so she had
equal experience with inmates of both genders. She noted that she spends roughly half of her
shifts with inmates of either gender. Cathy O's responses were direct and detailed, and she made
sure to corroborate her assertions with real-world examples. This participant's responses
particularly took into account the perspectives of inmates with mental disorders and their family
members.
Brian H
Brian H was a lieutenant at his respective county jail at the time of the interview. This
participant's position was jail admin, which is distinct from jail administrator, and the latter was
Brendan V's position at his correctional facility. Brian H's primary duties and responsibilities as
the jail admin were logistics and facility maintenance. This position included all logistical
aspects of maintaining the county jail, such as housing, clothing, hygiene, cleaning, among other
necessities. Brian H had eight total years of experience in corrections in the county setting, so he
had an equal amount of experience with inmates of both genders. However, he shared that he
worked proportionally, 60% male inmates and 40% female inmates during his shifts. Brian H's
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responses were detailed and insightful, demonstrating familiarity with all of the aspects of county
jail administration.
Results
Overview of Themes
The initial stage of advanced coding yielded 10 themes (also called categories or
concepts in GTM) prior to theory generation (see Appendix D). These categories characterized
restrictive housing at the county jail level (see Figure 1). Four categories aligned directly with
Mears et al.'s (2019) Conceptual Framework for Describing and Assessing 'Restrictive Housing'
(CFDARH), they were goal, duration, condition, and intent. Six categories were outside of the
framework but still directly or indirectly characterized restrictive housing: (a) jail context, (b)
logistics, (c) complexity, (d) personal context, (e) effects, and (f) disparity.
Figure 2
Representation of Initial Concepts Prior to Theory Generation
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CFDARH Categories: Restrictive Housing Operationalization
As described in Chapters Two and Three, theme development was greatly facilitated by
using the CFDARH. This framework consisted of four dimensions by which instances of
restrictive housing can be operationalized: (a) goals, (b) duration, (c) conditions, and (d)
intentionality. GTM analysis yielded a considerable number of details relevant to this conceptual
framework. The central question propelling this study was to analyze the perspectives of
correctional professionals to contribute to a theoretical understanding of restrictive housing.
These details were a key part of developing a complete theoretical framework of restrictive
housing by providing theoretical concepts that are thoroughly grounded in qualitative data.
It should be noted that the themes and the details found during data analysis will not fully
echo the details and examples that the CFDARH gave (Mears et al., 2019). This study was not
designed to echo these texts but to ground the concepts that comprise the framework in the
experiences of correctional professionals. Furthermore, the study aimed to extend the CFDARH
toward a theory, so the introduction of new details not addressed by Mears et al. (2019) was
expected.
Goals
Goals are defined as the reasons why restrictive housing is administered. Mears et al.
(2019) identified four distinct goals, management, administrative, discipline, and protective
custody. The researchers also noted instances of overlapping goals. I reworked the framework to
facilitate theory-building via clear-cut concepts to make the distinctions between goals more
precise than Mears et al. (2019) originally conceived. Likewise, I reworked the definitions
between management and administrative goals from Mears et al.'s (2019) original conceptions.
Such distinctions were clearly described when necessary.
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Management. Mears et al. (2019) defined management goals as when restrictive housing
is administered to maintain the safety and security of the inmates and staff of a correctional
facility. Of all the goals in the CFDARH, management was the single most often cited reason for
dispensing restrictive housing. Likewise, "goals: management" was among the top three most
numerous codes that emerged from coding. There were instances in which management goals
coincided with the three other restrictive housing goals. Some of the properties that can be used
to distinguish management goals included:
1. Management goals are, primarily, for the safety and security of the entire facility.
2. Management segregation is temporary.
3. Management goals are focused more on the general population over the inmate being
segregated.
4. Management goals tend to be separate from administrative investigations or processes.
Nearly all participants confirmed that the single driving factor of the decision-making
performed within county jails was safety and security, regardless of the type of decision being
made. As Administrative Captain Rex T shared:
The inmates come first, safety and security. Our job is to keep them alive. Keep them
well, keep them here. That's the ultimate goal of corrections is the safety and security,
and the well-being of the inmates. Everybody else is just kind of starts following suit.
Jail Administrator Moses E expanded upon the necessity of having the option of restrictive
housing always ready and available in a correctional facility. He expressed:
[I] t's a necessary tool. That's how we keep control of the facility. You have to be able to
keep the inmates where you need to keep 'em and sometimes just as simple putting 'em
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by themselves in a lockdown pod or lockdown cell, keeps 'em calm, cool collected, keeps
the facility secure.
Jail Administrator Charles D added, "[The] number one [reason for restrictive housing] is for the
protection of the staff at times, as well as protection for the inmates."
A second major factor for management goals was the lack of knowledge of the inmates in
question, whether they were newcomers or long-timers. Meg I explained:
You must have restrictive housing, and the reason why it's used is because, you won't
never know what type of inmates you're getting. You don't know if this inmate is coming
off the street, he's involved in a gang, or he just murdered someone, or he had behavior
issues before coming to jail. You don't know if they're addicted to some type of drug, and
you must restrict them for a minute to see what about that if they have any mental issues.
Lynne Y noted that she ordered her COs to be conservative and observe the inmates in restrictive
housing before introducing them into the general population. She noted:
We would also, upon booking, take in consideration age—a young offender, first-time
offender, coming in, or someone elderly come in in our facility. The big thing we have
down here is 'keep them safe' I preach that to the officers, 'Keep them safe.' If they came
in and you don't know, and the supervisor can't figure [the inmate] out, you put him in
that [restrictive housing] cell. Safety and security is number one here.
Management-level segregation is a chance for COs to understand the inmate in question and the
effect of the inmate on the general population. Restrictive housing, in this sense, is not only a
tool to ensure safety but a way in which COs and administrators can gain additional information
about their charges.
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Short-term illnesses were another major factor mediating management segregation,
particularly those potentially communicable to other inmates such as COVID-19. In such cases,
inmates were segregated as soon as possible, making room by releasing inmates that were
currently being segregated. The facility's nurse would be contacted to assist the inmate and call
the appropriate medical professional to treat the disease. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
medical had become a high priority in correctional facilities. As Liz K shared, "If someone's
sick, you need to separate them from other people." Eric V noted that a seizure would cause an
inmate to be sent to restrictive housing. Sending individuals into restrictive housing due to
inmate health was distinct from protective custody as the former was only related to short-term
segregation. In the case of management segregation, inmates were released once the illness was
cured or was no longer communicable. As with all segregation dispensed with all management
goals, the bottom-line motivation for these decisions was the safety and security of the entire
population of inmates.
Far more common were references to mental-health-related management goals. As with
physical illnesses, these were distinct from mental health-based protective custody in that
management-centered segregation was temporary. As is described below, protective custody is
defined as a long-term implementation more so than a short-term management technique. There
are cases in which inmates may temporarily act out due to sudden mental distress. As Carl Z
shared, "One second, [they're fine] like you… and they just go crazy the next… you never
know."
Commonly mentioned instances of mental health-related management segregation
involved inmates who were suicidal or who were determined to harm themselves. In many
jails—such as Mia H, Austin M, Moses E, and Craig O's facility—medical issues and self-harm
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were the two major reasons for segregation. Other than for these reasons, the policy in this
particular facility was to avoid assigning restrictive housing except for physical altercations and
situations where segregation was necessary for the safety and security of inmates.
A less common instance of management segregation was concerning transgender inmates.
Lynne Y shared an instance in which she was forced to segregate a transgender male because she
believed that the inmate's feminine behaviors and speech would cause trouble in the general
population. She shared:
We actually have had that happen not long ago, and actually I still have that inmate.
When they first came in, his main reasons, speech, and behavior, we did it until we could
sit down and talk to him. After talking to him and kind of put him in some smaller cells,
he did great. But for his own protection, when he first came in, he was somewhere else.
A couple of jail administrators and COs who had not yet experienced transgender inmates had
expressed concern regarding what decisions they might make given their current circumstances.
However, this was the only clear example of a management decision involving a transgender
individual.
Another factor mediating potential management segregation was reading the mood of the
general population. Bill F noted:
Well, we had an issue this past month, the past Monday or Tuesday, but we had to put a
female in restrictive housing because all the other females in there were tired of her.
Because she was going around taking stuff from other's baskets. She was trying to pick a
fight with one of them, so we had to separate her and put her in restrictive housing all
alone because they were all about to jump her.
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These cases of management segregation are distinct from disciplinary segregation, as the
decision was predicated on the disposition of the general population rather than in direct
response to the actions of the troublemaking inmate. Reading the population's mood may also
involve determining whether it is time to search a cell. According to Ken G, management
segregation is often dispensed to perform cell searches. He stated, "[W]e do a lot of cell searches
because you know, they could, they can make up anything, you know? Like their spoons and
sports and stuff like that. They can make little shanks with them."
Administrative. In the CFDARH, administrative goals are defined as situations in which
inmates are sent into restrictive housing as a result of investigations, pending transfer, or various
other administrative purposes (Mears et al., 2019). In reworking the definitions slightly from the
CFDARH, I defined administrative goals as distinct from management goals. The former is
based on a combination of administrative policies and decisions made by administrative staff.
Management goals, in contrast, are more characterized as decisions made for the purpose of
safety and security outside of strictly automated administrative policies. I made this distinction
because participants indicated that certain matters that were ostensibly for the sake of safety and
security were administered autonomously, with little to no staff volition.
A commonly noted element of administrative segregation was the automatic sorting of
new inmates according to specific parameters that maximize safety and security. Again, note that
this is distinct from management goals in two ways: These decisions were automatically put into
practice as an administrative policy, and they required no management-type assessment
regarding the safety and security of the general population. Multiple participants shared that it
was routine for the administration to put short-term inmates into restrictive housing. These
decisions included first changes (those waiting only a short time to be tried) or those placed in
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the facility for a short-term logistical reason (inmates being transferred across the state). Keith N
explained the reasoning:
Short-timers… 18, 19-year-olds getting these first drugs charges, they have charges for
stealing from mom and daddy, just now breaking into it. The short-timers, they want to
get in there, want to make themselves look big and bad.
Restrictive housing is automatically dispensed to such inmates to ensure the safety and security
of the facility.
A second major element was booking procedures, namely classification. These procedures
provide immediate context as to whether an inmate will be placed into restrictive housing
immediately. As Tessa X, a booking supervisor shared:
So, when people come in, we go through a classification phase. We ask all these medical
questions, kind of see where they're at. If they're more mental, suicidal, which would be
mental. We get their history round to see if they're harmful, have a harmful history, or if
their charges recently are harmful depending on how they act attitude-wise. If they do
something wrong, it depends on where we house them in population.
Classification also involves evaluating an inmate's tattoos, determining gang affiliation, and
determining potential gang-related conflicts with other inmates. Although Mears et al. (2019)
classified segregating gang members as management, participant responses indicated that gangrelated decisions tended to be administrative. These decisions were more related to the booking
and classification procedures than to day-to-day management. As Charles D shared, "A gang
member or a person that comes in that is suspected of, let's just say, multiple murders. As they
come in, they're going to be classified and placed on restrictive housing."
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A recurring theme regarding booking procedures was intake questions, which also
involved the medical questions that Tess X alluded to above. The medical questions included
questions regarding mental health, which are dealt with according to existing administrative
policies. Ken G elaborated on how immediate the decision to segregate according to these
questions was. He noted:
We have some medical questions we go through. When they come in and a couple of
them, you know, are you involved with a gang? Some of them tell you, yes, some of them
won't tell you at all. Some questions are, have you attempted suicide? You know, they'll
say yes or no. And then the next one is thinking about suicide right this minute. And
that's when they'll tell us yes. Therefore, and we explain to them, so you, we have to
repeat ourselves again because we need a second, you know, let them think about it and
they'll tell us. Yes. So, we'll take them out of their orange jumpsuit. We'll put them in a
[segregated cell], put a paper gown on them, take everything. They got to put a paper
gown on them, and we'll go in the control room, and call [the mental health facility] and
[the mental health workers] will call back and want to talk to them and okay. See if they
can, you know, help them out any all.
Note the immediate nature of this instance of restrictive housing, which COs treats simply as a
routine administrative element of the booking procedure. Participants shared this common
situation, and each account was the same in the immediate nature of placing the inmate on
suicide watch. Participants noted that they always ask inmates whether there are serious or not
because COs must take the inmates' words seriously and at their face value. As a result, even if
an inmate were implicitly joking but explicitly said they were suicidal, they would be sent
directly to suicide watch once booking was complete.
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Classification also involves information shared from where the inmate was previously.
Kim C shared, "When they come in into booking… [we] have to call dispatch to classify 'em…
If you have a high number, then you will [be sent to] isolation. Whereas.. you thought you was
gonna be able to go to population." If an inmate had been assigned a certain classification
number by a prior administrative decision, such as by a sheriff or judge, they were automatically
put into restrictive housing. They must stay there until the current jail administrator was able to
make his or her own decision regarding placement.
The classification system is an opportunity for the administration to gain an understanding
of an inmate who has just been booked. Mitch U further elaborated on the system:
We have a classification system here. When they come in, we'll get a background check
on them and we have a criteria, they're either a one, two, or a three. If they are a one,
which means they have an assaultive history or a felony history of violence, we will put
them in classification one, and they will be sent to lockdown for six days. We keep them
over six days, evaluate them, see how they are. If they give us no problems or we don't
think they will give us any problems and we move in population after six days.
If somebody comes in and we know the past, past history with them, then I, and
I've had him a couple of years before, and he's picked up a new charge. He still gets
classified as a one, but I know it. I know it gives me no trouble. So instead of going to a
lockdown pod, I'll put him in general pod because I do know him, and I've had history
with him, and he'd given me no problem. So, I'll go straight there. I've had murders come
in or charged with attempted murder, but I know him, and I know once he gets into the
jail setting, he's not going to give me a problem, and I'll put them in the general pod.
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Note that this element of administrative segregation nearly goes beyond the bounds of the
definition of administrative goals. As covered below, this personal element emerged into a
separate category outside of the CFDARH.
A third related factor of administrative segregation was administrative keywords. As with
the medical questions given during booking, participants often shared that they had to make sure
that inmates chose their words correctly in day-to-day life. Certain keywords automatically
trigger administrative segregation responses. As Eric V concisely shared, "Yes, we've had
somebody come in saying they were suicidal. So, we had to put them [in restrictive housing]." In
Mitch U and Tessa X's facility, suicide was a major administrative keyword because the facility
did not have a protective custody system for those with mental illnesses. As Mitch U explained:
Well… we don't really have protective custody… [I]f somebody came in and said that
they were suicidal, I have two special cells per protocol. We take them in or take all their
belongings away from them, and we call our [psychiatric professionals], and they'll talk
to them to determine whether or not they need to be sent out to [a psychiatric facility] or
wherever, if not, then they are in they're in that lockdown cell for 72 hours while we
evaluate them. A lot of times, people come in, and then, they will have jail-itis. As soon
as they get here, they think, if I say I'm suicidal, I'm going to get to go somewhere, which
is not necessarily true. [The psychiatric professionals] will evaluate them. They do that.
And then they will recommend that they follow jail protocol, which is 72 hours without
any belongings. So, then our nurse and our nurse's medical staff will ask him, are you
ready to come out? Usually, at the end of the 72 hours, they're ready to come and go into
population. Those that are not, or they start showing signs of deteriorating… then we'll
call [the psychiatric professionals] back, say this person is not responding to our protocol.
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So, we need to have you seen him again and, or say they may actually end up and
throwing feces everywhere.
Tessa X noted how the keyword was absolutely an automatic trigger for this administrative
segregation protocol:
And like I said earlier, we had this one guy that constantly kept saying he wanted to die.
He's gonna kill himself. And I think he ended up being on watch. It was almost three
weeks, three weeks in a paper gown, nothing but a paper gown. Wow. Because he kept
making the statements every time that the nurse talked to him that he still wanted to kill
himself.
A fourth factor is complex situations and various administrative contexts. Many decisions
are too complex to be made without an understanding of the inmate in question and the general
population's current climate. As such, the administrator must balance their personal
understanding with the big picture safety of the facility. Charles D explained:
The biggest thing is when someone's placed on administrative [segregation], that's the
most complicated. Because again, how long do you keep that person there, especially in a
protective custody environment. The inmate may feel fine about going out in the
population, he or she doesn't want to be locked down for 24 hours a day or 23 hours a
day, and they feel safe. But you feel like because of their possible charge or because their
mental status, that they may not be safe. And so, it gets complicated into, do I let this
person go out or do I keep them safe for their own sake, for their own safety?
An important aspect of classification is finding or determining classification numbers.
Another potential complication is existing policies that the jail administrator cannot change, such
as those set by a disciplinary board or the county sheriff. Note that jail administrators are not the
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final authority on some issues, which may explain the automated nature of many instances of
administrative segregation.
Discipline. Disciplinary segregation involves putting inmates into restrictive housing due
to specific words or actions that go against the facility's safety or security. Participants most
often called this punishment or punitive segregation. Charles D shared a highly representative
explanation of the purpose of administering restrictive housing for disciplinary reasons:
There is [always a purpose to restrictive housing]. There are times it has to be for
punishment, an attempt to get someone's attention. As we all know in life, things happen,
and there are always repercussions to our actions. And that sometimes is, in this situation
and this environment, an attention-getter as to show the person there are repercussions for
each of your actions. We all have to live with what our actions result in. So, it does show
that sometimes to the inmate.
Brendan V communicated disciplinary segregation as a necessary tool. He explained:
I mean, it is a necessity in our job. We must maintain discipline in this facility. And that
is one of our tools. I won't say it's our best or our biggest or the most used tool, but it is
one of our tools for that.
The defining factor that mediates the goal of discipline is the deterrence aspect of
restrictive housing. According to Moses E, "Most of the time it's a one and done. If they go into
restrictive housing once, if they get a chance to go back out, they're usually rehabilitated from
their issues. It's definitely a deterrent." All participants implicitly and explicitly communicated
that restrictive housing was a deterrent to unruly behavior and rule breaking. As Ken G shared:
Because once they come back from lockdown, they start telling everybody, you know,
you don't want to go in there because they don't want no part of that. No. Because… you
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lose [rec time]. They [usually] get like four hours of rec. Well, when you go on
lockdown, you only get an hour.
However, it is not always the case that restrictive housing is a deterrent. Focused coding yielded
three key subfactors to deterrence via restrictive housing that administrators used in varying
types and combinations: scheduling, reduced privileges, and lack of social interaction. None of
these elements will be fully effective on every inmate. However, they are effective on most
inmates, according to Kim C.
Scheduling refers to the typical restrictive housing schedule, which correctional
professionals colloquialized as "23 and 1". Twenty-three and one refers to the typical daily
protocol of 23 hours of solitary confinement and 1 hour of recreation and shower time that
inmates are subject to in restrictive housing. When asked to what degree the scheduling element
deters inmates, Ken G responded: "Some of them [do], some of them [don't]. Some people, you
know, like it, you know, going back and by themselves, they can have time by themself. Some of
them don't they; they like their four-hour rec." Another aspect of scheduling was when the onehour recreation time was scheduled. Ken G noted that the policy was to set the rec time at an
inconvenient time, yet still daylight, such as early in the morning. This decision was purposely
made to increase the deterrence element of disciplinary segregation.
The second subfactor of deterrence was reduced privileges. The degree to which
privileges were taken away from segregated inmates varied depending on the approach favored
by the jail administrator. However, one common theme was that disciplinary segregation
involved taking away e-cigarettes, called e-cigs (ECs), by correctional officers.
Reduced social interaction was considered another major deterrent that increased the
effectiveness of disciplinary segregation. As Kim C shared:
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Most of them, when they come in, they can't take that. They can't take being alone. So,
they, if they do go back there, it'll be a while before they go back because they know the
consequences that come with being back there, [you're] by yourself. You only come out
for one hour a day. And they don't like that. You can't use the tablet. You can't talk to
your family. You can't do a FaceTime with them and, they don't like that.
COs generally perceived that most inmates viewed social isolation as a highly negative
consequence, particularly female inmates.
Aside from deterrence, the other major factor mediating disciplinary segregation was the
disciplinary board, which COs referred to as the D-Board. Not all facilities had a disciplinary
board, however. Mitch U, a jail administrator, elaborated upon the function of a D-board. He
noted:
Well, at this complex, we have a D-board. Everybody runs through a D-board. Now, if
we have a fight at night, we'll take one, stick him in a lockdown pod, which is our
segregated pods. And we'll put them in a locked pod, and then we'll D-Board him. And
then it'd be up to the D-board, whether or not how long he stays there. He could get up to
15 to 60 days. If he acts up over there and we D-Board him again, he could get 120 days
after 60 days; we usually generally we'll let them out for ten days. And then so they don't
have such a long stint in lockdown, and then we'll let them out, and then we'll put them
back in to finish their sentence.
However, in those facilities that required the use of D-boards for disciplinary segregation,
administrators and COs were limited in their ability to dispense restrictive housing. Mitch U
continued describing this limitation:
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But once the D board says 15 days, they do 15 days, day for day. I don't override the
board. Now, some people say that they got in a fight, two inmates having an argument,
and they fight. I leave one over here. The instigator will go to lockdown, and I might
leave him over there for three or four days per protocol. I can only leave him over there
three working days without D boarding. So, he might stay over three days, and then I'll
move him out into a different pod and keep the inmate separated.
Protective Custody. Protective custody was a common topic of discussion among
participants. It was the single topic with the most numerous codes in the study, disregarding
categories with multiple sub-codes. In one facility, the standing policy was to reserve restrictive
housing cells almost exclusively for protective custody for both standard management reasons
and mental or physical illness. Again, the distinction between protective custody and
management is duration; protective custody is intended to last until the end of the inmate’s stay,
whereas management segregation is temporary save for unintended factors.
The most frequently cited element in mediating protective custody was safety and
security. Charles D shared a representative explanation of the necessity of segregating certain
types of inmates for protective custody:
[Restrictive housing for protective custody] is necessary. Sometimes, there are situations
where a person has a charge against them that other inmates feel that are just strictly will
not allow him or her to live in a general population environment, and so they attempt to
harm that person. So that does require this person to be in some type of restrictive
environment.
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As safety and security were considered the most important duties of all correctional
professionals, it was clear why protective custody was such a pervasive goal of restrictive
housing.
There were several reasons why the mandate of safety and security could cause an inmate
request or correctional staff to administer protective custody. These instances tend to be quite
evident and straightforward. Bill F shared one instance:
We had a guy come in, and he was an ex-police officer slash, I guess, child abuser. So, all
background says he was already an ex-police officer. Can't put him in the regular jail
population because inmates are going to find out why he is there for, somehow, they
know, so if you put an ex-police officer, especially a child abuser, in the general
population, he wouldn't make it. That's [protective custody] the only place he would be
safe.
Other potential reasons were numerous. An inmate may have received a genuine threat. An
inmate may have snitched on another inmate for any reason, including if the information was
given as part of an administrative investigation. This act can cause retaliation from the general
population. An inmate may have accrued debt through gambling or making deals with other
inmates, which may lead to retribution if it is not paid.
Protective custody is also important in keeping the facility's management as simple and
easy as possible. Lynne Y explained that protective custody was sometimes essential to keep the
complexities of managing inmates down. She reported:
It's a necessity, and it's also not difficult. Case in point, we had a man that had committed
a bigger homicide, you don't know who the family and friends are, and we almost messed
up. We had him in Brooklyn, we had the half-brother just to make any phone calls. To
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me, protective custody puts me on alert because the more that inmates stay in that cell,
the more complex that people become, officers become, and they forget the reasons for it.
In this case, keeping the inmate in the general public could create unease in the general
population, who may or may not have known the inmates in question. Had the inmate not been
segregated, the COs would have to continually remember the special status of the inmate, which
could lead to management errors if they ever forgot.
Health, both physical and mental, was another element mediating restrictive housing for
protective custody. References to having to segregate inmates because of physical health were
common. Rex T shared potential health-related reasons by which inmates might need to be
separated. He explained:
You might have some elderly people that may need to be on an oxygen machine while
they sleep or stuff like that. It's, you probably don't want to house them with the general
population, just because you may have to run electric, you know, cord in there that other
inmates are, you know, may bully or want to take that power cord and tear it up and try
and do other things with [it], make contraband.
Liz K noted that an inmate with major mobility issues would be sent to restrictive housing to
prevent them from injuring themselves or being injured by others. She expressed, “[I]f someone
had a medical condition where they couldn't get around very well. Maybe they can't get up and
downstairs. Maybe it's a long walk in and out of the pod, you know, accessibility.”
Some facilities had medical pods (clusters of approximately five cells) specifically for the
protective custody of inmates with long-term physical health issues. As Brian H shared:
Yes, we have; we have what we consider a medical pod. We have people that come in
with disabilities maybe really bad diabetics and something like that. We will put them in
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day room that we've got set aside just for people who have maybe prosthetics or maybe a,
a three-times a day, you know, diabetic that has taken insulin somewhere like that. We
kind of housed those folks together.
However, participants shared many more instances of long-term mental disorders in
protective custody between the two types of health issues. The most common aspect of mental
health-related protective custody was the inability of inmates to get along with the general
population. Joyce L explained:
We do have some inmates that have mental restrictions, mental issues. They do have
charges just like any other inmate, but mentally they're not capable of being around the
general population of the inmate. So, for their protection, and for the other inmate's
protection, it is necessary to put them in restrictive housing.
Other inmates with mental disorders are placed in protective custody for the safety of inmates
and staff. Lynne Y shared:
Yeah, we had a female come in 30 days ago and probably this last week. She was
scheduled for release today, and she is in [a psychiatric facility]. In the last week, her
behavior had deteriorated, and she was a nightmare, disruptive, and assaultive. Officers
got their hands-on her trying to get hands-on as they moved her to a cell. Every time they
tried to go back there with 30-45minutes later, have to let her go to the bathroom. Wants
to fight, wouldn't go back to her cell, stripping her clothes down, walking around naked
everywhere, screaming, yelling. She went that big around. She got locked in restrictive
[housing], had to put her in a restraint chair, and had put on her straitjacket a couple of
times.
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Another common factor in protective custody involved inmates accused or charged with
child sex crimes. Child sexual predators and child abusers were considered de facto outcasts and
targets by the general population. As Carl Z shared:
I think it’s [protective custody] a good thing. Kind of, I mean, you put somebody that's
that needs like a child predator or something like that back here in the bay, and you got,
you got them in there with somebody that does not like, people like it could cause some
serious issues.
Joyce L, who had experience in state prisons, expanded on what inevitably happens with inmates
charged with child sex crimes who are placed in the general population of a state penitentiary.
She stated:
Child sex crimes, the normal is always PC. Almost always. I've seen a couple not in the
same way in the penitentiary. They do not start as PCs but the rest of the inmates, they'll
get a hold of you, and they'll find out what the charge is.
As she explained, inmates charged or associated with child sex crimes were not automatically
placed in restrictive housing in state settings, though this was usually the case in the county jails
investigated in this study.
A rare factor for protective custody involved people who were waiting on their trials or
other court-related proceedings. As is covered in the non-CFDARH themes below, most
administrators placed pretrial inmates with the general population. Carl Z, however, noted that
some are placed in protective custody. He noted, “They're waiting on going to court and waiting
on that trial. So that way, they can go to court and take care of their [charges]. I've seen them
stay in there for four or five, six months.” Again, these cases were largely the exception to the
rule.
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Another factor for protective custody that was rarely mentioned was that it is necessary
for administrators to review the paperwork of a new inmate and inmates with potential
relationships with the inmate. As Meg I shared,
[A] lot of inmates come in; they’re on somebody else’s paperwork. And you have to
protect this person that's on this person's paperwork because he just testified against him
or her. So that will entail restricted housing for their protection and staff.
Although it is rare, it is possible for facilities to have strict no protective custody policies.
This finding was unable to be coded within the CFDARH framework; therefore, it was covered
under the contextual concept below.
Duration
Duration was a relatively simple dimension in the CFDARH. There were two parameters
involved in characterizing this dimension: length of segregation and frequency of segregation.
As the parameters were very straightforward, this involved mainly mediated length and
frequency factors. Statistical calculations regarding length and frequency were beyond the scope
of this study.
Length. Participants reported that the length of an instance of restrictive housing could
range anywhere between a day to the rest of the inmate’s stay. Statistical analysis was not the
scope of the study, nor was the study and its interview questions designed to gather quantitative
data. Coding this theme involved parsing the several factors that affected the length of a given
restrictive housing instance.
The lengths of restrictive housing stays depended on six factors: (a) existing facility
policy, (b) the goal of restrictive housing, (c) the severity of the cause of restrictive housing, (d)
the number of prior offenses, (e) behavior during segregation, and (f) logistics. Facility policy
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involved whether prolonged periods of segregation required the convening of a disciplinary
board. In such cases, it is the responsibility of the D-board to dispense restrictive housing, which,
according to Mitch U, tend to be between 15 to 60 days. In other facilities, COs had some
managerial power to dispense short-term restrictive housing, though long-term (1 week or
longer) decisions typically involved administrator approval.
As alluded to above, the length of restrictive housing also varied depending on the goal
involved. If a facility employed protective custody, it typically lasted the length of an inmate’s
stay. Likewise, some administrative segregation, such as certain classification, could also be
indefinite. Otherwise, most goals involved temporary segregation.
As Jen A shared, “the severity of what they have done” is a major factor in determining
the length of segregation. Some, such as John B, referred to “the nature of the offense,” which
had an analogous meaning. This was a very common response. To illustrate the range of severity,
the least severe may be a verbal altercation with an officer or another inmate. A moderately
severe incident would be a fight, while a very severe incident might be the inciting of a riot. The
most severe example shared was an inmate who had stabbed a lieutenant in the neck.
The number of prior offenses also had a bearing on length. In short, the more frequently
an inmate was segregated, the longer the duration would be, to a degree. Behavior during
segregation was also a factor. Participants often shared that they would increase the length of
stay if an inmate was noncompliant, abusive, or violent during segregation. Finally, if the facility
had a lack of restrictive housing cells, some inmates may be released earlier than their original
sentence to make room for an inmate who perpetrated a more severe incident.
Frequency. Although statistical analysis was outside of the scope of this study,
frequency of restrictive housing ranged from very rare to often. Zack P shared, “we don’t really
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use restrictive housing,” to Craig O’s “three to four times a week at a bare minimum.” There was
not much information in the transcripts to ground this concept in terms of factors influencing
frequency. The only inmate-related factor shared by participants was that frequency depended on
the behaviors of the inmate. According to Charles D:
Again, that would depend on the behavior of the inmate. You've got some inmates that
never have received any type of restrictive housing. Their behavior, they come in, they do
what we say, they do their time, and they get out of jail. And then there's some that just
have anger problems, have issues with fighting because of behavior. They spend a
majority of their time in this type of restrictive housing based on their behavior because
they have maybe mental problems or anger problems that would create that for them.
Charles D also noted, “Generally, it’s going to be the same ones.”
In addition, participants mentioned two highly related logistical factors that mediated
frequency: the number of inmates and the density of inmates in the facility. As Meg I shared,
“Basically, the more inmates you got, the more problems you're going to have. Because I worked
on a prison level and a county level. More issues. More inmates, more issues, more problems.”
Conditions
Conditions referred to two parameters of restrictive housing. Physical conditions referred
to the condition of the restrictive housing cells and pods. Nonphysical conditions referred to
overall privileges afforded to the segregated inmates. As with duration, statistical analysis
regarding participant responses of physical and nonphysical conditions was not within the study's
scope. Instead, coding involved grounding this category in the data.
Physical. According to participants, the physical conditions of restrictive housing cells in
county jails were no different from regular housing cells. Some participants noted that restrictive
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housing cells did not have windows face outdoors, but this was not always the case. Exceptions
were made for special suicide watch cells and medical pods; restrictive housing cells had a
minimum of a sink, mirror, sleeping surface or bunks, and lighting. The primary difference in
restrictive housing cells was the lack of any TVs. In one facility, female inmates had no
restrictive housing pod. As such, the restrictive housing cell had no toilet or sink. However, this
was the exception.
Pods were groups of cells that could open into a common area or day room, leading to
shower areas. Not all facilities had restrictive housing cells organized into pods. According to
Brendan V:
My max security units, which is my, I have 12 units, and there are individual cells. One,
one box. I go box system in there. They have a toilet; they have a sink. Some of them
have windows. Some of them do not. One row is on the outside wall, and the other rows
are on the inside wall. So, there's no one doesn't knows inside.
In most instances, protective custody and medical cells or pods do not differ physically from
other cells and pods, Brendan V’s facility also had a different physical layout. Brendan V
expressed:
My PC pod and my medical pod are open day ramps. They have bunk beds, style racks,
and them they have an adequate number of toilets and sinks. Those two have TVs, the
same thing that everybody else has got. Okay. So, they have TVs that around anytime the
TV's around, they have access to phone, access to kiosks. There they are not housed any
different than anybody else. Except they're in open areas. They're not in individual cells.
Suicide watch cells were similar between facilities. Suicide watch cells had no sleeping
mat or sleeping paraphernalia. Suicide watch cells have no mirrors, sink, or toilet, and the sink’s
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ability to dispense water is limited. Suicide watch cells varied only in the degree to which the
cell was visible to COs. In Kim C’s facility, the cell was open to observation from above. In
contrast, suicide cells in Austin M’s facilities had a single wall entirely of thick transparent
plastic.
Finally, county jails also had temporary holding cells like the “open day ramps” that
Brendan V described above. These holding cells do not have individual cells and were not
designed for restrictive housing. In some cases, however, short-term inmates under the influence
were segregated in these holding cells rather than the facility’s standard restrictive housing cells.
Nonphysical. According to the facility's current policy in question, reports of
nonphysical conditions greatly varied. With the exception of Rex T’s special protective custody
inmates, all participants that mentioned e-cigarettes shared that restrictive housing unilaterally
involved restricting inmate access to these devices. Similarly, except for Rex T’s special
protective custody inmates, all accounts of restrictive housing involved a “23 and 1” schedule
(23 hours segregated, 1 hour of shower and recreation time), restricted TV, the right to bring
personal belongings into the cell, and access to reading material. Besides these parameters,
facilities greatly differed in the privileges afforded to segregated inmates. These privileges
included tablet device access, commissary access, extracurricular access, classroom access,
outdoor access, phone use, kiosk use, and visitation.
Nonphysical conditions differ quite drastically if an inmate is segregated due to the risk of
suicide, and these conditions vary depending on the facility in question. According to Bill F, the
inmates are also made to wear special outfits. The participants colloquialized it as a “turtle suit”
and described it as “a green suicide smock… we have to put on [them] and nothing else to make
sure they don't harm themselves.”
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In Liz K’s facility, suicidal inmates were given paper gowns to wear instead of standard
jumpsuits. If the inmates were cold, they were given additional paper gowns to keep warm. Liz
K noted that the cold seemed to “pull people out” of their suicidal episodes. In either setting,
suicidal inmates are given neither a blanket nor a mat to prevent them from injuring themselves.
They are given water and food exclusively in foam cups with a paper spoon.
Nonphysical conditions also differed in protective custody pods of some county facilities.
In the county jail where Rex T was in charge, he stopped administering disciplinary segregation
and saved a pod strictly for protective custody. In the process, he undid the privilege restrictions
that typically characterize segregation for inmates in protective custody. He mentioned:
Now [after the new restrictive policy], these are guys that have just been housed for their
own safety. So, I allow them most of the same stuff as the general population. I allow
them to have electronic cigarettes. I allow them to have tablets too. That was my bigger
goal, as getting these tablet devices in was primarily for them guys [in protective
custody].
Moses E mentioned that inmates isolated for medical or protective custody reasons were only
restricted in terms of rec time. He stated, “[W]ith the exception of medical and PC really. They
still get all of their privileges. It's just time management. They're not allowed out as much as the
other inmates because they have restricted time out.”
Intentionality
By intentionality, Mears et al. (2019) referred to instances of restrictive housing that were
unintentional to any degree. The most common type of unintentional restrictive housing was
simply if an inmate already in restrictive housing for whatever reason during segregation caused
COs or administrators to extend the inmate’s stay for a reason different from the original goal.
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The most obvious and typical violation of this type of unintentionality is if inmates act out in
some way during time in segregation. According to Jen A, “A lot of the times, if they're in
restrictive housing and they want to be even more destructive or not follow the procedures like
they're supposed to, then their time can be extended.” According to Rex T, another common case
is if an inmate who was supposed to be held short-term was particularly inebriated. He
explained, “Probably the most common unintentionally house person that comes in the jail is
usually gonna be your drunks. Usually, going to pick people that are under the influence of
something.” According to John B, a stay in restrictive housing can be unintentionally extended
due to the introduction of contraband in the segregated cell. John B elaborated:
I had one guy he come in do weekend time, and when I strip-searched him, he had a, I
think it was an ounce of marijuana on him and two lighters and rolling papers, pretty
much just the introduction of contraband.
Another reason for this was if, during a standard COVID-19 quarantine, information not
available during initial booking was discovered. This information can include gang affiliation or
negative relations with other inmates, causing the inmate’s stay in restrictive housing to increase,
sometimes indefinitely.
The second type of unintentional restrictive housing was if there was nowhere to put the
inmate in which they would not be isolated. Sam J described a case for an inmate put into
protective custody with mental issues:
I would say for, for what you talked about for mental, for, yeah, I would, I would just put
for mental health and stuff that. Unintentionally, you know, they didn't have nowhere else
to put them, and that's where we ended up with. Because I know as of right now, there's
at least one that's back there because of mental health.
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In this case, the facility did not have a designated mental health pod in which the inmate could be
held, so he was forced to be segregated for his safety.
The third type of unintentional restrictive housing was also related to mental health,
namely if an inmate suddenly exhibited extreme mental breakdowns or suicidal actions. As Sam
J shared, “If an inmate comes in and even if they get bonded out, and they're suicidal until a
mental health person clears them, they can't leave. So, I would, I would definitely say probably
mental health.”
The fourth type of unintentional restrictive housing was if an inmate who was sent to
restrictive housing for a short-term goal, such as for disciplinary purposes, found that they
enjoyed segregation. According to Jen A:
I mean, there, we've got a couple of people here right now that because they don't get by,
their way, they like to cause fights between them and another inmate or be destructive
and do things to actually make them go into restrictive housing because they would prefer
to be by themselves.
Craig O and Kim C shared that some inmates request extended restrictive housing instead of
purposely acting up during their stay.
The fifth type of unintentionality was logistical. Many facilities in which participants
worked had a shortage of restrictive housing cells. As a result, if a new instance of restrictive
housing was administered, the stay of a currently segregated inmate would have to be
unintentionally cut short. As Joyce L shared, “Shorter, because you have somebody come in that
has done something worse and you feel like this person has straightened up, so we're going to
forgive you and send you back out.”
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Another type of unintentional restrictive housing occurs in cases where the inmate was
innocent. Keith N shared one instance involving a mistake originating from the CO. Keith
explained:
He was mostly accused… the other inmates said he had done it. A rookie sergeant, he’d
only been a sergeant for a week. He didn’t roll the camera footage back. He didn't get to
who, what, where, and why, and basically, it generated him being locked down being
punished for something he didn't do because we actually rolled the camera and brought
the footage back, and it seems that it wasn't him. It was another guy that's a convict that’s
supposed to be in the pen. So, we actually punished him for no reason. That was
something that shouldn't have happened in my eyes; I think you should really cover your
grounds and cover your butt; and I'm never going to punish somebody if they didn't know
it.
More common were cases in which cellmates, all inmates in a pod, or the entire facility had to be
put on restrictive housing protocols due to an investigation. As Moses E shared:
So anytime we have a say, we have a big fight break out; until we've cleared everybody,
everyone gets put into lockdown. So, several inmates who may not be involved but
appear to be involved, they're gonna be locked down until we can review the cameras and
determine who the aggressors are.
Craig O shared a unique case involving two cellmates:
We had a couple of inmates in the cell, and one of them popped the sprinkler, and so as a
measure, we have to go up there and secure the same. And since neither one came
forward, we had to place the punitive on both. We had our suspicions, but in fairness of
the law and fairness of everything else, we can just act on our suspicions. So, one man
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wound up being placed on lockdown as well as the other. It gets even better than that.
Not only were they both punished, but the one that we overwhelmingly thought did it
wound up leaving soon after leaving jail. And the other cat had to stay locked down for
the full 30 days.
The seventh type of unintentionality related to the sixth is extended segregation due to an
ongoing investigation. Moses E shared a case that was current at the time of the interview. He
noted:
You know, sometimes it may take longer to review the footage or to decipher exactly
what happened. We got one in there right now. He's been in there for probably three or
four days. Just because we got too many different stories, so we can't okay. We haven't
been able to investigate thoroughly who was the aggressor, so lockdown still [in effect].
Non-CFDARH Categories: Restrictive Housing Contextualization
Coding also yielded several categories and concepts not directly detailed in the
CFDARH. However, these concepts provide additional critical dimensions of restrictive housing
that Mears et al. (2019) had not accounted for in their framework. The single unifying
characteristic of these categories and concepts was that they pertained to the overall context of
the facilities in which restrictive housing is administered.
I originally had formulated six non-CFDARH categories upon the beginning of theory
generation. During theory generation and upon further instances of advanced coding, I refined
the categories even further. The categories were logistics and jail context, which merged into a
single category, facility context. Similarly, the categories effects and the personal element was
subsumed into personal elements. Upon completion of coding, the four remaining categories
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included: (a) personal element, (b) facility context, (c) facility complexities, and (d) gender
disparity.
Personal Element
A novel category that emerged was the personal element involved in dispensing
restrictive housing. This was also one of the most numerous and diverse of concepts, involving
numerous sub-codes. When open coding the first group of manuscripts, this was originally coded
as a factor of administrative goals. But as more codes emerged, it became increasingly clear that
the personal element was a distinct category within the data. Further coding yielded far more
depth into this factor that distinguished it from any element in the CFDARH. This factor
encompasses the inherent flexibility that correctional professionals have when making decisions,
which can deeply involve the opinions and disposition of administrative staff. Rex T’s decision
to use most of his restrictive housing pods for protective custody inmates demonstrates the
leeway administrators have when determining jail policy.
Personal Empathy of Correctional Professionals. I also found a theme of deep
personal empathy demonstrated and required by COs and administrators throughout the coding
process. Consider a recent case described by Lynne Y:
[W]e did have a case where the offender had lost a loved one tragically, and we deemed
that necessarily he'd be around other inmates. So we did change his housing for ideas or
protocol just for that inmate to be around other inmates, as far as maybe first mental
health than comfort. He was [originally] in their [restrictive housing] because he had a
huge disciplinary issue. But I thought that was a crazy idea. But it actually did work. He
had other people to speak with and talk to and work out these issues.
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Here, we have a clear case in which administrators take the initiative to understand the inmate’s
emotions and anticipate both his and the general population’s response to the inmate’s loss.
Furthermore, this example illustrates the level of empathy exhibited by Lynne Y as the
administrator, as well as the COs under her command.
Administrators consistently demonstrated empathy by mediating restrictive housing time
to prevent the mental deterioration of inmates. Again, Rex T implemented a minimal restrictive
housing policy, where he eliminated disciplinary segregation in all but the most severe cases.
Rex T shared his rationale for increasing privileges for his protective custody inmates,
particularly procuring tablet devices. He stated:
Because they're only out four hours a day. Like I said, a man could lose his mind sitting
there, just cut off from the world, looking at four walls and echo. So, it's to help them be
able to communicate more. It eases their minds.
The administrator of Mia H and Austin M’s facility chose to implement a similar policy,
reserving restrictive housing almost exclusively for inmates with mental illnesses or under
protective custody. Though Mitch U did administer disciplinary segregation through a D-Board,
he made concessions for inmates' mental health by choosing not to keep inmates in restrictive
housing for over 30 days at a time. Craig O’s particular questions regarding the effectiveness of
restrictive housing further demonstrate the empathy of correctional professionals. Such measures
and sentiments make it clear that administrators make active efforts to oversee the overall wellbeing of inmates, particularly for their rehabilitation.
Finally, it is important to contextualize this personal element with the nuances of what
COs experience daily. COs can experience a considerable amount of verbal abuse along with the
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prospect of physical violence. When answering the question regarding advice for new COs,
Craig O responded:
[D]efinitely patience, and it sounds like bad advice, but learn to take a punch because
getting struck and having the will not to go berserk afterward is a very important part of
this job. [Y]ou're going to be called every name in the book. I mean, for example, I'm
Caucasian—I identify as White. I've been called a racist several times by all kinds of
people of color simply because I won't let them do things that would grossly violate
policy. You know you get called a racist for not wanting to bring in contraband. You get
called a racist for a lot of things. You get called ugly names, and it's just it's just a natural
question of, can you just take it as them attempting to explore your nerves? Can you take
it as them trying to upset you to throw you off balance, to see where you can go? It's very
important to understand that a shift is a shift, just doing the right thing, always doing the
right thing.
Implicit Understanding. Correctional professionals and inmates can develop an implicit
understanding or agreement concerning restrictive housing. Consider case recounted by Craig O:
We do have several inmates that absolutely function better when they're not given the full
amount of time. To make a case in point, at my former facility… we had an individual
that would act out on purpose just so that he could stay locked down for months and
months on end. It was his preferred. It is making the world small is one thing that I had
heard one time where you remove a lot of options, and you place them in a small room,
so they're not responsible for their decisions.
In other words, the correctional officers agreed to keep this inmate in restrictive housing because
both eventually understood that segregation was better for the inmate, the general population,
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and the staff. As the participant reasoned, it is possible that this inmate was a case in which
reducing his options to cause trouble was the best solution to ensuring safety and security.
Inmate Choice. According to Craig O, some inmates simply requested to be placed into
restrictive housing to limit their potential negative actions, if there was room, the COs complied:
We've got quite a few that enjoy cycling back and forth out of a hundred, probably two to
three. Still, it’s usually the same faces and they simply prefer to be isolated from others or
restricted in their time, mainly because it's usually the ones with almost no money on
their accounts. So, they can't exactly call home anyway, for they are kind of stuck. So, I
mean, he wants to be off the pod with, with friends or whatever when you can be stuck in
a room, and you can blame the lack of interaction with your family on staff when the
reality is, is because your family can't financially support your bad habits.
In such cases, it could be a lack of money and inability to pay debts that would make it safer for
inmates to be sent into restrictive housing. Kim C had experience with an inmate with a similar
agreement with the administration, who had been in restrictive housing with minimal privileges
for five years by choice:
We have one man. He chose to stay back there. Not on disciplinary, not mental, not PC.
He just chose to stay back there because he, he didn't want to be around other people
because he knew if he was around other people, then something would happen where he
would get in trouble. How often do you see that? Not too often. He been back here. He
been here for about five years. And I, I think it was him and another guy, and I've been
here six years. So, it doesn’t happen too often. So once every three years, maybe.
These cases involving this personal element are distinct from any of the four CFDARH
goals proposed by Mears et al. (2019). These examples indeed approximate the management
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goals of safety and security. Likewise, the tone of these accounts may also make it similar to
protective custody. However, these cases are distinct in the preemptive and personal
communication between an inmate and correctional officers, along with the administrator's
approval, activating the dispensation of restrictive housing. This preemptive communication
makes these quite different from either management segregation, protective custody, or
administrative segregation. Kim C elaborated that there was not only an empathetic element but
also an element of choice on the part of the inmate. She explained:
Sometimes, they don't want to tell on another inmate, so they'll come to a correctional
officer, and they'll ask them can I, can I go to isolation just to, you know, to be alone for
a while or I feel threatened. Sometimes they want to go back there because a family
member has passed away.
As this quote demonstrated, such instances of restrictive housing involve the inmate explicitly
communicating to correctional officers the request to be segregated.
In some contexts, these personal requests were common enough that the administration
began changing policies to disincentivize the request of restrictive housing by altering policies.
As such, the policy was changed to restricting privileges after any request to move to a different
cell, be it restrictive housing or to a regular housing cell another pod. As Kim C shared, “Before
we changed the policy, it was like every day, they wanted to switch pods.”
Administrator Discretion and Flexibility. Out of nine county jails, I interviewed a total
of six jail administrators. In interviewing COs and supervisors in the other jails, I was also able
to gain a great deal of insight into the techniques of the administrators of their facilities.
Interviewing these participants yielded one theme that has threaded throughout this chapter.
Administrators have a great deal of personal discretion and flexibility regarding how they choose
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to run their facilities. As is covered under Dispersion below, Mitch U’s administrative style was
focused on dispersion rather than restrictive housing.
Compare Mitch U’s unique preference of dispersion techniques over a protective custody
policy. At the same time, the administrator of Mia H’s facility allowed for a great deal of
personal discretion in the administration of protective custody. Mitch U continued to use
disciplinary boards in his facility to administer disciplinary segregation, while Rex T’s
preference was to implement a system of privilege restriction over disciplinary segregation.
Due to the scope of the grounded study, it was not possible to pinpoint all of the minor
idiosyncrasies of each facility. However, the examples laid out in this chapter corroborate with
the fact that the fundamental goal is the safety and security of inmates. Furthermore, although
every facility’s COs may have the same level of empathy and professionalism, their respective
jail administrators and COs may have vastly different methods of administration, which is an
important factor mediating how restrictive housing is administered.
Mental Effects of Restrictive Housing. As was covered above, one of the primary
personal effects of restrictive housing on inmates was to act as a deterrent to disruptive, violent,
or prohibited actions. As Moses E concisely shared, “Most of the time, it's a one and done. If
they go into restrictive housing once… they're usually rehabilitated from their issues.”
Apart from this deterrent effect, however, a common personal sentiment shared by
participants was the negative mental effects of restrictive housing. Rex shared his decision to
reduce disciplinary segregation, “For a man [who] is sitting in a cell-like that… their mind starts
to deteriorate.” Sam J expressed similar sentiments, “Like me personally, I think segregation
can… drive somebody insane… being in a small cell… like that.” Likewise, Mia H stated, “It
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can mess with them mentally if they're not capable of dealing with being other cells.” Craig O
expressed stronger opinions:
For what it's worth, I don't understand [the merit of] restrictive [housing over] restricting
liberties. I've had much better result out of restricting things like commissary, telephone
time. We have tablets as a source of media now, right? Like that. We're restricting, those
work a lot of wonders by comparison. So personally, lockdown is not nearly as effective
for isolating them, moving them to different housing. It's not a very effective tool. In fact,
more often in men than women, it creates a hostility factor. For women, it creates more of
a depressive factor. That I've noticed, they tend to feel sad or when they come out of a
lockdown situation, in males tend to feel more agitated. And so, there's definitely got to
be a better system of analyzing whenever we do need to put someone on restrictions. But
yeah, as far as male versus female disparities and things like that as far as the females go,
like I said, depressive or emotional responses, males hate it, once they feel like a cornered
rat, they tend to try to fight.
Facility Context
Facility context refers to information within the county jail setting about the overall
environmental context. Experienced correctional officers implicitly understand this culture, but it
is misunderstood by scholars, journalists, and the general public who were not taught or do not
readily understand. Facility contexts, then, are factors well understood by correctional
professionals. These factors can augment, to one degree or another, gaps in understanding or
assumptions that are made by outside observers, particularly those made by criminal justice
researchers and investigative journalists. Facility context also involves administrative practices
related to restrictive housing.
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Safety and Security. “Safety and security” was the single most commonly used phrase
by all participants. Sam J’s response was representative of most participants when asked their
primary duties and responsibilities. He stated, “Safety and protection of the inmates and
security.” Regarding the purpose of corrections, Rex T noted, “The number one goal is safety
and security of the inmates.” Likewise, Charles D when asked about the purpose of restrictive
housing, he stated, “Honestly, number one is for the protection of the staff at times and
protection for the inmates.” Zack P corroborated, “Everything for basic security and safety.
Again, if you think about it, security for both the inmates and the safety of the staff.” It could be
safely concluded that safety and security was the single most representative motto or mantra in
corrections.
Guilt of Inmates. Among the most important contextual information in the county jail
setting is understanding the actual makeup of inmates being housed in the facility. It is critical to
understand that not all inmates are guilty, nor have all of them even been charged with anything.
As John B shared:
A lot of folks don't realize that we do stuff the way we do it for a very specific reason, all
the way down to when we give them razors to when the lights go off. You got to
understand that and be open-minded that not everybody in a county jail is guilty.
Majority of them are pretrial inmates, and they don't realize that.
Consider the significance of restrictive housing in a setting where neither the inmates themselves
nor the officers know whether other inmates are guilty or not. As John B implied, the general
population could be full of a mix of the violent, guilty, meek, and innocent. In this light,
restrictive housing as a measure for safety and security gains depth and significance.
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Dispersion. Surprisingly, dispersion was an administrative practice commonly mentioned
by administration-level participants. Dispersion is a technique considered opposite to
segregation; it manages the safety and security of a facility through the spreading out of inmates.
Restrictive housing is an example of a consolidation technique in which inmates are consolidated
into restricted areas. To participants, restrictive housing was by no means considered the only
management tool available and not even a preferred management tool.
There are two types of dispersion practiced by the settings in this study. The first type was
dispersion within a facility to manage inmates. Mitch U explained:
We don't have per se what we call protective custody. I have 15 pods. So, one is a female
pod right now. But usually, if I have this guy, if this inmate is having a trouble in this
pod, I can just swap him over to another pod. So, he's not really going to lockdown, but
he's separated from where the problem was. Or say if I have a Gangster Disciple over
here and this guy is a Crip. Then I can move this Crip over here with some more Crips
and get them away from the GDs. I try to rotate the guys as much as possible, but I don't
try to put all gang-related people in one pod either for the protection of my officers. I'd
much rather go in and fight five than thirty, so I keep them separated, but I give enough.
I'll put five GDs in this pod, five Crips in this pod, five Bloods in this pod, and then that
way, nobody has an advantage over the other inmates.
This was a classic application of the dispersion model, which Mitch U clearly preferred over the
protective housing model. Mia H elaborated on the consequences of a failure to disperse
properly:
We've had Bloods and Crips in here, and you can't put them in the same area together.
Because they'll fight. So, we've had to keep… some on one end of the building and some
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on the other, in different pods. And sometimes… if you accidentally put one in the same
cell… you might have to lock one down until you can get that other person moved.
It should be noted that participants did not view dispersion as a practice diametrically or
philosophically opposed to restrictive housing.
The second type of dispersion was swapping inmates between county jails. As Lynne Y
shared:
County jails, a lot of times you have too many people that live in the county and all these
people. We do try to swap inmates with different facilities to minimize their segregation
from the general population to keep inmates safe and get them out of their element
sometimes. So, they send me a behavior problem, and I’ll send them one. Some have
been in the house in segregation, just to get them out of a segregated cell.
Lynne Y later elaborated on the importance of dispersion, “I have three murderers sitting in
different counties because we can't house them here for their safety.”
Complexities
When focused coding elements of the county jail context, the concept of institutional
complexities emerged multiple times from many perspectives and factors. The concept of
complexities can be defined as nuanced and intricate elements of the correctional setting that are
not fully under the jurisdiction of the jail administrator. Complexities are distinct from Facility
Context primarily in that the former incorporates elements from the environment outside the
immediate jail context. As such, jail administrators can address complexities, but not always
directly.
Rural Context. Albert S provided a particular insight not shared by other participants,
namely the local nature of county jails in rural areas. Albert S stated:
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They know each other and deal with each other and live on the street with each other.
And they're all, pretty much, most of them are in the same business on the street. So,
there's a lot of them that you have to keep them that are kept separate and the separation
and the pod because of who they are and who they know or who they don't like for group,
no association.
Albert S also elaborated upon the need for a measure like restrictive housing, at least in
the county jail, he had a few serious incidents. He explained:
I haven't been able to determine the benefit of having a solitary confinement. It's [usually]
where you have one single guy that's innocent on lockdown, and he eats there for 30 days
only comes out that one hour a day, you know, the 23 and 1. And he's totally separated
from everybody else. Most of the time, those punishments are for a minor rule violation.
We have no serious things [going on] in this jail.
The small population associated with a county jail in a rural community introduces an element of
potential familiarity between local inmates, which can add to the relational makeup of inmates.
Involuntary, Automated Segregation. Administrators are often required to act upon
certain pieces of information. Consider the use of protective custody for suicidal inmates. Most
COs, supervisors, and administrators typically referred to these inmates as suicidal, despite the
admission, such as by Mia H that most who were sent to these cells did not actually qualify for
facilities specializing in mental illnesses. This term hides a level of complexity existing at the
administrative level, which all COs and inmates are aware of to a certain degree.
Craig O was very careful with his words. One of his responses highlights the delicacy by which
terminology regarding suicide must be taken by inmates who want to avoid being put on suicide
watch. He noted:
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Sometimes you have people having awful thoughts. I definitely want to phrase it like that
because that's the way they tend to phrase it. They, they don't want to use the word
suicide and be restricted all the way up front, but they start having depressed thoughts,
and by isolating them. They're able to spend time by themselves and think if that's what
they feel is best if that's what their coaches feel are best.
The caution in this participant’s use of terminology clearly demonstrates the power of certain
terms to trigger automatic administrative action. This is related to the medical questionnaires that
newly booked inmates are directed to fill out, which administrators use to gain information about
determining placement.
Jails Are Not Isolated. Another complexity was that a county jail is not an isolated
facility but a single node in a network of jails that communicate with each other. As both Lynne
Y and Charles D explicitly noted in their responses, administrators try to minimize restrictive
housing duration. As discussed above, one of the ways this is done is through dispersion, through
the trading of problematic inmates among county jails to reduce the need for isolating inmates in
restrictive housing.
Not Enough Space. The logistics of facility space was one of the most coded responses.
Lack of space was a common theme and was an ever-present mediator of complexity in
administering restrictive housing.
Space was one of the most common mediators of restrictive housing duration. Regarding
the logistics of space and the ability to dispense disciplinary segregation, Rex T shared:
It's logistics. I mean, everything is logistics. What do you have bad space for? Of course,
with the males, I mean, we've got a lot more bad space for males. It's easier to lock up
males for a longer period of time if need be than this female, male. I'm overpopulated on
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females and males right now. So, it's one of my staff members like might want to lock a
female down for seven or ten days, and I was like, we can't, we don't need to leave them
holding for that long because logistically speaking, we only have like four holding cells.
Sam J shared, “Let's say if somebody, somebody gets in trouble with contraband inside doing
seven or ten days in the hole, we might only give them three days because we're limited to the
space.”
Lack of space was also the single most common response by administrators and
experienced COs when asked about the complications or complexities in restrictive housing. In
response, Keith N shared: “My biggest thing is space… you take five cells… and you have three
in protective custody... You have two guys come in there, one of them the toilet's messed up…
Not enough space, not enough cells.” Carl Z, from a different facility, answered with a very
similar response, “There there's that I mean, we've only got like two bigger cells, but with mostly
have to keep those open in case other people come in and so really, we only have maybe three
smaller cells.” When asked the same question, Joyce L expressed having to regularly listen to the
radio traffic due to lack of space. She added:
Yeah, as always, having enough space. It's the biggest problem, that's what I look at
every time I walk in those doors, who I've got and what beds I have open. Because here I
have to worry about what's going on the streets, I have to listen to the radio traffic. If I
have domestics for both subjects arrested, they obviously must be kept separated, and I
only have someone holding some space.
In Meg I’s facility, this lack of space precluded the administration of restrictive housing. She
said:
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Well, for us here, we got to look at space. Sometimes, we're overcrowded. We can't
implement a restricted space because we have nowhere to put them. You understand what
I'm saying? It's due to the makeup of your facility, whatever your facility is. We just don't
have the room, space overcrowded.
Finally, Lynne Y expressed the need to find alternate solutions in light of the inability to
administer restrictive housing even though segregation was needed at any given time. She
argued:
Sometimes you don't want to put them somewhere, but you must, and then sometimes
you want to segregate this inmate, but you know you can't; you don't have the
justification. But you just know, I need to do this because we're going to have an issue.
And to me, sometimes I will make that an administrative decision. Sometimes I'll sit back
and kind of watch it. But I think a lot of issues of restriction are for being overcrowded in
physical plans. I don't have enough of these cells. Now, in this day and age with the drug
coming in that's affecting the mentally ill, sometimes I've got a-- not really a behavior
issue on males. I've got a bunch of inmates just begging me to move him or move them,
and I had nowhere to put them. And he has not really done anything, he is just hard. I
can't imagine having to be in a cell with this mean either.
Gender Disparities
No Disparity in Dispensation of Restrictive Housing. Participants unilaterally
communicated that there were no gender disparities regarding how judgments were made by
COs and administrative staff that result in dispensing restrictive housing. When asked, all COs
noted that they were as equal as possible regarding gender and did not make decisions according
to whether an inmate is male or female. Likewise, participants’ responses implied that restrictive
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housing decisions were equal regarding gender. Consider Lynne Y’s response, "No, I don't think
there's a difference in the reasons they're put in there. With it being a larger male population
here, of course, the percentages can be high for the males. Females do the same thing as males."
Jen A shared, “They get the exact same treatment.” When Jack P was asked were there any
gender differences in how inmates were treated, he responded:
No. Same across the board, you know? Because that would be a little bit of
discriminating at that point. I mean, females, they… fight. [If] they're going to get the
same punishment as a male is going to get. There's no [difference] here at this jail. I know
they do not discriminate against.
Carl Z gave more detail regarding potential softer treatment toward female inmates:
Really for me, it just depends on your actions, male or female. I mean if you're going to
respect the orders that I gave you in, yeah. I'm going to want to be a little bit nicer about
it, but I mean, if you're going to sit down and fight with a man, then it's going to be
different. I'm not going to throw you down on the floor or anything like that... I mean,
there, it just really depends on the circumstance and your actions and how you're going to
cooperate.
Questions regarding disparities in physical conditions, nonphysical conditions, and intentionality
resulted in negative answers affirming that there were no disparities in treatment. Note that most
responses were a simple “no.”
I could find no statements that directly contradicted this overall sentiment. Many
participants shared a sense that equality was one of the most important things for new COs to
have. Charles D’s recommendations were echoed by many. He shared, “As far as actually
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dealing with inmates, [the] main thing you need to do is to remember that you have to treat them
all the same, fair, firm, and consistent.”
Disparities in Why and How Males and Females Are Segregated. Despite the inherent
fairness regarding the dispensation of restrictive housing among genders, participants admitted
that the distribution of male and female inmates differed. For instance, participants
acknowledged that numerically speaking, there were more males sent to restrictive housing for
any given reason than females. But as Brendan V communicated, “Statistically, I'm going to
have just as many problems with females as I do with the males.”
Just because the administration of restrictive housing disregarded gender did not mean
that there were no disparities in the patterns by which gender disparities emerged in restrictive
housing. The most common theme among participants was why they sent males or females to
restrictive housing. Again, participants noted that this was not a factor in how COs and
administrators mistreat inmates. Rather, this was a matter of differences in the characteristics of
the differing genders.
Before detailing the differences in gender characteristics, it was important to cover a
single disparity expressed across participants commonly. There tended to be far more males in
protective custody than females. Joyce L, a lieutenant with 14 years of experience, shared:
I don't have as much PC, protective custody females. In fact, I honestly cannot—since
I've been for eight years working with females and males together… I cannot think of one
PC female I ever had. Not here. Males all the time. And I've had females in here for…
child abuse charges and those things, meth head moms giving birth to meth babies and
babies dying. I've had girls with these charges, and the rest of the inmate population knew
about these charges, still they stayed in the general population; they were never PC.
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Males are different. Child sex crimes, the normal is always PC. Almost always. I've seen
a couple not in the same way in the penitentiary. They do not start as PCs, but the rest of
the inmates, they'll get a hold of you, and they'll find out what the charge is.
Sam J, a CO with 10 years of experience in corrections, shared the same experience in his jail.
He stated, “Yeah, and as far as the females, it, I don't really think there's ever been one to my
knowledge, that was protective custody as far as female.” John B, a lieutenant with five years of
experience, independently corroborated, “One of the big differences is there is mostly men that
get placed on protective custody than females.” Regarding gender disparities and protective
custody, Jail Administrator Charles D further confirmed:
Especially for protection. If you have the same amount of population, generally, if you
had a half male and half female population, you would probably have about the same as
far as behavior. But as far as protection, you'd have more for male.
Participant responses indicated that protective custody is far more prevalent in males than
females, though not exclusive to a single gender.
Differences in Female Inmate Characteristics. The most common distinguishing factor
of female inmates was the importance of emotional and relational needs throughout the
population, and both male and female participants agreed on this point. According to Meg I,
“Females are more needy than the males.” Without any prompting on gender disparities near the
beginning of the interview, Lynne Y shared:
Females have more issues. More personal issues, more in the housing area. You get a lot
of females together. They're not like the males, [who] just ignore each other. Females are
a little bit more high-strung. More needy, more sensitive to each other, they just don't—
you get too many in a cell, and you're going to have problems, they'll clique.
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Although the following quote did not directly pertain to restrictive housing, Lynne Y provided
particular insight into the emotional landscape of female inmates, which can, directly and
indirectly, affect the administration of restrictive housing depending upon the situation. Near the
end of the interview, Lynne Y responded to a question about gender disparities in restrictive
housing complications. She noted:
Females are a little bit more challenging. They are challenging more so than the males.
The females worry more about their children. I'm not saying that the male population
doesn't care. But generally, all females sit back there, and when they come to jail, they
worry about the kids, they worry about their mamas, they worry about their daddies. I
have more issues with them over things like that because there is just so much drama
when you get them all together.
I think one reason males aren't going to get back there is they're going to keep that
persona of 'I'm tough, I'm in jail, I'm tough.' Whereas females—female inmates go for the
sympathy of the male officers a lot of times, they really work on these male officers, put
the sympathy card and you'll find male officers they fall for it. They feel bad for them.
Yes. I hate to say this, I am female too, but I'd rather have 100 males in jail than
one woman. I really would. That one female—they're more manipulative, the female
population is more manipulative. Well, that just rode off my tongue. [Laughter]. They're
clever and cunning. And when something bad goes down in a cell, when it starts on the
female cells, you always pray for the worst because these women are mean. They're
meaner than I had in the past.
They are very emotionally—some of them are so emotionally charged and when
you get—what I was saying about. I hate to say this being female when you get a bunch
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of women together in a cell, it's going to be chaos. It's always going to be drama, they're
always going to be fighting and backstabbing each other.
It's like dealing with a bunch of 8th-grade girls. I was back there yesterday
because they were yelling and screaming at each other. And it's because someone's
boyfriend broke up with her, and now, he's talking to these females on cell, telling her
everything this one had said before. So, I came in here, and I blocked him. He isn’t
talking to nobody in jail.
This response reflected nearly all of the difficulties that correctional officers shared regarding
female inmates while summarizing the nuances other participants were not able to capture in
their responses.
Differences in Male Inmate Characteristics. In contrast with females, males tended to
be more physically violent, noncompliant, and destructive of property. Jen A shared:
The females, if they're out on if they're in, in the restrictive housing, they tend to not give
us a lot of problems with going back up. But the males, whenever it's time for them to go
up, they tend to want to argue and not want to walk back down. Well, the females, for the
most part tend to be more clean, more well-kept. The males like to destroy stuff. They
like to take stuff apart. Maybe it's to see how they're put together. I couldn't tell you, but a
lot of the time, like the plumbing, the male population, we have most issues.
The most common difficulty cited regarding males was physical violence. When elaborating
about the potential of physical assault as a CO, Sam J shared, “Don't have [physical altercations]
often over here. But when it does, it's usually males.”
The second most common difficulty regarding males was the refusal to comply. When
asked about gender differences in complications in administering restrictive housing, male non-
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compliance was the most common answer. As Eric V concisely noted, “Males… they don’t
comply.”
Finally, participants commonly expressed male inmates tended to be more destructive of
property. Jen A detailed, “The males like to destroy stuff. They like to take stuff apart. Maybe it's
to see how they're put together. I couldn't tell you, but a lot of the times like the plumbing, the
male population we have most [plumbing issues].”
Grounded Theory of Restrictive Housing in County Jails
Upon reaching the final eight categories, it became possible to begin building a grounded
theory framework using these conceptual building blocks. This study’s most significant
advantage for theory-building was using the CFDARH. Mears et al. (2019) constructed this
framework to operationalize instances of restrictive housing for increased methodological rigor
for those who used it. As a result, it was pre-evident that the four CFDARH dimensions
represented the operationalization of restrictive housing data; this did not change when building
this study’s grounded theory.
My first attempts at theory-building involved relating the four non-CFDARH categories to
the four CFDARH categories in multiple configurations. Much experimentation and attempts at
reconciling nonexistent connections in the data proved that this was not the correct approach.
Although constructive GTM does involve an element of construction, I was reminded of multiple
recommendations by Charmaz (2014), Bryant (2017), and Friese (2019) to keep the theory
grounded in the data.
After reviewing the categories, codes, and quotations multiple times, I realized the
commonality between the four non-CFDARH categories. Instead of operationalizing restrictive
housing, these concepts contextualize instances of restrictive housing in terms of the actual
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county jail setting where segregation is dispensed. After this realization, I quickly developed the
name Framework for Operationalizing and Contextualizing Restrictive Housing in County Jails
(FOCH-CJ) for this study’s grounded theory. The FOCH-CJ promptly took form, which can be
seen in Figure 3.
Figure 3
Side-by-Side Model of the FOCRH-CJ’s Operationalization and Contextualization Dimensions

Once I had named the FOCH-CJ, the implications of the four non-CFDARH dimensions
were clear. Just like how the CFDARH’s four dimensions operationalized restrictive housing, the
second set of the FOCH-CJ’s four dimensions contextualized restrictive housing. The personal
element contextualized restrictive housing in terms of the personal empathy of correctional
personnel and the inherent relationships that result. The jail context contextualized restrictive
housing in terms of the administrative details and idiosyncrasies outside of a purely structured
operationalization. Complexities contextualize restrictive housing in terms of the greater
environment, which jail administrators and COs cannot fully account for when administering
segregation. Finally, disparity contextualized restrictive housing regarding the genders of the
inmates involved.
Though the new framework seems visually simple, it is complex. This sophistication is
because its components consist of the detailed, grounded codes and quotations thoroughly
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explained throughout this chapter. As a result, the FOCH-CJ can be safely considered a highly
detailed grounded theoretical framework of restrictive housing for the county jail setting.
Research Question Responses
The central research question (CQ) was: How do the perspectives of correctional
professionals contribute to a structured theoretical understanding of restrictive housing? This
research question aimed to use participant responses to develop categories and concepts of
restrictive housing grounded in correctional professionals' interview data. All of the descriptions
of the eight thematic categories presented in this chapter can be considered a complete response
to the study’s CQ with the amount of interview data collected. Each of the eight themes
contributed an essential structural component to a more detailed and contextual understanding of
restrictive housing.
Sub-question 1 (SQ1) was as follows: What insights can correctional professionals
provide regarding gender disparities in restrictive housing? This question addressed gender
disparities, in which the response patterns and representative quotations of participants regarding
gender were detailed and presented. According to the data, COs were careful not to introduce
any disparities when dispensing segregation, but the patterns of inmate behavior differed
according to gender.
Sub-question 2 (SQ2) was as follows: How do the accounts of correctional professionals
inform the relationships between the various concepts that encompass the restrictive housing
practice? Answering SQ2 involved the actual theory-generation process. The FOCRH-CJ
directly addressed the final research question, thereby fulfilling the purpose of this study.
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Summary
The researcher interviewed 29 correctional officers, supervisors, and administrators
working in 9 different county jails in western Tennessee. Each participant contributed their
unique insights, which were coded using the grounded theory methodology. Ten categories
emerged upon completion of open coding and the first part of focused coding. Upon completing
focused coding, these 10 categories were reduced to 8 concepts that could serve as the building
blocks of theory-building. The result of data analysis created the Framework for
Operationalizing and Contextualizing Restrictive Housing in County Jails (FOCRH-CJ). This
framework retains and extends the four operationalization dimensions of the CFDARH while
adding a new set of four contextualization dimensions. Considering the amount of detail
provided in this chapter for each of the components of the framework, the FOCRH-CJ can be a
powerful and versatile theory for understanding and investigating restrictive housing.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION
Overview
In this study, I used grounded theory methodology to formulate the Framework for
Operationalizing and Conceptualizing Restrictive Housing in County Jails (FOCRH-CJ). This
chapter recounted how the FOCRH-CJ addressed the three research questions that drove this
study. I engaged in several discussions on how the findings relate to many of the literature
review issues. Following these discussions, I detailed the theoretical, empirical, and practical
implications of the FOCRH-CJ. These implications were followed by a discussion of the scope
and limitations of the study. Then I recommended potential avenues for future research. I
concluded with a summary of this study.
Summary of Findings
Through GTM open coding and focused coding, the 29 interview transcripts yielded 8
total concepts. The development of these concepts directly addressed the study’s central research
question. Four concepts were structured according to Mears et al.’s (2019) CFDARH, which
were further grounded in the qualitative interview data. These themes became the four
operationalization dimensions of the FOCRH-CJ. Four concepts were developed outside of the
CFDARH but were also thoroughly grounded in the data. One concept involved detailing gender
disparities found in restrictive housing, thereby addressing the first sub-question of this study.
These themes became the four contextualization dimensions of the FOCRH-CJ. Together these
eight dimensions provided a framework by which an instance of restrictive housing can be
diligently defined within the context it is applied. The development of the FOCRH-CJ directly
addressed the second sub-question of this study.
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Discussion
Mears et al.’s (2019) CFDARH
This study continued Mears et al.’s (2019) groundbreaking effort in consolidating
restrictive housing research and policy toward a more methodologically attentive path. Mears et
al. (2019) developed the CFDARH to guide research and policy in corrections through a system
of operationalizing restrictive housing in a consistent and detailed manner. Although each
element of the CFDARH was carefully cited with prior restrictive housing research, the
limitation of the framework was that it remained ungrounded in data.
By conducting a qualitative study using the CFDARH as a framework, I was able to
ground and contextualize much of Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework in data collected
from experienced correctional professionals. As such, future scholars and policymakers will be
able to use the details contributed by this study to better inform their research and policy. Future
scholars should also be able to use the details uncovered in this study to contextualize both the
CFDARH and restrictive housing more appropriately within the actual context of correctional
facilities.
It remains difficult to draw conclusions from restrictive housing studies due to a lack of a
theoretical framework by which research can be contextualized. This study was also an attempt
to extend the CFDARH, developing enough conceptual density to develop a grounded theoretical
framework that might be used to structure future studies, particularly quantitative studies with
precise operationalizations of restrictive housing to ensure methodological rigor.
Extending Aspects of the CFDARH’s Four Dimensions
The themes presented in Chapter Four grounded the dimensions and elements of the
CFDARH within the county jail context. Some of the descriptions extended certain dimensions
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of the framework. The FOCRH-CJ added several unintentional instances of restrictive housing
not covered in the three types by Mears et al. (2019) identified in the CFDARH. Another notable
extension was administrative keywords such as suicide. A third extension was the provision for
booking procedures, particularly classification numbers.
Notable Changes to the CFDARH
As noted in Chapter Four, I distinguished between the four restrictive housing goals
identified in Mears et al.'s (2019) framework with the CFDARH. The main purpose of making
these sharp distinctions was to define management segregation as temporary compared to
protective custody. This separation was to simplify an already complex framework by preventing
the operationalization of multiple goals. I also made some definitional alterations to the specific
goals. The main purpose of making these alterations was to accommodate new information
provided by the participants. The most noticeable change was the addition of automatic and
involuntary administrative procedures under the definition of administrative segregation. I made
this change because some cases do not fall strictly under management due to lack of
administrative volition; there are times it may fall more closely under the administrative policy.
Safety and Security
The recurring concept of safety and security was, in many ways, contradictory to the
assertions by restrictive housing critics. The posit that restrictive housing is unilaterally
damaging to the mental health of inmates. Note that COs and administrators paid close attention
to both physical and mental aspects of safety and security throughout the data. The interview
data indicated that correctional personnel, such as Jail Administrator Rex T and Correctional
Officer Sam J demonstrated a clear concern for the potential mental deterioration caused by
restrictive housing. They acted accordingly by paying attention to the effects of each inmate and
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setting limits accordingly. Rex T was particularly sensitive to this possibility and instituted novel
disciplinary procedures that involved correcting inmates by restricting privileges rather than
restrictive housing, using the latter only when necessary. As Lynne Y shared, “We don't like to
do it for long; we understand that they don't have much activity or movement.”
The Personal Element and the Rehabilitative Mindset
A related aspect of jail administration that has been underrepresented in restrictive
housing research and journalism was the personal element involved in decision-making. The
common perception of prison can be bleak: concrete buildings full of inmates watched by
correctional officers and administration with no empathy. Shapiro’s (2019) historical survey of
the origins of solitary confinement was a critique of modern restrictive housing, which the
scholar illustrated as impersonal and not geared toward rehabilitation. This portrayal, however,
was not the impression given by the correctional professionals interviewed throughout this study.
Responses to Question 7, “If you could give advice to people who want to get into your
field, what would it be?” provided unexpected insight in this regard. Among the most common
responses were to be a “people person” who can understand the inmates' perspectives. Even
more common was the need to “be a good listener,” to “listen more than you talk,” or to “be a
good communicator." Nearly as common was the advice that COs must be, above all else, patient
with inmates.
Indeed, there was always an undercurrent, an implicit acknowledgment of the necessary
emotional awareness and intelligence in working with inmates. Consider the statement made by
Liz K regarding violent inmates, “They're combative, they're violent. You really don't want to
put those kinds of people with other people. It makes them nervous. It makes them scared.” It is
important here to reiterate Craig O’s account of the daily experiences of a correctional officer:
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[Y]ou're going to be called every name in the book. I mean, for example, I'm
Caucasian—I identify as white. I've been called a racist several times by all kinds of
people of color, simply because I won't let them do things that would grossly violate
policy. You get called ugly names, and it's just it's just a natural question of, can you just
take it as them attempting to explore your nerves? Can you take it as them trying to upset
you to throw you off balance, to see where you can go? It's very important to understand
that a shift is a shift, just doing the right thing, always doing the right thing.
Such passages highlight the simple fact that correctional officers are undeniably human beings
with a natural and uninhibited sense of empathy toward the inmates under their charge.
Likewise, this empathy allowed for implicit understandings between corrections personnel
and inmates that also is neglected in research and journalism. This nonverbal, persistent
understanding element gives room for humane allowances and margins within the professional
relationship that must be maintained between both parties.
Effect of Restrictive Housing
It is important to reiterate that critics of solitary confinement tend to argue that
segregation does not improve behavioral patterns while causing severe mental damage (Butler &
Steiner, 2017; Cochran et al., 2018). Yet participant responses demonstrated a deep awareness
from many participants of the potential negative consequences of restrictive housing. Some
participants preferred to use other management methods before using segregation. Likewise,
many administrators limited the use of solitary confinement as a punitive measure for just this
reason.
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Complexities of the Correctional Setting
In this study, many complexities of the correctional setting that have been unaddressed by
scholars and journalists were highlighted. The following statement by Lynne Y, which was a
response to a question about the complications in restrictive housing, was particularly
representative of the problems that correctional professionals face daily. She noted:
By a population, physical plans, the facility, complications in the golden rule. Sometimes
you don't want to put them somewhere, but you have to, and then sometimes you want to
segregate this inmate, but you know you cannot, you do not have the justification. But
you just know I need to do this because we're going to have an issue. And to me,
sometimes I will make that an administrative decision, sometimes I'll sit back and kind of
watch it. But I think a lot of issues of restriction are for being overcrowded in physical
plans. I don't have enough of these cells. Now, in this day and age with the drug coming
in that's affecting the mentally ill, sometimes I've got a-- not really a behavior issue on
males. I've got a bunch of inmates just begging me to move him or move them, and I had
nowhere to put them. And he has not really done anything, he is just hard. I can't imagine
having to be in a cell with this men either.
Scholars, journalists, and laypeople need to remember to examine a correctional issue such as
restrictive housing; it is important to understand the inherent context and complexities
surrounding this technique's use. This is the foremost utility of the FOCRH-CJ, which
operationalizes and contextualizes restrictive housing.
Restrictive Housing Just a Tool
It is essential to note that participants by no means considered restrictive housing the
only tool by which to manage inmates. Although participants expressed that it was necessary, it
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was also considered a single necessary tool among many. Rex T, for instance, preferred to
restrict the privileges of inmates to discipline them for violations. Mitch U did not use protective
custody, preferring to disperse inmates with potential long-term problems and using restrictive
housing for medical or disciplinary issues. It is important for readers to remember this to prevent
possible misunderstandings about the prevalence of restrictive housing, such as through
sensationalism.
Implications
Theoretical Implications
There has been a major gap in research involving the lack of a unified or consolidated
theory that operationalizes restrictive housing in an exact and methodologically unrelenting
manner. This is quite important as theories are the foundational frameworks by which
quantitative research can be grounded (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). The gap in theory has led to
many restrictive housing studies characterized by results that cannot be contextualized or applied
in a consistent manner. As such, the primary theoretical implication of this study is the ability to
use the FOCRH-CJ to inform quantitative research that rigorously operationalizes restrictive
housing.
Another theoretical implication involves the grounding of the CFDARH in qualitative
data. This gives more metaphysical weight to Mears et al.’s (2019) conceptual framework, even
if the contextualization aspect of the FOCRH-CJ is not used. Indeed, this extended CFDARH
may be used on its own, as Mears et al.’s (2019) four original operationalization dimensions are
not inextricably tied to the CFRH-CJ’s four contextualization dimensions.
As the FOCRH-CJ adds an entire four-dimensional element to the CFDARH about
contextualizing restrictive housing in the correctional context, it allows for restrictive housing
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elements to be viewed holistically within the overall county jail setting. As a result, another
theoretical implication is that this framework enables researchers to better contextualize existing
restrictive housing data in a way that is grounded in the complexities of how correctional
facilities are run. This framework paves the way into restrictive housing research that does not
remain abstract and disconnected from the actual correctional environment, with its various
moving parts.
Empirical Implications
The unique contribution of this study was the provision of four dimensions by which
restrictive housing instances can be contextualized in each setting. As a result of this
contribution, the primary empirical implication of this study as a framework is the provision to
contextualize data better. Suppose an empirical inquiry would like to determine the mental health
outcome of a type of restrictive housing. In that case, FOCRH-CJ’s four dimensions can assist
the researcher in contextualizing the data according to how restrictive housing is administered in
the specific research setting. By encouraging researchers to provide contextual details of a
setting, the methodological rigor of empirical investigations into restrictive housing increases,
along with the validity and reproducibility.
Practical Implications
This study's most direct practical implication was for current administrative and
command personnel currently working in the county jail setting exploring novel methods of
managing inmates. The themes described in the study introduced several administrative practices
that sheriffs, jail administrators, and disciplinary board members may not have known or
considered. For example, some administrators may be interested in Rex T’s protocol change for
inmates in protective custody. Others may consider that Mitch U’s facility does not employ
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standard protective custody measures, preferring to employ general dispersion methods. This
study provided many details and insights into numerous ways inmates could be managed.
The second major practical implication was providing real-world, grounded information
about the correctional context to those investigating restrictive housing. This information can
assist journalists, scholars, criminal justice professionals, and laypeople. Particularly relevant are
details regarding the contexts and complexities of how and why restrictive housing is
administered in the county jail setting. The tendency in journalism to unilaterally reject
restrictive housing may be tempered with the understanding that certain inmates would be in
mortal danger in the general population if they were not isolated. Likewise, this study may
temper the tendency to unilaterally defend restrictive housing, understanding that jail
administrators use dispersion techniques with satisfactory results.
Delimitations and Limitations
The major delimitation of this study was that the primary research setting was county
jails. This delimitation was for many reasons, including lack of research into this specific setting,
the number of county jails around my location, response time of the respective sheriffs, and
personal accessibility relative to my site. Another delimitation of this study was the limiting of
participants to correctional personnel. The reasons for this delimitation were to help fill the gap
in research regarding correctional professionals (Frost & Monteiro, 2016; Mears et al., 2019;
2020), to focus the study on those administering restrictive housing, and facilitate data collection.
The final major delimitation was setting the minimum required years of participants' experience
to three years in corrections. This decision was to ensure that all participants had enough
experience to share detailed and informed responses to the interview questions.
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Following the study’s major delimitation, the major limitation was that the study's results
directly pertained only to medium-security county jails with restrictive housing pods that house
both male and female inmates. As noted in Chapter Two, restrictive housing research rarely
makes clear distinctions between the various levels of security and different types of correctional
settings. In this study, I was attempting to set a new precedent by making the limitations of the
correctional setting clear. Another limitation is the qualitative nature of this study. As such, I
could not determine the statistical relationships between the components of the FOCRH-CJ.
Recommendations for Future Research
As the scope of the FOCRH-CJ was limited to the county jail setting in Tennessee, the
immediate recommendation is for researchers to adapt this theory to settings in which they are
engaged in research. This may involve extending the framework to include a broader subset of
correctional facilities. It may also involve simply adapting and grounding the FOCRH-CJ into
another setting, such as city jails or state prisons.
The second set of recommendations was the qualitative and quantitative confirmation or
contradiction of the various elements of the CFRH-CJ, particularly of the four new
contextualization dimensions of the model. This may involve using qualitative methods to seek
details that confirm or contradict the grounded details discovered in Chapter Four. This process
may also involve surveying county jails or other correctional settings to gain a quantitative
understanding of the various elements found in the FOCRH-CJ, such as descriptive statistics of
the proportion of male inmates sent to restrictive housing versus female inmates.
A related set of recommendations was for the quantitative validation of the FOCRH-CJ so
that it can be considered as or adapted into a fully-fledged theoretical framework. A fundamental
weakness of grounded theory methodology is that, as a qualitative methodology, it is not possible
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to determine the statistical relationships between the categories and concepts that were modeled.
As such, the most immediate recommendation is for future researchers to validate and refine this
framework. It will also be important to validate the constructs that comprise the FOCRH-CJ
quantitatively.
Another set of recommendations involved adapting specific elements of the FOCRH-CJ to
other settings. This set of recommendations is possible due to how this study characterized its
constructs and sub-constructs. Restrictive housing goals, for example, are quite complex,
comprised of four distinct goals, each with its idiosyncratic elements and sub-factors. As a result,
researchers may want to involve more focused qualitative research, such as another grounded
theory, which can refine a more specific theory from one of the elements of the FOCRH-CJ. A
more refined theory of restrictive housing goals may arise as a result. Adapting the FOCRH-CJ
may also involve quantitative studies to validate or investigate specific constructs and how they
manifest in correctional facilities. A researcher, for instance, may choose to investigate the
statistical prevalence of each type of restrictive housing goal to better understand their use.
Summary
In this study, I engaged in a grounded theory methodology involving correctional
professionals at the county jail level to develop a novel grounded theory called the Framework
for Operationalizing and Contextualizing Restrictive Housing in County Jails. This theory would
not have been possible without the inherent structure provided by Mears et al.’s (2019)
CFDARH, which could be considered the first focused effort in developing a holistic framework
of restrictive housing. The interview transcripts yielded quite a large amount of data, which was
parsed and coded successfully using a combination of ATLAS.ti and Microsoft Word.
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The eight concepts delineated and detailed in this study served to be the theoretical
components of the FOCRH-CJ. The four CFDARH dimensions were thoroughly grounded in
this data that the framework may also be considered a grounded theory, at least in the county jail
setting. The remaining four dimensions, also grounded in the data, proved to be elements that
contextualize instances of restrictive housing within the setting in which segregation is
dispensed. Thus, the FOCRH-CJ presents a holistic theory of how restrictive housing can be
operationalized and contextualized.
If there was one implication of the FOCRH-CJ that I could choose as the most important,
it would be that no one who reviews this study would simplistically characterize restrictive
housing. I hope that readers keep their minds open to the many complexities of this practice
when evaluating its advantages or disadvantages. I have experienced the entire spectrum of
opinions regarding restrictive housing. As a former law enforcement professional with little
experience in corrections, I remember simplistically viewing solitary confinement as just another
necessary tool by which inmates can be managed. Upon initial research into literature
highlighting only the negative aspects of segregation, I remember shifting my opinion toward the
other end, decrying the practice without knowing the full context. Thanks to engaging in this
study, I have a far more nuanced understanding of this practice and the context in which it is
used. Regardless of the position, I hope that readers will approach restrictive housing from a
holistic rather than simplistic perspective.
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APPENDIX A
Informed Consent Form
Title of the Project: Developing a Consolidated and Holistic Framework for Restrictive
Housing which Accounts for Gender Disparities: A Grounded Theory Approach
Principal Investigator: John Tankersley, Liberty University
Invitation to be Part of a Research Study
You are invited to participate in a research study. To participate, you must be employed within a
correctional facility as a correctional officer, manager, or administrator. Taking part in this
research project is voluntary.
Please take time to read this entire form and ask questions before deciding whether to take part in
this research.
What is the study about and why is it being done?
The purpose of the study is to build a theory of restrictive housing research which also includes
gender differences. No conclusive research has shown whether restrictive housing is good or
bad, nor is there a useful theory. Even though the perspectives of correctional officers may be
insightful, these perspectives are not well-researched. The goal of this study is to fill these
research gaps so that better prison management methods can be made.
What will happen if you take part in this study?
If you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to do the following:
1. Participate in an interview of approximately one hour. Audio will be recorded, to be
deleted once transcripts are drafted, edited for accuracy, and anonymized.
How could you or others benefit from this study?
Participants should not expect to receive a direct benefit from taking part in this study.
Benefits to society include better prison management policies, which can lead to better prison
safety and efficiency. Understanding the perspectives of correctional officers can provide
insights that are unavailable.
What risks might you experience from being in this study?
The risks involved in this study are minimal, which means they are equal to the risks you would
encounter in everyday life.
How will personal information be protected?
Interviews will be conducted in a location where others will not easily overhear the conversation.
The records of this study will be kept private. Interview recordings will be drafted into written
transcripts, which will be anonymized, with any names being replaced by pseudonyms and
geographic locations being redacted. Once transcripts are anonymized and checked for accuracy,
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the recordings will be deleted from records, to prevent identification via voice. Recordings will
not be used for research or presentation purposes, apart from the creation of written transcripts.
Research records will be stored securely, in a password protected computer or in drives in a
locked location. If any printed copies of the written transcripts are made, they will be stored in a
locked location when not being used. Only the researcher will have access to any of the records,
unless an IRB approved request for secondary data analysis is submitted, in which case a
secondary investigator may be given access to the fully anonymized transcripts. The data may
also be used for presentations, though no plans are currently in existence. Transcripts will be
retained for three years upon the completion of the study, then deleted or destroyed.
Is study participation voluntary?
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether to participate will not affect your
current or future relations with Liberty University or the institution in which you are currently
employed. If you decide to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at
any time without affecting those relationships.
What should you do if you decide to withdraw from the study?
If you choose to withdraw from the study, please contact the researcher at the email address
included in the next paragraph. Should you choose to withdraw, data collected from you will be
destroyed immediately and will not be included in this study.
Whom do you contact if you have questions or concerns about the study?
The researcher conducting this study is John Tankersley. You may ask any questions you have.
If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact him at XXXXXXXX. You may also
contact the researcher’s faculty sponsor, [name], at [email].
Whom do you contact if you have questions about your rights as a research participant?
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone
other than the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the Institutional Review Board, 1971
University Blvd., Green Hall Ste. 2845, Lynchburg, VA 24515 or email at irb@liberty.edu.
Disclaimer: The Institutional Review Board (IRB) is tasked with ensuring that human subjects research
will be conducted in an ethical manner as defined and required by federal regulations. The topics covered
and viewpoints expressed or alluded to by student and faculty researchers are those of the researchers
and do not necessarily reflect the official policies or positions of Liberty University.

Your Consent
By signing this document, you are agreeing to be in this study. Make sure you understand what
the study is about before you sign. You will be given a copy of this document for your records.
The researcher[s] will keep a copy with the study records. If you have any questions about the
study after you sign this document, you can contact the study team using the information
provided above.
I have read and understood the above information. I have asked questions and have received
answers. I consent to participate in the study.
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The researcher has my permission to audio record me as part of my participation in this
study.

____________________________________
Printed Subject Name

____________________________________
Signature & Date
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APPENDIX B
Semi-Standardized Open-Ended Interview Guide
Introductory, Background, and Demographic Questions
1. How long have you worked in correctional facilities?
2. What are your main duties and responsibilities in your current position?
3. In your experience in corrections, what gender of inmates have you worked with and where?
4. (If they have worked with both genders but during separate postings/facilities) As a rough
estimate, how much of your career have you worked with either gender?
5. (If they have worked with both genders and in the same facility) As a rough estimate, how
much of your time is spent working with either gender?
6. (If they have worked in both single-gender and multi-gender facilities) As a rough estimate,
how much of your career have you worked with either gender?
7. If you could give advice to people who want to get into your field, what would it be?
Probing Questions
8. Can you give me [more detail/an example] about [topic in question]?
9. Can you tell me more of what you mean by [statement of interest]?
Restrictive Housing Goals: Main Questions
10. Can you tell me [about the/other] reasons why restrictive housing is used in correctional
facilities?
11. So far, you have mentioned: [list of various goals of restrictive housing]. Are there any other
goals of restrictive housing that you can think of?
Restrictive Housing Goals: Follow-Up Questions (there are four types of restrictive housing
goals: management, protection, punishment, and administrative)
12. (If any of the four goals are not mentioned) What are your thoughts on restrictive housing
that is administered for the purpose of [one of the goals not mentioned by participant]?
13. (If any of the four goals are not mentioned) Have you seen any cases of when restrictive
housing was used for [one of the goals not mentioned by participant]?
Restrictive Housing Goals: Gender Disparity Questions (Only for Participants Who Have
Worked with Both Genders)
14. Have you noticed any [other] gender differences in why inmates get put in restrictive
housing?
15. Have you noticed any [other] gender differences in how restrictive housing is used to
[manage/protect/punish/administrate] inmates?
Duration: Main Questions
16. What [other information] can you tell me about the durations of time that inmate spend in
restrictive housing?
17. What can you tell me about how often inmates are sent into restrictive housing?
18. Can you tell me about [some/other] factors that will influence the duration inmates spend in
restrictive housing?
Duration: Follow-Up Questions
19. (If the participant mostly spoke of duration in terms of how often inmates are sent into
restrictive housing) Can you tell me about how long some inmates stay in restrictive
housing?
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20. (If participant mostly spoke in terms of how long some inmates stay in restrictive housing)
Can you tell me about how often some inmates stay in restrictive housing?
Duration: Gender Disparity Questions (Only for Participants Who Have Worked with
Both Genders)
21. Have you noticed any [other] gender differences in the length of time inmates spend in
restrictive housing?
22. Have you noticed any [other] gender differences in how often inmates are sent into restrictive
housing?
Conditions: Main Questions
23. Physical conditions can include properties like cell size, type of light or lighting. What can
you tell me about the physical conditions of the restrictive housing facilities that you have
worked in?
24. Nonphysical conditions of restrictive housing can include entertainment, reading material,
time permitted to flush toilets, personal possessions, time outside isolation, or visitations.
What can you tell me about the nonphysical conditions of the restrictive housing facilities
you have worked in?
Conditions: Follow-up Question
25. Can you think of any more [physical/nonphysical] conditions?
Conditions: Gender Disparity Questions (Only for Participants Who Have Worked with
Both Genders)
26. Have you noticed any [other] gender differences in the physical conditions of restrictive
housing?
27. Have you noticed any [other] gender differences in the nonphysical conditions of restrictive
housing?
Intentionality: Main Questions
28. Can you tell me about any [other] cases in which an inmate was unintentionally placed in
restrictive housing?
29. Can you tell me about any [other] cases in which an inmate was unintentionally kept in
restrictive housing for shorter or longer than originally planned?
30. In your experience, what are some [other] complications in administering restrictive housing?
Intentionality: Gender Disparity Questions (Only for Participants Who Have Worked with
Both Genders)
31. Have you noticed any [other] gender differences in whether an inmate was unintentionally
placed in restrictive housing?
32. Have you noticed any [other] gender differences in whether an inmate was unintentionally
kept in restrictive housing for shorter or longer than originally planned?
33. Have you noticed any [other] gender differences regarding any complications in
administering restrictive housing?
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APPENDIX C
Field Notes Template
Gender: Male/Female
Correctional Facility Experience: _________________________
Duties/Responsibilities: _________________________________________________________
Inmate Gender (circle any that apply) and Years of Experience: Male: _______ Female: _______
Notes on Correctional Facilities: ___________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Restrictive Housing Goals
Management: __________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Protection: ____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Punishment: ___________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Administrative: ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Additional Notes: _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Management (Gender): __________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Protection (Gender): _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Punishment (Gender): ___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Administrative (Gender): _________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Additional Notes: _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Restrictive Housing Duration
Duration of Time: ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Frequency: ____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Duration Factors: _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Additional Notes: _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Duration of Time (Gender): _______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Frequency (Gender): ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Additional Notes: _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Restrictive Housing Conditions
Physical: ______________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________
Nonphysical: __________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Additional Notes: _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Physical (Gender): ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Nonphysical (Gender): ___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Restrictive Housing Intentionality
Unintentional Placement: _________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Unintentional Retention: _________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Complications: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Additional Notes: _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Unintentional Placement (Gender): _________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Unintentional Retention (Gender): _________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Complications (Gender): _________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________
Additional Notes: _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX D
List of Codes During Advanced Coding and Initial Theory Generation
COMPLEXITY
Complexity: general
Complexity: RH
CONDITION
Condition: nonphysical
Condition: nonphysical: no disparity
Condition: physical
Condition: physical: no disparity
DISPARITY
Disparity: female difficulties
Disparity: general
Disparity: less female cells
Disparity: logistics
Disparity: male difficulties
Disparity: none
DURATION
Duration: frequency
Duration: frequency: disparity
Duration: frequency: no disparity
Duration: general
Duration: length
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Duration: length: disparity
Duration: length: no disparity
Duration: length: PC vs. other
EFFECTS
Effects: general
Effects: mental deterioration
GOAL
Goal: administrative
Goal: discipline
Goal: disparity
goal: general
Goal: management
Goal: no disparity
Goal: PC
INTENT
Intent: disparity
Intent: intentional
Intent: no disparity
Intent: unintentional
Intent: unintentional: none
JAIL CONTEXT
Jail context: disciplinary board
Jail context: general
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Jail context: restrictive housing rare
Jail context: safety and security
LOGISTICS
Logistics: COVID
Logistics: dispersion
Logistics: facility issues
Logistics: less female COs
Logistics: RH cells
PERSONAL ELEMENT
Personal element: administrative decision
Personal element: general
Personal element: inmate choice
Personal element: personal decision
Personal element: restriction over RH
Personal element: restriction vs. punishment
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APPENDIX E
Final Categories and Codes
COMPLEXITY
Complexity: COVID
Complexity: general
Complexity: RH
CONDITION
Condition: nonphysical
Condition: nonphysical: no disparity
Condition: physical
Condition: physical: no disparity
DISPARITY
Disparity: female difficulties
Disparity: general
Disparity: less female cells
Disparity: logistics
Disparity: male difficulties
Disparity: none
DURATION
Duration: frequency
Duration: frequency: disparity
Duration: frequency: no disparity
Duration: general
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Duration: length
Duration: length: disparity
Duration: length: no disparity
Duration: length: PC vs. other
GOAL
Goal: administrative
Goal: discipline
Goal: disparity
goal: general
Goal: management
Goal: no disparity
Goal: PC
INTENT
Intent: disparity
Intent: intentional
Intent: no disparity
Intent: unintentional
Intent: unintentional: none
JAIL CONTEXT
Jail context: disciplinary board
Jail context: general
Jail context: restrictive housing rare
Jail context: safety and security
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Jail context: dispersion
Jail context: facility issues
Jail context: RH cells
PERSONAL ELEMENT
Personal element: administrative decision
Personal element: effects
Personal element: general
Personal element: inmate choice
Personal element: mental deterioration
Personal element: personal decision
Personal element: restriction over RH
Personal element: restriction vs. punishment

